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Abstract

Recent advances in sequencing technology have enabled the elucidation of

entire genome sequences for a number of key organisms. The bioinfor-

matics post-processing of these sequences should reveal the complete set

of molecular components involved in cellular biochemical activities. The

next challenge for the emerging field of systems biology is to integrate this

data into genome-scale reconstructions to describe and simulate whole-cell

metabolism. Such computational models have immense potential to speed

up the rate of discovery (while reducing the need for expensive lab work) by

their ability to rapidly generate and test new hypotheses. In plant biology,

metabolic network modelling can generate new knowledge for improving

plant performance. This approach is particularly useful for metabolic en-

gineering purposes, predicting the necessary changes needed in order to

enhance the yield and nutritional value of a range of agricultural products.

This project involved the comprehensive reconstruction of a series of genome-

scale models describing Arabidopsis thaliana energy metabolism. Three in-

dividual metabolic networks of energy organelles were reconstructed and

validated by simulating various scenarios under chosen constraints. The

models were used to investigate how plant energy metabolism alters with

changes in environmental conditions and to design metabolic engineering

strategies for improving plant performance. The individual models were

then combined into a whole-cell reconstruction providing overall insights

into the energy metabolism of plant cells and the importance of cellular

compartmentalisation. Several applications of the model are presented,

including the prediction of essential metabolic genes and synthetic lethal

genetic interactions. A novel approach for simulating plant heterosis in

metabolic networks is also presented. The analysis provides new insights

into the potential mechanisms by which heterosis leads to efficiencies in

energy metabolism.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Advances in genome sequencing

Whole genome sequencing has been one of the grand challenges of genome science in

recent decades. Demand for DNA sequence information has never been greater than it

is today, with applications in a wide range of research areas including comparative ge-

nomics, metagenomics, epidemiology, forensics and clinical medicine. Numerous strate-

gies and platforms for ultrafast DNA sequencing are constantly being developed and

improved. Since the first individual genome was sequenced using high throughput tech-

nology in 2007 [1], the cost of genome sequencing has been dropping by as much as 90%

several years in a row. To date, more than 10000 bacterial genome-sequencing projects

have been initiated and nearly 4000 have been completed [2]. Although prokaryotes

were the initial targets of whole genome sequencing projects, the revolutionary ad-

vances in high-throughput technologies have allowed a wider variety of organisms to

1



1. INTRODUCTION

be sequenced (Figure 1.1). Since the publication of the first plant genome sequence,

Arabidopsis thaliana in 2000 [3], various sequencing projects have been undertaken for

a number of other species (Table 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Evolution of genome sequencing projects. - Genome projects currently

stored in the Genome Online Database (GOLD) [2, 4].

While these new technologies have allowed an exponential improvement in our abil-

ity to sequence genomes, they also generate unprecedented amounts of data. As a result,

the bottleneck in genome sequencing has shifted from the generation of raw sequences

to bioinformatics processing and data management. Efficient annotation methods are

continuously being developed and improved in order to associate genome sequences

with proteins and cellular functions.
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1.1 Advances in genome sequencing

The integration of these data through bioinformatics enables the reconstruction of

genome-scale models. By providing comprehensive descriptions of cellular metabolism

and functions, such reconstructions play a key role in the emerging field of systems

biology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Common Name Scientific Name Journal Date Citations Ref

Potato Solanum tuberosum Nature 14-07-2011 1 [5]

Grape Vitis vinifera Nature 27-09-2007 542 [6]

Cucumber Cucumis sativus Nature Genetics 01-11-2009 119 [7]

Poplar Populus trichocarpa Science 15-09-2006 1156 [8]

Strawberry Fragaria vesca Nature Genetics 26-12-2010 22 [9]

Castor Bean Ricinus communis Nature Biotechnology 22-08-2010 26 [10]

Apple Malus domestica Nature Genetics 03-08-2010 68 [11]

Cannabis Cannabis sativa Genome Biology 20-10-2011 1 [12]

Lotus Lotus japonicus DNA Research 28-05-2008 110 [13]

Soybean Glycine max Nature 14-01-2010 283 [14]

Pidgeon pea Cajanus cajan Nature Biotechnology 06-11-2011 0 [15]

Chocolate Theobroma cacao Nature Genetics 26-12-2010 19 [16]

Papaya Carica papaya Nature 24-04-2008 227 [17]

Arabidopsis Arabidopsis thaliana Nature 14-12-2010 2500+ [18]

Arabidopsis lyrata Arabidopsis lyrata Nature Genetics 10-04-2011 22 [19]

Various Brassica rapa Nature Genetics 28-08-2011 1 [20]

Thellungiella parvula Thellungiella parvula Nature Genetics 07-08-2011 0 [21]

Date Palm Phoenix dactylifera Nature Biotechnology 29-05-2011 5 [22]

Rice Oryza sativa L. ssp. japonica Science 05-04-2002 1989 [23]

Rice Oryza sativa L. ssp. indica Science 05-04-2002 2003 [24]

Brachy Brachypodium distachyon Nature 11-02-2010 36 [25]

Maize Zea mays Science 20-11-2009 336 [26]

Sorghum Sorghum bicolor Nature 28-01-2009 362 [25]

Moss Physcomitrella patens Science 04-01-2008 381 [27]

Selaginella Selaginella moellendorffii Science 20-05-2011 6 [28]

Table 1.1: Sequenced plant genomes - A list of known plant genome publications.
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1.2 Cellular compartmentalization

1.2 Cellular compartmentalization

Metabolic compartmentalization refers to the differential localization or distribution

of biochemical pathways within the cell. This compartmentalization relies on the dif-

ferential localization of the enzymes involved. In plants, it is common to find metabolic

pathways occurring in parallel within multiple subcellular compartments or steps of a

single pathway located in different compartments [29]. Identifying these pathways and

allocating them to the correct subcellular compartment is necessary for the reconstruc-

tion of large-scale metabolic networks. In the following sections, the importance of the

metabolic compartmentalization will be discussed and the approaches for investigating

protein localization will be presented.

1.2.1 Origins of metabolic compartmentalization

Although metabolic compartmentalization is usually only considered in eukaryotes,

there are also cases of metabolic compartmentalization in prokaryotes. An intrigu-

ing example is a family of complex structures known as microcompartments (MCP).

Theses structures consist of metabolic enzymes enclosed within a protein shell, which

makes them fundamentally different from traditional organelles [30–32]. Other exam-

ples of prokaryotic compartmentalization include the consequences of cotranscriptional

translation and molecular crowding in the cell [30, 33].

Indeed, the diffusion of proteins in the prokaryotic cytosol is slower than the diffusion

of proteins through water. Consequently, proteins expressed from the same location

on a prokaryotic chromosome are, for a limited amount of time, more closely located
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1. INTRODUCTION

to one another in space than proteins that are expressed from distant regions of the

same chromosome. This pseudo-compartmentalization can affect the metabolism. For

example, the products of an enzymatic reaction in a metabolic pathway that is encoded

by an operon will be more rapidly converted by the second enzyme in the pathway if

the two enzymes are encoded from the same polycistronic mRNA. Similarly, different

subunits of a heteromeric enzyme will associate and gain their enzymatic activity faster

if they are expressed next to each other on the same chromosome than if they are

expressed from distant loci.

In plants (and eukaryotes in general), subcellular compartmentalization is well de-

fined by membrane-bounded structures (organelles) within cells and profoundly influ-

ences all aspects of metabolism. Two of the major metabolic compartments in plant

cells are mitochondria and plastids. Theories describing the endosymbiotic origin of

these two organelles have been well accepted for the last 50 years. The endosymbiotic

theories state that both plastids and mitochondria were once free-living bacteria. It is

believed that mitochondria originate from proteobacteria capable of oxygen-dependent

and oxygen-independent pyruvate breakdown within eukaryotic cells [34, 35], whereas

plastids derive from cyanobateria capable of catalysing oxygenic photosynthesis [36].

Both organelles have conserved their own DNA, evidence of their endosymbiotic origin.

However the organelle genomes are significantly smaller than those of the free-living or-

ganisms they derive from. Plastid genomes contain between 20 and 200 protein-coding

genes and mitochondrial genomes between 5 and 65 genes [37, 38]. Despite the genome

reduction, functional plastids and mitochondria contain approximately the same num-
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1.2 Cellular compartmentalization

ber of proteins as the free-living bacteria. The difference between the numbers of genes

and proteins in these organelles can be partially explained by endosymbiotic gene trans-

fer [39]. Following endosymbiosis, organelle DNA has been progressively transferred

to the nucleus of the host. Many of the transferred genes now encode proteins that

are post-translationally imported into the organelles. This gene relocation required the

development of organelle-specific protein import apparatus and the addition of protein

targeting signals. In addition, many host proteins that did not exist in the bacterial

precursors are now targeted to the organelles where they play crucial roles in organelle

biogenesis and metabolism.

1.2.2 Metabolic role

Subcellular compartmentalization provides different reaction spaces with strongly

varying conditions. A large number of enzymes exist as compartment-specific isoforms,

and therefore, entire metabolic pathways can be duplicated in multiple compartments.

Flux though these parallel pathways can significantly vary and are often independently

regulated, resulting in different subcellular pools of metabolites. This extensive sub-

cellular compartmentalization of metabolism within the cell represents a key factor of

metabolic activity and functionality.

Glycolysis is probably one of most studied pathways taking place in multiple subcel-

lular compartments in plants. Glycolysis is a central pathway that can be found in all

organisms. In plants, the glycolytic pathway is present in both cytosol and plastid, and

the reactions involved in these parallel metabolic processes are catalysed by different
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enzymes. The main role of glycolysis relates to the oxidation of hexoses generating en-

ergy in the form of ATP and residual C3 molecules of pyruvate (or PEP). As described

in the Figure 1.2, higher plants use sucrose (cytosol) and starch (plastid) as the main

precursors for glycolysis. However, plants are also capable of synthesising the imme-

diate product of starch and sucrose breakdown from other pathways. As mentioned

previously, the parallel plastidic and cytosolic reactions are catalysed by isoenzymes

that are encoded by different nuclear genes. Cytosolic and plastidic isoenzymes are

very similar except for the presence of specific target sequences for the plastidic ones,

allowing the enzymes to be imported to the right compartment. The energy produced

by glycolysis is reused in various processes including de-novo synthesis of compounds,

intra-cellular transport or supporting growth.

1.2.3 Strategies to investigate protein localization

The study of protein subcellular localization is necessary to elucidate protein func-

tions and gain understanding of compartmentalization. Several methods have been

developed to investigate subcellular location of proteins, including in silico predictions

and experimental approaches. Our knowledge of protein localization has significantly

improved thanks to the extensive development of new experimental methods, although

these remain laborious and highly time-consuming. Experimental assays to determine

the cellular location of gene products include fluorescence microscopy and fraction-

ation procedures. Protein localization can be effectively determined in vivo, by the

use of fluorescent protein (FP) tagging or immunolocalization [40]. While these tech-
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1.2 Cellular compartmentalization

Figure 1.2: Plant Glycolysis - The enzymes catalysing the numbered reactions are as follows:

1, hexokinase; 2, phosphorylase; 3, phospho-glucomutase; 4, phosphoglucose isomerase; 5, PFK; 6, ALD;

7, triose phosphate isomerase; 8, NAD-dependent GAPDH (phosphorylating); 9, 3-PGA kinase; 10, phos-

phoglyceromutase; 11, enolase; 12, PK; 13, invertase; 14, sucrose synthase; 15, UDP-glucose pyrophospho-

rylase; 16, nucleoside diphosphate kinase; 17, α and β amylases; 18, PFP; 19, NADP-dependent GAPDH

(non-phosphorylating); 20, PEPase; 21, PEPC; 22, MDH; 23, ME.

Abbreviations: Glu-1-P, glucose-1-phosphate; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; G3P, glyceraldehyde-

3-phosphate; 1,3-DPGA, 1,3-diphosphoglycerate; 2-PGA, 2-phosphoglycerate; OAA, oxaloacetate. →,

indicate physiologically irreversible reactions; ↔ indicate reversible reactions.
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niques can provide clear visual evidences of protein localization, they are not suitable

for large-scale analysis. To facilitate the systematic definition of protein localization,

large-scale proteomics studies based on cell fractionation and mass spectrometry have

been developed to identify peptides in purified subcellular compartments. Although

these approaches can be technically challenging, they have been used successfully to

define the subcellular distribution of proteins of several key organisms, particularly in

plants [41–46]. Even though these methods have been improved over the years, they

still remain error-prone and sometimes produce contradictory results depending on the

experimental assay.

It is widely acknowledged that the information for determining the final subcellular

localization of proteins can be found in their amino acid sequences [47]. Therefore, com-

putational prediction methods have become increasingly popular for annotating newly

sequenced genes and providing testable hypotheses regarding protein localization and

function that can be followed up by experimental studies. A large range of bioinfor-

matic prediction programs have been developed and have proven to be particularly

useful to perform large-scale predictions and complement the existing experimental as-

says [48–50]. These computational approaches use various machine-learning methods

that identify specific target sequences from the primary protein sequence in order to

determine the subcellular location of a protein. The most popular algorithms used by

the prediction tools include k-nearest neighbour (KNN) [51], neural networks (NN) [52]

and hidden Markov models (HMM) [53]. None of the methods cited above is error-free

and each presents individual weaknesses and advantages. Protein targeting sequences
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1.2 Cellular compartmentalization

(PTS) are highly specific to the final subcellular location of a protein. Therefore, to im-

prove the predictive capabilities, a number of specialised predictors have been optimised

to predict only a single compartment [54–57] (Table 1.2).

Similarly to experimental approaches, bioinformatic predictors have their individ-

ual advantages and shortcomings. Although the vast majority of such predictors use

the protein sequence and/or gene ontology (GO) terms to extrapolate the subcellular

localization of a particular gene product [49], the results can differ significantly differ

from one tool to another, even with similar or identical input. Thus, when available,

experimental data remain the most trusted results for biologists, despite the existing

technical difficulties associated with experimental approaches [40]. However, most of

these experimental data are scattered in the literature and one can spend a significant

amount of time and effort looking for localization evidence for a protein of interest.

In order to facilitate the access to protein localization data for Arabidopsis, several

databases have been developed including the Plant Proteomics Database (PPDB) [67],

ARAMEMNON [68] or AT CHLORO [69]. Although these resources have proven to be

very useful for biologists, they remain highly specialised (e.g, AT CHLORO provides

information for proteins localised solely in the chloroplast) and contain only a fraction

of the Arabidopsis proteome. Furthermore, protein localization databases often rely

on results provided by a single or a limited number of predictors, which, as discussed

previously, can lead to incomplete information [66, 70].

To overcome these issues, the SUBcellular localization database for Arabidopsis pro-

teins (SUBA) [71, 72] has been developed. This database integrates protein localization
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Tool Description URL Ref.

EpiLoc

a text-based system for pre-

dicting animal, plant, and fun-

gal protein subcellular locations.

Ten locations are predicted in

the plant version.

www.epiloc.cs.queensu.ca [58]

LOCtree

rely on variety of sequence

and predicted structural fea-

tures, with evolutionary informa-

tion contributing to the predic-

tions reliability.

www.cubic.bioc.columbia.edu [59, 60]

Predotar

based on the identification of

a putative N-terminal sorting

signal. Designed for high-

throughput studies and can han-

dle large numbers of input se-

quences with relatively high ac-

curacy but at a loss of sensitivity.

PredSL

www.inra.fr/predotar.html [52]

MultiLoc 2

predictor of animal, plant, and

fungal subcellular localizations.

Phylogeny and gene ontology

terms are integrated in this up-

dated version

uni-tuebingen.de/MultiLoc2 [61]

PSort

combines a database of N-

terminal sorting signals with pre-

dictions based on composition

and can distinguish 11 subcellu-

lar locations.

www.psort.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp [62, 63]

SherLoc2

hybrid method that combines

sequence-based and text-based

features for prediction of subcel-

lular localization of animal, fun-

gal, and plant proteins. The

plant version covers ten subcel-

lular locations (ch, cy, er, ex, go,

mi, nu, pe, pm, and va).

uni-tuebingen.de/SherLoc2 [64]

SignalP

Predictor of N-terminal secre-

tory SPs in eukary- otes and

bacteria. Results include cleav-

age site predictions as well

as discrimination between SP-

containing sequences and non-

secretory sequences (signal an-

chor probability).

www.cbs.dtu.dk/SignalP [65]

Table 1.2: A non-exhaustive list of bioinformatics tools for predicting the subcellular
localization of plant proteins (adapted from [66])
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1.3 Modelling and quantification: toward an in silico plant

information from multiple prediction algorithms as well as experimental data and an-

notations. The database provides access to defined sets of localization data that have

been generated by the research community over the last 15 years. The resource has

been used successfully in a wide range of studies including the identification of protein

family localization [73], the assessment of targeting prediction programs [74, 75] and the

reconstruction of metabolic networks [76, 77]. The current version of SUBA (SUBA3)

has been expanded with a large amount of curated information, the integration of

more predictors and protein-protein (PPI) data. In addition, the information con-

tained in the database has recently been improved by the addition of a novel Bayesian

approach to estimate protein localization from multiple and potentially contradictory

data. The Bayesian classifier, SUBcellular Arabidopsis consensus (SUBAcon) [78], uses

aggregated outputs from 22 computational predictors, experimental MS and GFP lo-

calizations, protein-protein interaction and co-expression data. The algorithm relies on

naive Bayes theory to generate consensus calls for subcellular locations of Arabidop-

sis proteins. The SUBAcon classifier is proven to estimate protein localization more

accurately than individual predictors.

1.3 Modelling and quantification: toward an in silico plant

Understanding the dynamic processes in living cells is one of the most important and

complicated challenges of modern biology. Numerous sequencing projects have exposed

plants at the molecular level, revealing the ’part lists’ for building functional plants.

The emerging field of systems biology aims to integrate this accumulated knowledge to
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gain insight into how genes, their products and chemical compounds interact and work

together as a system.

For years, classical molecular biology approaches have focused on the characteriza-

tion of individual genes, essentially by altering their genetic expression or function, and

by monitoring the effect of induced perturbations [79–82]. These efforts have yielded

key discoveries for a wide range of metabolic processes, pathways and regulatory sys-

tems, contributing significantly to the expansion of our knowledge and understanding

of plant development. However, there is still much to achieve to understand the whole

plant cell machinery. To this end, there is a clear need for the development of new ap-

proaches to integrate the knowledge gained from genome-wide and molecular studies.

These approaches must be able to cope with the large amount of heterogeneous in-

formation and the highly complex interactions between components at multiple scales.

The development of computational models can tackle these difficulties by integrating

the large amount of data available into complex systems. Combined with continuous ex-

perimental efforts, computational models can unlock a significant amount of knowledge

about complex regulatory processes, metabolism and plant development.

Three main types of computational models currently exist to represent and simu-

late the behaviour of living cells. Biochemical models, based on the enzyme kinetics,

structural or stoichiometric models strictly relying on the topological properties of a

metabolic network and mechanistic models which are mainly used to simulate whole-

organism development. These different approaches will be further described in the

following sections.
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1.3.1 Kinetic models

While stoichiometric models aim at representing the entire metabolic capabilities of

an organism, kinetic models, on the other hand, tend to focus on detailed representa-

tions of smaller fractions of metabolic networks. Despite the development of robotized

hardware for measuring kinetic parameters for a large number of reactions [83], obtain-

ing them for an entire target organism still remains a highly time-consuming and costly

experimental process. Thus, recent efforts have been made to develop new methods

enabling the large-scale reconstruction of kinetic models[84–87]. These new approaches

include linlog kinetics, generic equations, parameter balancing and convenience kinet-

ics [88]. The fundamental mathematics underlying kinetic modelling is used in a wide

range of different fields of science and engineering [89–91]. Traditionally, kinetic mod-

els use a set of coupled, first order, ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to model

the time evolution of metabolic networks. These reaction rate equations (RRE) are

usually inferred because of the difficulty of obtaining them experimentally. Each ODE

describes the evolution of a particular metabolite concentration over time. The concen-

tration of a metabolite is described by a variable (Si) and the evolution of this variable

over time (dSi dt) corresponds to the sum of the rates of the enzymes synthesising

the metabolite, minus the sum of the rates of the enzymes consuming the metabolite

(law of conservation of mass). In addition, ODE can include kinetic rate laws, such as

the Michaelis-Menten equation [92], to describe the enzymatic activity. The system of

differential equations generated during the reconstruction (Figure 1.3) can be solved to

simulate the metabolic network at steady-state.
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Figure 1.3: Reconstruction of simple kinetic model - The different stages of re-

construction of kinetic model. In A, the network contains only basic connectivity and

stoichiometry information. In B, the laws defining the reaction rate of each reaction are

added. In C, the rate laws and stoichiometric data are combined into a system of ODEs. At

this stage, the model contains the necessary information to simulate variation in metabolite

concentration over time.
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Deterministic, ODE-based kinetic models have been successfully used for decades to

describe metabolic processes[93–96]. However, due to the difficulty of measuring kinetic

parameters experimentally, kinetic models are usually limited to a single pathway or

even just a few reactions. Therefore, alternative techniques such as stoichiometric

models were developed to achieve full-scale metabolic models.

1.3.2 Mechanistic models of plant

Mechanistic models are mainly used to study plant organ growth and development

[97–99]. These models are based on experimentally obtained knowledge, reformulated

as systems of mathematical equations. The current generation of mechanistic models

are limited to the cellular level and are largely qualitative. Indeed, these models rarely

integrate the output of molecular regulatory networks to describe cell division and cell

expansion due to the lack of experimental data available [100]. Plant development and

growth are highly complex and multi-scale processes, encompassing molecular, cellular

and whole-plant levels. Although, the knowledge currently available does not currently

allow the coverage of this entire spectrum, one can expect the next generation of mech-

anistic models to be combined with large-scale molecular models. This new generation

of models could provide more quantitative predictions and unlock fundamental insights

into the relationship between gene function and whole organ behaviour.

Currently, most mechanistic models use cells as central units. Without the integra-

tion of detailed molecular processes, the complexity of these basic units is relatively

limited but sufficient to represent plant growth and development. These cell units are
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essentially modelled around three main regulatory modules:

• A module describing the regulation of cell cycles and cell division

• A cell expansion module

• A signalling module, that spatially organises these processes.

A number of mechanistic modelling frameworks have been developed over the past

decade (Table 1.3). They allow the simulation of plant growth by describing the multi-

ple interactions between the regulatory modules as biological rules, usually in the form

of mathematical equations. The modelling frameworks are capable of interpreting and

executing these rules to generate a visual or numerical output.

Framework URL Language Usage

VLAB algorithmbotany.org/vstudio C++, OpenGL, Qt Simulation of plant structure and ecosystems

L-Studion algorithmbotany.org/lstudio C++, OpenGL Simulation of plant structure and ecosystems

OpenAlea openalea.inria.fr Python, Qt Light interception efficiency in leaf shape

CellModeller www.archiroot.org.uk C++, OpenGL Trichome patterning, branch outgrowth

GreenLab liama.ia.ac.cn/greenscilab C, TCLTK Demonstration of Corner and Leeuwenberg models

VirtualLeaf virtualleaf.googlecode.com C++,Qt Plant growth, vascular and biochemical patterning

GINsim gin.univ-mrs.fr/GINsim Java Flowering in Arabidopsis. Yeast cell cycling

Table 1.3: List of computational frameworks commonly used for quantitative modelling.

(Adapted from [100])

Mechanistic modelling is a powerful approach to simulate plant development and
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growth. However, similarly to kinetic modelling, this method relies heavily on experi-

mental measurements to define the model parameters. Therefore, in order to improve

the potential of mechanistic models, new strategies have to be established to identify

key model parameters and facilitate their estimation.

1.3.3 Stoichiometric models

Stoichiometric models describe metabolic networks based on the connectivity and

stoichiometry of the chemical species involved. Therefore difficulties with parameter

estimation and experimental measurements arising when using other modelling ap-

proaches are avoided. Mathematically, stoichiometric models heavily rely on the law of

conservation of mass and the assumption of a pseudo steady-state in the system (Figure

1.4).

Figure 1.4: The principle of mass conservation applied to metabolic networks -
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Although relying solely on topological properties while disregarding intracellular

kinetics to model complex metabolic processes can appear as a simplistic approach,

the current modelling techniques allow the simulation of sophisticated scenarios and

provide accurate predictions. These approaches will be detailed in the following section.

1.4 Genome-scale constraint-based modelling

In the past decade, genome-scale models have become a valuable tool in systems

biology, allowing the study of cellular metabolism at the level of an entire metabolic

network. Unicellular organisms were the first target species for genome-scale recon-

structions. Bacterial models have proven powerful tools, providing better insights into

metabolic responses to perturbations and allowing the design of rational metabolic en-

gineering strategies [101–104]. Considerable progress in high-throughput experiments

have boosted the development of GEM reconstructions, bridging the gap between geno-

type and phenotype.

The metabolic capabilities of an organism result from the coordinated actions of

the enzymes expressed in the species. The set of biochemical reactions can be identified

directly, by performing enzymatic assays, or indirectly, by looking for homology rela-

tionships with proteins whose function has been elucidated. Therefore, the metabolic

network of an organism can be defined by all the reactions that have been demonstrated

to potentially occur in the cell and their associated molecular components: enzymes,

substrates and products.

Biochemists have traditionally used a modular approach to investigate metabolism.
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1.4 Genome-scale constraint-based modelling

Grouping a set of reactions in metabolic pathways produces a view that greatly simplifies

the analysis of metabolic networks. Pathways typically represent sets of reactions that

allow the conversion of one or several input metabolites into output metabolites. Path-

way boundaries are arbitrary but usually input and output chemical compounds are

involved in multiple reactions and therefore represent the connexions to other metabolic

pathways. Metabolism involves a large number of cofactors and byproducts of chemical

reactions. Thus, the secretion, regeneration and recycling of these cofactors play an

important role and are required to maintain cell metabolism.

The development and reconstruction of genome-scale models of metabolism is an

emerging field in systems biology. These computational models integrate knowledge

at different levels, from genes to proteins and further to metabolic fluxes, therefore,

providing a holistic perspective of complex biological processes. In combination with

wet-lab experiments, genome-scale models have become valuable tools to study and

understand how the individual components of the system interact and modify the overall

cell function (Figure 1.5).

At the beginning of this project (2011), a total of 29 bacteria, 2 archaea and 5

eukaryotes had been reconstructed. Currently, more than 100 published models are

available, thus reflecting the rapidly growing interest in genome-scale modelling. The

quality of these reconstructions varies significantly from one model to another. This is

partially due to the varying amounts of available data for a particular organism and

the reconstruction process followed. Indeed, most of the published models to date are

the results of automatic reconstruction processes [106–109]. Although these methods
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Figure 1.5: The systems biology loop - Traditional experimental approaches have

allowed the elucidation of a very large number of individual components composing biolog-

ical systems. However, complex networks cannot be fully understood with a reductionist

approach. Therefore, the main challenge of systems biology is to move from the character-

ization of individual components towards the reconstruction of higher order systems such

as metabolic networks. To this end, an interdisciplinary approach is required, involving

methods from physical, mathematical, computational and engineering sciences. In addi-

tion, this approach needs to continuously traverse a cycle of collaborative interactions to

be effective, each iteration increasing the knowledge of the studied system. Modified from

[105].
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are powerful approaches for the high-throughput generation of models, they tend to

produce metabolic networks that greatly vary in terms of content and often require a

preliminary step of manual curation.

Genome-scale models are meant to represent a holistic perspective of the global

cellular processes. Therefore they are essentially stoichiometric models and describe

cellular metabolism as a set of stoichiometric equations representing the biochemical

reactions (Figure 1.6). The modelling approaches used to exploit and analyse genome-

scale models all rely on common principles. These techniques and the concepts they

are based on are detailed in the following sections.

Constraint-based modelling (Figure 1.6 relies on the assumption that cells are sub-

ject to constraints defining their metabolic behaviour. Theoretically, if all the con-

straints applied under specific circumstances were known, the state of a metabolic

network could be fully elucidated [110, 111]. Therefore, by imposing a set of known

constraints to a network, it is possible to estimate the function states that can or can-

not be achieved by a metabolic network. Thus, the results of such analysis correspond

to a space of feasible solutions rather than the prediction of a unique solution. From a

biological point of view, the constraints applied to a network can be used to determine

the feasible flux distributions and by extension the feasible phenotypes of a cell. Con-

straints applied to a metabolic network can be classified in two main categories (Table

1.4):

• Non adjustable constraints: these may change in time and can be dynamic.
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Figure 1.6: Main principles of stoichiometric modelling - Metabolic networks can

be translated into mathematical terms using the stoichiometric matrix S. This matrix is a

representation of the stoichiometric information embedded in a metabolic network. Using

this matrix, the mass balances for each intracellular metabolite can be mathematically

represented by a set of ordinary differential equations. In respect to the law of mass con-

servation, the intracellular metabolites are mathematically represented by a set of ODEs

which can be simplified into a homogeneous system of linear equations (steady-state as-

sumption). The equation constrains the flux distributions that can be achieved by the

metabolic network, however, it does not predict the flux distribution. To this end, ad-

ditional constraints such as, enzymatic capacities, reversibility or measured fluxes can be

integrated in order to determine flux distributions that can be achieved.
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• Adjustable constraints: these correspond to parameters that are time-invariant.

Type Constraint Mathematical formulation

Invariant

Stoichiometry S * v = 0

Reaction irreversibility V > 0

Reaction capacity V > Vmax

Adjustable

Kinetic constant V = k * Cm

Reaction regulation if Vi = 0 → Vj > 0

Measured flux V = x

Table 1.4: Example of constraints applicable to metabolic networks.

Because of their wide availability invariant constraints are usually more suitable for

genome-scale reconstructions. The modelling techniques used to analyse such models

rely on a series of important mathematical properties and concepts. These notions and

methods will be detailed in the following parts.

1.4.1 The stoichiometric matrix: main concept of constraint-based

modelling

The metabolic state of a cell can be described by the set of the reaction rates and the

associated metabolite concentrations. These are regulated by the law of conservation

of matter which states that the net production rate of a chemical entity equals the

sum of the rates of the reactions consuming or producing it. Therefore, accumulation

or over-consumption of matter is not possible within the metabolic network. This
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steady state assumption is fundamental to this approach to whole-network metabolic

modelling. Despite the large variety of existing modelling approaches, all of them

share a fundamental requirement: a stoichiometric matrix (S) based on a reconstructed

metabolic network. The stoichiometric matrix is the mathematical representation of

the whole set of metabolic reactions and their relationship with the chemical entities.

Typically, the columns (i) represent the metabolites and the rows (j ) correspond to

the reactions. Values in the matrix are the stoichiometric coefficients. Thus, non-zero

values indicate the participation of a metabolite i in a reaction j. The directionality of

the reaction is provided by the positive or negative sign of the stoichiometric coefficient,

representing, respectively, the production or the consumption a particular metabolite.

By considering the rows of the stoichiometric matrix, one can easily gain access to all

the reactions a particular metabolite can participate in. This is particularly useful for

identifying mass balance problems within the network (e.g. if the sum of a given row

is different from 0). The prediction capabilities are highly dependent on the accuracy

of the stoichiometric matrix and its individual reactions. Therefore, ongoing curation

efforts are critical for progress in this field.

1.4.1.1 Steady-state assumption of metabolic network

The metabolic balance constraints can be represented by a system of differential

equations for every metabolites of the network, as presented in the general equation

1.1 [112].
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dc(t)

dt
= S ∗ v(t) (1.1)

Where c stands for the concentration of a particular metabolite, S corresponds to

the stoichiometric matrix and v(t) represents the vector of reaction rates. However,

metabolism operates on a much faster time-scale than other biological processes such

as growth or cell division. Therefore, it is often assumed that metabolic networks reach

a pseudo- steady state, where metabolite concentrations do not vary, instantaneously.

This assumption reduces greatly the complexity of the equation 1.1, which can be

simplified to the following balancing equation (1.2):

S ∗ v(t) = 0 (1.2)

The equation 1.2 becomes a homogeneous system of linear equations that can be

solved with linear programming (LP). The steady-state assumption is the fundamental

basis of many modelling approaches based on the stoichiometric matrix. The steady-

state implies that every metabolite in the system is consumed and produced in the

same proportion (Figure 1.6).

1.4.1.2 Additional constraints to the stoichiometric matrix

Additional important annotations about metabolites and reactions can be included

in the stoichiometric matrix in the form of additional contraints. These include the

reversibility of reactions, the enzymatic capacity or the sub-cellular localization of a

reaction. Generally, reaction rates are capped by the enzymatic capacity of proteins,
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which can be measured experimentally or estimated. Upper and lower bounds can be

set up in the model to reflect the experimental observations. Fluxes calculated for

individual reaction are typically constrained by a minimum and maximum rate, as

represented in the following equation 1.3

V min < V < Vmax (1.3)

Where V represents the flux through an individual reaction, Vmin and Vmax, the

lower and upper bound respectively. For instance, a Vmin set to 0 can be used to force

a positive reaction rate and thus a forward irreversible reaction. On the contrary, upper

limit (Vmax) set to 0 can be used for irreversible backward reactions. Additional matrix

annotation can also include more details about reaction kinetics, such as the uptake

or secretion rate of particular metabolites. Indeed metabolite concentration measured

experimentally by 13C experiments can be used to calculate individual metabolic fluxes

[113–115] that can be further integrated as constraints in the matrix. However, these

type of fluxomics are rather limited to relatively small networks at the time being.

1.4.2 The basics of stoichiometric modelling

1.4.2.1 The subspaces of the stoichiometric matrix

In linear algebra, the null space (also known as nullspace or kernel) of a matrix M,

represents the set of all vectors v such that:

M ∗ v = 0 (1.4)

In other words, the null space is the set of solutions to the homogeneous equation
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1.4, consisting of vectors that under a given linear transformation, are mapped to zero.

Under steady-state, the analysis of the null space of the stoichiometric matrix can

provide important information about the capabilities and topology of a metabolic net-

work. Analysis of the null space of S can directly provide three essential properties of

the metabolic network:

• Enzyme subsets (or co-sets): these are reactions that are forced to operate in

lock-step. They correspond to the kernel rows that are scalar multiples of each

other.

• Independent components: correspond to reactions whose flux value can vary in-

dependently from other reactions.

• Dead ends: correspond to reactions that cannot carry a flux at a steady state

condition. These are typically due to gaps in the network and therefore are useful

to identify inconsistencies.
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Figure 1.7: The four subspaces of the stoichiometric matrix - The stoichiometric

matrix S is a mathematical mapping operation. The domain is vector in two orthogonal

spaces (column and left null spaces). This vector is mapped into another two orthogonal

spaces (the row and null spaces), represented as the codomain. Redrawn from [116]

In addition to the null space, the stoichiometric matrix representing the metabolic

network is typically composed of three subspaces (Figure 1.7), providing additional

information regarding a network. The content of each subspace described in Figure 1.7

is as follows:

• Domain:

– Row space: contains all possible dynamic fluxes of the network.

– Null space: contains all flux distributions that the network can achieve under

the steady-state conditions.

• Codomain:
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– Column space: contains the derivatives of the concentrations of the com-

pounds present in the network.

– Left null space: contains all the conservation relationships in the network.

It represents the time derivatives that add up to zero in both steady and

dynamic states of the network.

All the constraint-based modelling approaches exploit the mathematical properties

of the subspaces of the stoichiometric matrix (generally, the null space) to extrapolate

information and predict flux distribution under a set of constraints.

1.4.2.2 Basis and vector spaces

In linear algebra, basis can be used to span a solution space. In mathematical terms,

a basis can be defined as a set of linearly independent vectors determining a coordinate

system for a space. Vector spaces have multiple bases (Figure 1.8), and although these

bases always have the same number of dimensions, the choice of a basis for a particular

space is important as it may expose different properties [117].

The notions of vector spaces and associated basis are essential in the context of

metabolic network modelling. Prediction outputs are frequently represented as spaces,

therefore, the choice of a basis to explore and analyse the results is important.

1.4.3 Methods for analysis metabolic networks

The mathematical properties detailed previously are extensively used by the dif-

ferent modelling approaches. In the following sections, the most used methods for
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Figure 1.8: Vector and basis - An example of a same vector (purple) represented in

two different bases A and B (yellow and red).

analysis of metabolic networks will be detailed. The Figure 1.9 presents some of the

main approaches, although many variations to these techniques have been developed

and adapted.

1.4.3.1 Elementary Modes

The computation of elementary modes (EM) was one of the first methods devel-

oped for analysing metabolic networks. By definition, an elementary mode represents

the minimal set of enzymes that can operate at steady-state with all irreversible re-

actions used in appropriate direction [118]. Therefore, the linear basis containing all

the solutions to the set of linear homogenous equations is restricted to a solution space

containing only positive values. The solution space takes the shape of a typical convex

polyhedral cone with a finite number of edges (Figure 1.9) [119]. The edges of this cone

are unique and represent biochemically feasible pathways, called elementary modes. In

addition, the edges are mathematically linearly dependent, thus in biological terms,
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Figure 1.9: The different methods and applications in the stoichiometric mod-

elling framework - Typically, the approaches can be classified into two main categories:

the methods focusing on the properties of the whole space of possible flux distributions,

and the techniques for determining particular flux solutions within the solution space.
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taking out any reaction in an elementary mode would make it nonfunctional. This

property has been defined as the genetic independence of metabolic pathways [120].

The figure 1.10 provides an example of how elementary modes are calculated and used

in order to understand cellular objectives for a simple metabolic network.

1.4.3.2 Extreme Pathways Analysis

Extreme Pathways Analysis (ExPA) closely matches the approach used by elemen-

tary modes. The two methods are based on a convex analysis where the set of linear

equations are derived from the stoichiometric matrix, the mass balance law and the

assumption of a pseudo steady-state [121]. Furthermore, similarly to the analysis of

EM, ExPA restricts the solution space to the portion of the null space in the positive

orthant. In addition, ExPA has the following characteristics [122]:

I There is a unique set of extreme pathways for a given network.

II They represent the systemically independent subset of elementary modes. Thus,

all possible phenotypes can be represented by non-negative linear combinations of

the ExPA.

III They represent time-invariant properties of the metabolic network.

The properties I and III are common to ExPA and EM. However, the ExPA con-

siders the reversibility of internal reaction differently. ExPA decomposes all reversible

reactions into two distinct reactions corresponding to the forward and reverse reactions

while EM treats reaction reversibility through a series of rules in the corresponding
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Figure 1.10: Simple illustrative example of a biochemical network, its associ-

ated elementary modes and extreme pathways. - a) The network contains three

metabolites and six reactions (three internal and three exchange reactions). From the sto-

ichiometric matrix, four elementary modes (b) and three Extreme Pathways (ExPA) (c)

can be computed. The two methods use the reversible exchange flux for the metabolite A

differently: in EM4 the reversible exchange flux for metabolite A is cancelled out, thus rep-

resenting a non-negative linear combination of the extreme pathways ExPA1 and ExPA2.

This simple example demonstrates the principal characteristic that differentiates the EM

and ExPA approaches.
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calculation of the modes [123]. As a result, the number of computed extreme pathways

is usually less or equal to the number EM (c. Figure 1.10).

Based on which exchange fluxes they contain, Extreme pathways can be divided

into three different categories [118] (Figure 1.11):

Type I : represent pathways using primary exchange fluxes.

Type II : correspond to irreversible futile cycles.

Type III : have no exchange reactions and therefore, by thermodynamic restrictions, can-

not carry flux.

Since the introduction of ExPA and EM analysis there has been an ongoing effort to

implement new methods and develop more efficient algorithms. A large variety of tools

exploiting these approaches are now publicly available, including METATOOL [125],

COPASI [126], ExPA [122] or FluxAnalyzer [127]. The calculation of EM and ExPA

is computationally intensive, particularly for large metabolic networks. Therefore, for

all these tools, the cores of the algorithm are written in the C language to maximise

the efficiency. Both ExPA and EM have proven to be very useful to study the overall

metabolic activity and determine all pathway possibilities of a metabolic network [128,

129]. In addition, they can provide insights into the robustness and regulation of a given

network. Therefore they can be used as metabolic engineering strategies for example, by

identifying key regulatory branch points of a metabolic pathway or to assist the design

minimal cells [130, 131]. However, they do not provide information about individual

reaction flux. To this end, other constraint-based modelling approaches such as flux
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Figure 1.11: The three different types of Extreme Pathways - Type I has exchange

fluxes across the system boundaries. Type II uses internal pool of metabolites (currency

metabolites). Type III corresponds to internal loops, they do not contain any exchange

fluxes, and therefore are thermodynamically infeasible. Modified from [124].
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balance analysis are preferred.

1.4.3.3 Flux Balance Analysis

Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) is a method using Linear Programming (LP) to sim-

ulate the flux distribution of a metabolic network. In contrast to the two methods

described previously, FBA is less computationally intensive, greatly facilitating the cal-

culation of steady state metabolic fluxes for large networks. In the recent years, FBA

has become one of the most widely used methods for predicting flux distribution and

therefore a number of add-on improvements or complementary approaches have been

developed. The number of published papers and reviews dedicated to FBA in recent

years [132–136] shows the growing interest in this method and its extensive applicabil-

ity. FBA has proven to be a powerful approach for studying a wide range of scenarios

such as simulating the effects of changes in environmental conditions or predicting the

impact of genetic perturbations on the rate of biosynthesis of a product of interest or

the overall growth of an organism [133]. In addition, FBA is also capable of integrating

global gene expression or other proteomics and metabolomics datasets to simulate the

metabolism of a specific cell or tissue type [77, 137, 138].

Similarly to other stoichiometric approaches, the assumption of a cellular steady-

state is the main underlying theory behind FBA. The method uses LP to calculate the

flux distribution that satisfies a set of constraints while optimising a defined objective

function (OF). Various constraints can be applied to the system. First the stoichiomet-

ric matrix imposes mass-balance constraints that ensure the total amounts of material
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being produced and consumed are equal. In addition, every reaction can be given a

maximum and minimum allowable flux, called the upper and lower bound respectively.

These reaction bounds can be defined from experimental data or chosen arbitrarily

(generally, extreme values for the upper and lower bound are used). Furthermore other

constraints such as reaction dependencies or correlation can be added (for example,

reactioni = 0 if reactionj ¿ 0 or reactioni = 3 * reactionj , etc.). The primary mass-

balance constraints give rise to a set of m metabolite balance equations to solve for n

reaction fluxes. Usually, a metabolic network contains more reactions than metabolites

(the stoichiometric matrix has more columns than rows), thus the system of equations

is underdetemined. As a result, the set of flux vectors satisfying the mass-balance con-

straints corresponds to a multidimensional space, also called the null space of the S

matrix 1.12.

The objective of an LP problem is necessary to provide a unique solution. In the

context of metabolic network modelling, the OF can be defined as one or a set of

reactions, depending on the aim of the study. The role of the objective function of an

LP problem is to maximise or to minimise some numerical value. The production of

biomass is a common choice of OF for simulating cellular growth. In some other cases,

however, alternative objective functions such as the maximisation or minimization of a

particular product of interest can be more appropriate.
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Figure 1.12: The concept of Flux Balance Analysis applied to a simple

metabolic network. - The approach relies on the mathematical representation of the

network (stoichiometric matrix and a set of physico-chemical constraints). A minimum

of two constraints are applied: mass-balance and capacity constraints. The latter defines

the minimum and maximum fluxes for each reaction. Applying the constraints progres-

sively reduces the solution space. Finally, solving the system of linear equations yields

one unique solution corresponding to the flux distribution maximising or minimising the

objective function Z.
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1.4.4 Succinct overview of genome-scale models for Arabidopsis

The development of systems biology approaches applied to plant research has been

particularly active in recent years. The completion of the first plant genome sequence

(Arabidopsis thaliana) in 2000 [18] raised a new, challenging prospect: the development

of a computational model, a virtual plant, capable of simulating and predicting the

metabolism, development and growth of the whole organism [139].

Much progress toward this goal has been made over the past decade, particularly

in high-throughput sequencing, gene annotation and metabolomics, giving a parts list

for plant metabolism. Several groups have taken advantage of the wealth of data avail-

able to develop large-scale metabolic networks for Arabidopsis. Poolman et al. [140]

presented the first genome-scale model for Arabidopsis, representing a heterotrophic

plant cell. This model aimed to provide a minimalist baseline for future expansion, and

as such it did not include any gene-protein-reaction (GPR) associations nor took into

account the compartmentation of the enzymes in plant cells. The model AraGEM [76]

which appeared a year later, added a layer of sophistication by integrating cellular com-

partmentation and some GPR associations. This model was later refined by another

group [141]. More recently, a network-based approach to predict cellular and subcel-

lular compartmentation of Arabidopsis metabolism was developed [77]. The approach

was used to generate 10 tissue-specific models with extensive subcellular compartmen-

tation. While this method provides a practical step towards the development of whole-

organism models, the number of inferred reaction localization is relatively high (>50%)

and remains to be validated.
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In recent months, Cheung et al. proposed an updated version of the first model for

Arabidopsis [142]. In parallel, a model aiming to predict the metabolic cost of enzyme

production was published [143], followed by the development of PlantSEED [144], a

novel resource providing genome-scale models for various plant species, including Ara-

bidopsis.

The plethora of models available for Arabidopsis reflects the growing interest in

plant metabolic network modelling and facilitate the development of more applicable

models covering crop species [141, 145]. However, the different reconstruction ap-

proaches, research goals and primary resources used to build these models result in

large discrepancies in terms of metabolic coverage, content and prediction capabilities

(a more detailed comparative analysis is provided in Chapter 5 of this thesis). The

lack of consensus raises concerns in regard to the reproducibility of the results obtained

with these models and the interoperability between the different models.

This thesis was undertaken in parallel to the efforts described above, and thus dur-

ing a period when the modelling of plant metabolic networks was in a particularly

active and dynamic phase. The models presented here focus specifically on energy

metabolism and its compartmentation. The recently updated version of the SUBcellu-

lar localization database for Arabidopsis proteins (SUBA) [71] was used in combination

with the SUBcellular Arabidopsis consensus (SUBAcon) [78] to provide detailed and

accurate information on enzyme location. In addition, we took advantage of the avail-

able reconstructions by reconciliating and integrating relevant metabolic content from

various published models for Arabidopsis. The following two chapters present details
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of the reconstruction procedures and a selection of associated computational tools that

were developed during the process. Chapters 4 and 5 provide details of individual

energy organelle models, the global reconstruction and some of their applications. Fi-

nally, the last chapter introduces a novel approach for predicting plant heterosis from

a genome-scale model perspective.
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Genome scale metabolic network

reconstruction

Computational models have become highly valuable tools to guide experimentation

and rationally engineer organisms in biotechnology [146–149]. The reconstruction of

computational models is a compromise between the level of complexity (e.g. level of

detail) and the prediction capabilities. On the one hand, models need to be complex

enough to provide a detailed and accurate representation of biochemical systems, on the

other hand, this level of complexity needs to be limited to make computational models

understandable and numerically achievable. In addition, the amount of available data to

support a reconstruction is also an important factor limiting the level of detail of a model

. The development of a computational model covering all the components of a cell is a

long-term effort which can be achieved by two complementary strategies. Top-down and

bottom-up design are both approaches of information processing and knowledge ordering
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that are used in a wide range of fields. The top-down approach consists of the breaking

down of a large and high-level structure into smaller more detailed units. A top-

down model reconstruction would first consider a coarse-grained overall model which

is then gradually refined until individual base elements can be defined. In a bottom-

up approach, the individual base elements of the system are first specified in great

detail. These elements are then linked together to form larger subsystems, growing in

complexity and completeness, until a complete top-level system is formed. The bottom-

up reconstruction strategy presents numerous advantages. First it allows a high level of

detail from the start of the reconstruction, which is useful to test and validate the model

continually during its development. Second, this approach allows a better control of the

model composition and coverage at the lowest level. Third, the bottom-up modelling

approach allows the reconstruction of complex models from smaller, preexisting parts.

Evolutionary theories have shown that all currently living organisms on Earth share a

common genetic heritage with each being the descendant from a shared ancestor. As a

result, all species share the same fundamental biochemical organisation and can have

similarities at different levels, including physical, physiological and biochemical traits.

Therefore, ”biological parts” can potentially be reused between multiple models in a

bottom-up reconstruction. However, to enable later reuse, all the model components

need to be clearly and systematically documented and be described with standardised,

preferably computer-readable, formats.

The material in this chapter is organised into three sections. The first section

consists of a literature review covering the standards currently used in systems biology.
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The second section describes the approach used to integrate multiple omics data into a

knowledge base for Arabidopsis thaliana. Finally, the last section provides explanations

for how the reconstructed knowledge base can be used to generate high-quality draft

models of Arabidopsis organelles.

2.1 Standards for systems biology

Originally, standards emerged from a need for recommended practises to improve

quality and productivity during product manufacturing. In biology and life sciences

in general, the technological advances in high-throughput experiments have allowed

the acquisition of data on a very large scale. Standardization is required to ensure

reproducibility, which is essential for reliable scientific discovery. Consequently, the

number of standards developed for specific applications has grown extremely fast in

recent years (Table 2.1). The BioSharing database http://biosharing.org/, is a

community-based initiative which is aiming to catalogue the developed standards in

life science. This resource currently contains more than 500 standards, which reflects

the pace at which new standards are emerging (Table 2.1).

Systems biology is characterised by exhaustive description of biological processes

by the integration of fields ranging from computational modelling to molecular biology.

Identifying the whole genome and proteome of an organism is similar to listing all the

parts composing a car. Although such a list can provide information about individual

components, it is not sufficient to understand the complexity underlying the whole

object. One can gain deeper insight by knowing how these parts are assembled to
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Name Acronym URL

Extensible Markup Language XML www.w3.org/XML

Hypertext Transport Protocol HTTP www.w3.org/HTTP

Unified Modeling Language UML www.uml.org

Resource Description Framework RDF www.w3.org/RDF

Web Ontology Language OWL www.w3.org/owl

Standardized Generalized Markup Language SGML www.SGML.org

Common Object Request Broker Architecture CORBA www.omg.org/corba

Life Sciences Identifier LSID lsid.sourceforge.net

Open Biological Ontology OBO obo.sourceforge.net

Human Genome Organisation HUGO www.hugo-international.org

Gene Ontology GO www.geneontology.org

Microarray Gene Expression Data Society MGED Society www.mged.org

Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment MIAME www.miame.com

Functional Genomics Investigation Ontology FuGO fugo.sourceforge.net

Systems Biology Markup Language SBML sbml.org

Systems Biology Graphical Notation SBGN www.sbgn.org

Simulation Experiment Description Markup Language SED-ML sed-ml.org/

Kinetic Simulation Algorithm Ontology KISAO biomodels.net/kisao/

Minimal Information Required in the Annotation of Biochemical Models MIRIAM co.mbine.org/miriam

Biological Pathways Exchange BioPAX www.biopax.org/

Systems Biology Ontology SBO www.ebi.ac.uk/sbo

Architecture for Metabolomics ArMET www.armet.org/index.html

MAthematical Modelling Ontology MAMO sourceforge.net/mamo

Proteomics Standards Initiative Molecular Interaction Format PSI-MI www.psidev.info

Table 2.1: A non-exhaustive list of standards used in life science
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form the structure of the vehicle. This is analogous to drawing an exhaustive diagram

of gene-regulatory networks and their biochemical interactions. Such diagrams are

useful for cataloguing our knowledge but they provide limited information about how

changes to one part of a system may affect other parts. System-level representations

of biological processes are necessary to examine the structure and dynamics of cellular

functions. Such systems-level analysis requires comprehensive sets of quantitative data,

well-organised and structured to reflect the complexity underlying biological systems.

The systems biology community has recently developed data standards allowing

such information to be shared, evaluated and developed cooperatively. Standardization

has not only become a popular topic in bioinformatics, but it has almost developed into

a field of its own. The need for standardisation in life science has encouraged several

organisations to develop their own standards, for example to fulfil a lack of standards

for a specific technology. As a result, a myriad of standards-related acronyms have

emerged, and just keeping track of them requires some effort. The development of

new standards are usually community-based initiatives involving close collaborations

between biologists, bioinformaticians and computer programmers. The pace at which

the field is changing is making it difficult, even for professionals, to keep track of the

landscape of standards.

There now exists a large variety of computational tools for system biologists, how-

ever, this diversity has been accompanied by numerous incompatibility issues. Exam-

ples of these problems include:

• Interoperability between tools: users regularly need to work with complementary
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resources and multiple tools in the course of a project. This often involves manual

re-encoding of the data for each tool, which is a time-consuming and error-prone

process.

• Data generated on old systems or tools that are no longer supported become

unusable and the information is lost.

• Model definitions and descriptions are highly dependent on the modelling envi-

ronment and representation language used. This has significantly reduced the

possibilities for examination, analysis and reuse of models.

Therefore, the controlled development of standards in systems biology greatly ben-

efits users and developers, by improving interactions between tools and providing com-

mon formats for publications and databases (Figure 2.1).

2.1.1 Semantic terminology of standards: Controlled Vocabularies,

Taxonomies and Ontologies

Controlled vocabularies are well-defined sets of terms that are used for communica-

tion. They allow the clear identification of components by eliminating redundant and

synonymous terms for a particular field.

Systems biology is a highly cross-disciplinary research area. Therefore, each related

field has added its own concepts and scientific language. The fusion of these languages

can lead to ambiguities. The presence of synonyms is particularly emphasised in life

sciences because the choice of rigorous naming and annotation for new entities is not
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Figure 2.1: The benefits from using standards in Systems biology - This figure

represents a classic laboratory infrastructure. Data are generated by wet-lab experiment,

for example metabolomics data, and stored directly in the laboratory database. Using

standards facilitate these data to be shared with collaborators, reused by other researchers,

compared with already existing data and used with different compatible tools.
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always respected. For instances, biologists have for a long time used various arbitrary

annotations to describe different aspects of processes, objects, and observations. The

systematic use of controlled vocabularies is a way to avoid such ambiguity.

Controlled vocabularies can vary from small lists of definitions to very large naming

schemes. For instance, the first annotation attempt of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome

[18], a project which was officially completed in 2000, was highly heterogeneous, both

in terms of gene structure predictions and terminology used in their description. Thus,

a complete re-annotation had to be carried out to eliminate the heterogeneity that

had accumulated over time in the public databases and ensure consistency [3]. The

current naming scheme used to describe the Arabidopsis genome was defined by the

Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (AGI) (Table 2.2).

Describing models in systems biology requires the use of a variety of controlled

vocabularies, which can make the annotation of models a tedious task. In addition,

controlled vocabularies can be organised and structured into two different types: tax-

onomy and ontology (Figure 2.2). A taxonomy is the term used to describe a hierarchy

of concepts. For instance, a controlled vocabulary that can be classified under more

general concepts and description, corresponds to a taxonomy. Therefore, taxonomies

are relatively limited in the number of relationships that can exist between elements. A

particular term can be ”a parent”, ”a child” or a ”a sibling” in the taxonomic hierarchy

(Figure 2.2, B).

Ontologies allow an arbitrary number of relationships between terms. In that sense,

ontologies can represent a much more complex organisation of concepts and terms
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defined by a controlled vocabulary. In an ontology, relationships between terms can be

various (e.g. ”is version of”, ”has part”) allowing flexible and sophisticated organisation

(Figure 2.2, C).

Figure 2.2: The differences between Controlled Vocabulary, Taxonomy and

Ontology. - The rounded boxes represent individual terms defining a concept. A controlled

vocabulary (A) represents a collection of such terms. A taxonomy (B) can be defined as a

hierarchical organisation of terms. In an ontology (C), the relationship between terms can

be defined freely depending on the context.

One of the first ontologies developed in systems biology is the gene ontology (GO)

[150]. It is mainly used as a taxonomy and consists of three root elements:

• biological process: e.g. ”GO:0023045: signal transmission via conformational

transition”

• molecular functions: e.g ”GO:0043028: caspase regulator activity”

• cellular components: e.g. ”GO:0005829: cytosol”

The Systems Biology Ontology (SBO) is another well-known ontology in systems bi-
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ology which aims to describe entities used in computational modelling. It is used to

annotate and identify the biochemical roles of the different entities of SBML-encoded

models. Although some overlaps exist between the two ontologies, SBO contains mod-

elling concepts that are not covered by the GO, making SBO a more suitable ontology

for modelling purposes.

Ontologies have proven to be useful to improve the consistency of data exchange in

systems biology and their number has significantly increased over the past few years.

In order to avoid duplication and facilitate collaborative efforts, the Open Biomedical

Ontologies (OBO) initiative was formed. The OBO is a group of ontology developers

with a common aim: to establish sets rules to ensure non-overlap and compatibility

between ontologies being developed. All OBO ontologies are made available in the Web

Ontology Language (OWL) format and in their own ”obo” format. To date, nearly 100

ontologies are available on the OBO website. To facilitate navigation through the fast-

growing number of ontologies, the Ontology Lookup Service (www.ebi.ac.uk/ontology-

lookup) was developed to provide a web-based search engine for OBO ontologies. The

storage of such data requires complex architectures, therefore, several language formats

were developed to store ontologies. The Semantic Web is a standard movement led

by the international standards body, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). It

provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across different

applications.
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2.1.2 Sustainable identification and annotation of models

With the myriad of identification schemes and standards existing in life science,

the unambiguous identification of biological entities can be challenging [151]. To this

end, the Minimal Information Requested In the Annotation of biochemical Models

(MIRIAM) project [152, 153] aims to provide a set of guidelines for the curation and

annotation of computational models. The standard relies on Uniform Resource Iden-

tifiers (URI) [154] to provide unique and perennial identifiers for virtually any type of

entity used in computational systems biology. Therefore, following the MIRIAM guide-

lines, each model component can be uniquely identified and linked to a relevant entry in

an external resource. In addition, MIRIAM includes a large number of databases and is

continuously updated with new content. Furthermore, MIRIAM covers an abundance

of data-types, allowing the individual annotation of each model constituent. A detailed

listing of all the supported data-types and databases is available in the MIRIAM reg-

istry [155]. Among this landscape of resources, a selection of relevant data-types and

associated databases were defined for the reconstruction of the Arabidopsis model as

presented in Table 2.2.

The systematic annotation of individual entities is essential but not sufficient to

enable the reusability of a model. In addition, metabolic network reconstructions must

be encoded in a standard file format to allow interoperability between different tools

and systems. Some of these data reporting standards will be presented in the next

sections.
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Data type Ressources MIRIAM Identifier Root URN

Gene TAIR MIR:00000049 urn:miriam:tair.gene:

Protein

Uniprot MIR:00000005 urn:miriam:uniprot:

Brenda MIR:00000071 urn:miriam:brenda:

TAIR Protein MIR:00000048 urn:miriam:tair.protein:

Reaction
Aracyc MIR:00000194 urn:miriam:biocyc:

KEGG Reaction MIR:00000014 urn:miriam:kegg.reaction:

Compound

ChEBI MIR:00000002 urn:miriam:chebi:

PubChem MIR:00000034 urn:miriam:pubchem.compound:

LipidMaps MIR:00000052 urn:miriam:lipidmaps:

KEGG Compound MIR:00000013 urn:miriam:kegg.compound:

InCHI MIR:00000383 urn:miriam:inchi:

CAS MIR:00000237 urn:miriam:cas:

Table 2.2: Standards identifiers used for the annotation of the Arabidopsis thaliana

metabolic network reconstruction
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2.1.3 Systems Biology Markup Language

The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) is a community-based initiative

whose development started in 2000 [156]. It is currently a widely accepted standard

in the domain of mathematical models of biochemical networks. SBML provides a

common intermediate for representing and enabling the exchange of structural and

dynamic biological models. The SBML language relies on a subset of the Unified

Modeling Language (UML) [157] to precisely describe the different components of a

model and their possible interactions. This common language contains the minimum

information needed to understand a model’s structure and composition. Therefore, it

allows different tools to operate on the identical representation of a model, removing

potential errors in translation and thus assuring a common starting point for simulations

and analysis.

SBML can be used to describe models containing various types of biochemical en-

tities that are linked together by reactions, representing biochemical networks. One

of the fundamental principle of SBML is that every component is explicitly labelled

and uniquely identified, allowing the unambiguous identification of all chemical entities

or reactions and facilitating the interpretation and translation for software tools. The

figure 2.3 represents the hierarchy of the different classes used in SBML. The main ones

include:

• Compartments: the compartment class can be used as a container for chemical

entities and reactions. Compartments can represent physical sub-cellular local-
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ization or an abstract container for a pool of chemicals and reactions.

• Species: a SBML species represents a pool of a specific biochemical entity. Species

are uniquely identified depending on the compartment where they are localised.

As a result, a similar chemical substance existing in two compartments is identified

and considered as two different species.

• Reaction: this construct can be used to describe virtually any type of biochemical

transformation involving the conversion of one or several species (reactant) into

another set of species (products). Thus, SBML reaction can describe a wide range

of processes including the transport of a chemical entity from one compartment

to another, a binding process modifying one or more species, etc. Each reaction

is systematically described by the stoichiometry of its products and reactants.

Additionally, the reaction’s description can also include a rate equation as an

optional parameter.

• Rule: SBML rules are mathematical expressions that are added to the model

equations. They can be used to set up constraints between quantities or to

modify the value of a parameter, etc.

• Event : SBML events are particularly useful for kinetic models. They are sets of

mathematical formulae that can be triggered at a given time during the evolution

of the system.

An SBML development scheme allows the integration of well-defined sets of new

features at incremental stages (levels), allowing the community of users and developers
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Figure 2.3: Example of the general structure of an SBML-encoded document. -

Elements (e) in an SBML model are organised hierarchically. The root of the tree structure

is a model element whose direct children nodes are ListOf elements. These ListOf nodes

store collections of different types of model component (ListOfSpecies, ListOfReactions,

ListOfCompartments, ListOfEvents, ListOfParameters). Note that each element, regard-

less of its level in the hierarchy, can hold a number of attributes (a), including a unique

identifier.
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to rely on a stable version at all time. Furthermore, such an incremental development

process allows the current standard to gain maturity while optimising the development

of higher level standards. The latest specification of SBML (Level 3, Version 1 ) has

been designed as a modular language, including a defined set of core features which can

be extended by a layer of topic-specific packages [158]. Finally, the SBML language can

be used in a wide range of programming languages, thanks to libraries such as libSBML

[159]. This open source library is being developed to support the compatibility with

the highest level of SBML and allow programmers to integrate SBML features in their

tools with minimal effort.

2.1.4 Systems Biology Graphical Notation

The Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) is a standard for the visualisation

of biological network models [160]. Similarly to SBML, SBGN is community-driven ef-

fort involving biochemists, modellers and computer scientists. The aim of the SBGN

initiative is to provide a standard visual language to describe complex biological sys-

tems in detail and without any ambiguities to a human reader. It allows efficient and

accurate representation, visualisation, storage, exchange and reuse of information of

a wide range of biological knowledge, from gene regulation, to cellular signalling and

metabolism. SBGN consists of three complementary languages: process diagram (PD),

entity relationship (ER) diagram and activity flow (AF) diagram (Figure 2.4). To-

gether they allow the communication of complex information between tools and enable

scientists to represent any network of biochemical interactions in an unambiguous way.
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Figure 2.4: An example of SBGN diagrams - The three diagrams represent the same

biochemical process: the activation of ERK by the kinase MEK. A) Process Diagram; B)

Entity Relationship diagram; C) Activity Flow diagram. Source: http://www.sbgn.org/

• Process Diagram: PD are used to represent all the molecular processes and in-

teractions between biochemical entities and their results. These diagrams are

particularly useful to describe the temporal courses of biochemical interactions in

a network and to show how different entities in the system process from one form

to another.

• Entity Relationship Diagram: ER diagrams focus on the influences that entities

have upon each others transformations rather than the transformations them-

selves. Relationships on an ER map can be seen as the specific conclusion of a

scientific experiment or published article. Thus, the map is a graphical repre-

sentation of the knowledge we have about the effects certain entities may have

upon each other. Unlike the process diagram, the represented relationships are

independent and do not affect each other. This independence is the key to avoid
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combinatorial problems, which can, for example, arise in the PD if a protein can

be modified at many different sites and all potential modification states are mod-

elled as separate species. Contrary to PD, a given entity may appear only once

in the ER diagram, which facilitates greatly the readability of individual entities.

• Activity Flow diagram: AF diagrams describe the flow of information between

biochemical entities in a network. AF neglects information about the transition

states of entities and focuses on the visualisation of how information is propa-

gated through a biological system. The activity flow diagrams are particularly

convenient for representing the effects of genetic or environmental perturbations.

Therefore, in AF diagrams, nodes are used to describe activities, rather than en-

tities, as described in the PD and ER diagram, while edges represents the effects

that these activities may have upon each other.

By providing standard graphical descriptions of biological networks, SBGN allows

modellers to gain insight into complex interactions or regulatory processes. As such,

SBGN perfectly complements the SBML language which is mainly a machine read-

able format. Currently, the vast majority of metabolic network diagrams are drawn

manually, which limits the availability of such visual support. However, the active

development of efficient graph layout algorithms and tools greatly facilitate the devel-

opment of SBGN maps [161, 162].
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2.2 Reconstruction workflow

During the rapid emergence of genome-scale model reconstructions, several ap-

proaches have been tried, ranging from complete manually curated models [163–165]

to fully automated reconstructions [163–165]. While manual curation allows a pre-

cise control of the model’s content and accuracy, such an approach can be extremely

time-consuming [166]. In the era of availability of massive amount of high-throughput

data, automatic reconstruction processes provide an interesting alternative to manual

reconstruction.n However, the quality of automatically reconstructed models depends

entirely on the completeness and accuracy of the genome annotation of a given or-

ganism and therefore can vary greatly from one species to another [167]. There is

currently no ideal approach for rapidly generating high-quality genome-scale models.

In the following sections, the methods used to build models of Arabidopsis thaliana

energy organelles are described. As depicted on Figure 2.5 the reconstruction workflow

consists of a mix of automatic and manual procedures in order to maximise the model’s

accuracy while limiting the reconstruction time. The whole reconstruction process can

be divided into three main steps:

1. Construction of a knowledge base for Arabidopsis thaliana.

2. Construction of individual organelle models: peroxisome, mitochondrion and plas-

tid.

3. Integration of the individual models into the global cell framework.
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Figure 2.5: Summary of the reconstruction workflow. -
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2.3 Construction of a Knowledge Base for Arabidopsis

A Knowledge base (KB) is a type of database specifically designed for knowledge

management. It is an information repository that can be used to collect, organise and

share data. KBs are widely used in industry, for instance, as a means for information

to be organised and searched efficiently. In systems biology, massive DNA sequencing

projects and functional genomics make possible the study of the action mechanisms

of genes. In addition, proteomics and biochemistry are generating novel knowledge on

how matter is utilised and converted inside cells, allowing the study of the interactions

between a whole organism and its ecosystem. Biological functions are the results of

complex mechanisms taking place at different scales (Figure 2.6). There is a wealth of

information about Arabidopsis that is available from disparate resources. The devel-

opment of a KB is an opportunity to integrate and organise data from these various

sources in order to provide centralised access to all the information and knowledge

available about the organism.

The consolidation and integration of data into a comprehensive organism-specific

database represents the starting point for our genome-scale reconstruction approach.

In this section, the workflow used for the construction of a KB represented in figure 2.7,

will be discussed. The reconstruction process can be divided into four distinct stages

that will be individually described in the following parts.
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Figure 2.6: The multi-layer structure of a cell - Biological systems are multi-levels

and multi-scaled. The first level corresponds to the genomic layer in which data are directly

generated from genome sequencing and annotation. Gene products, including proteins

and enzymes, define the proteomic layer. Reactions catalysed by these enzymes and the

converted chemical entities form the metabolic layer. Finally, the complex interactions

between these different levels result in specific phenotypes.
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Figure 2.7: General workflow used for the mapping and integration of disparate

resources - The construction of the knowledge base involves four major steps. 1) Data

collection: retrieve the data from the various external databases. 2) Parse the information

into generic components (genes, proteins, molecules, reactions, etc.). 3) Consolidate the

data and remove duplicate information. 4) Integrate individual components into the main

knowledge base. Additionally, the main database can be linked to a module responsible

for maintaining the content of the main KB up-to-date.
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2.3.1 ’Omics’ resources for Arabidopsis

Botanists and biologists began to study Arabidopsis thaliana as a model organism

in the early 1900s, with systematic collection of mutants starting around 1945 [168].

Since then, Arabidopsis has been widely used in plant sciences, including studies of

genetics, evolution, population genetics and plant development. As a result, a con-

siderable amount of information and so-called omics data are available from various

sources. Table 2.3 presents the list of selected resources used for the construction of

the knowledge base for Arabidopsis.

A total of ten data sources were integrated in the database, including organism-

specific data sources. Aracyc and Plantcyc [171, 172] were used as the main resources for

biochemical and metabolic data. The Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI)

database [175] was used in combination with PubChem to provide detailed descriptions

and ontology for molecular entities. Metabolite data was complemented by the LIPID

Metabolites And Pathways Strategy (LIPIDMAPS) resource [177]. Lipids and their

metabolites play an important role in the regulation and control of cellular function,

particularly in plants [179, 180]. LIPIDMAPS provides detailed information about

lipids with little overlap with the chemical resources cited previously. Genomic data

were extracted from the Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) [169], which contains

the most up-to-date version of A. thaliana genome annotation. This database was com-

plemented by the Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) Knowledgebase (UniProtKB)

[178] and the BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase (BRENDA) [176], which represent the

most comprehensive enzyme repositories.
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Type of data Name Website Ref.

Genome Annotation Tair www.arabidopsis.org [169, 170]

Biochemical data

Aracyc www.plantcyc.org/aracyc [171]

PlantCyc www.plantcyc.org [172]

KEGG www.genome.jp/kegg [173]

PubChem pubchem.ncbi.gov [174]

ChEbi www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi [175]

Brenda www.brenda-enzymes.org [176]

Lipid Maps www.lipidmaps.org [177]

Gene products
Aracyc www.plantcyc.org/aracyc [171]

UniProt www.uniprot.org [178]

Localisation SUBA suba.uwa.edu.au [71, 72]

Table 2.3: Arabidopsis databases - A list of data sources publicly available and used for

the construction of a knowledge based for Arabidopsis thaliana

Finally, the Arabidopsis Subcellular Database (SUBA) [72] was used to integrate

localization information on metabolic pathways. The last update of the SUBA database

[71] is the most comprehensive resource for subcellular location of Arabidopsis proteins,

containing more than 35000 non-redundant protein entries. The database combines

manual literature curation of large-scale subcellular proteomics, experimental datasets,

mainly from fluorescent protein visualisation and proteinprotein interactions (PPI),

and computer-inferred calls from 22 prediction programs. In addition, localisation
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data from SUBA were further refined by results provided by the recently published

SUBAcon classifier [78].

2.3.2 Data acquisition

It is important to note that the resources listed in Table 2.3 are developed, man-

aged and maintained completely independently. Therefore, the provided data can differ

greatly in terms of type, structure, content and availability. These syntactic and struc-

tural differences are very common technical problems related to the data schema used

by individual resources. Additionally, semantic differences in the terminologies used in

the data schemes can make the identification of similar entities across multiple sources

a complicated task. These constitute major obstacles to the mapping and reconciliation

of disparate resources and lead to significant manual curation efforts [181].

This collection of public repositories contain most, if not all, the sources of knowl-

edge available about Arabidopsis thaliana. The table 2.4 presents the various data

formats available from these resources.

Although all the databases listed in table 2.4 offer the possibility to freely search

for information via their respective websites, downloading the whole content is not

always readily available. For example, KEGG and Brenda require a paid subscription

to get access to their whole datasets, Biocyc databases (which includes Aracyc and

Plantcyc) can only be queried using the proprietary software pathway tools [182, 183].

These limitations and the large variety of file formats required the development of

database-specific modules to get access and handle the data. These individual modules
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Type of data Database name
Bulk retrieval
(file format) Individual query

Genome Annotation Tair fasta manual

Biochemical data

Biocyc pathway tools manual

KEGG restricted REST

PubChem xml PUG

ChEbi tsv SOAP/WSDL

Brenda restricted SOAP/WSDL

Lipid Maps tsv manual

Gene products UniProt fasta REST

Localisation SUBA tsv manual

Table 2.4: The types of data formats available from the databases used for the reconstruc-

tion on the Knowledge Base can vary from one source to another. Bulk retrieval indicates

whether or not the content of the database can be downloaded at once. Individual query

describes the methods or type of web service that can be used to interrogate the databases.
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Figure 2.8: Pseudo-UML structure of the data retrieval system - The figure

depicts the general structure of the module used to retrieve data from various sources.

The blue boxes represent python classes and their main attributes and functions. The

general process can be divided in three main steps. 1) Download the content of an external

database and store it locally in its original format. 2) Read the local file, parse its content

to create individual python objects. 3) Store the python objects.
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were implemented in Python [184].Their role is to collect data from the external sources

listed previously to prepare the information for the next part of the workflow. Figure 2.8

provides details on the implementation of the modules responsible for data collection.

2.3.3 Reconciliation of biochemical and metabolic data

The various metabolic databases available differ in a number of ways and all have

their own strengths and weaknesses. In addition to the technical issues discussed pre-

viously such as how the data is available to users and the exchange formats provided

[185, 186], the consolidation of multiple metabolic databases faces other challenges.

A number of comparative studies have shown that the level of inconsistency between

metabolic resources is surprisingly high [187–189]. For example, research has shown

that the variability between KEGG and MetaCyc, the two main resources for metabolic

information, is considerable. While the number of reactions between the two databases

is quite similar (6348 and 6174 for Metacyc and KEGG respectively), only 1961 have

been identified as shared by the two databases [190]. This lack of consensus between

databases is a major obstacle for the reconstruction of consistent and accurate genome-

scale model reconstructions. In order to consolidate the discrepancies between data

from these sources while maximising the integration of relevant information into the

knowledge base, a series of tools were developed to limit the manual curation efforts.

This collection of tools consists of scripts developed in Python and Perl that are part

of a pipeline following a top-down approach described in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: General workflow used for the reconciliation of biochemical data -

Top-down reconciliation workflow. Each component is individually reconciliated to ensure

the lowest level of inconsistency and prevent the introduction of erroneous data and du-

plicates. The parameter column indicates the main attributes that are used for the data

mapping at each step of the reconciliation.
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2.3.3.1 Reconciliation of chemical compounds

For most organisms, genes and gene products are usually well annotated by unique

identifiers and a number of standard nomenclatures. For instance, Arabidopsis genes

are systematically associated to a unique code called Arabidopsis Genome Initiative

(AGI) identifiers, while proteins and enzymes are attached to an Enzyme Commission

number (EC). The systematic use of these standard annotations greatly facilitates the

unambiguous identification of a particular entity. The identification of biochemical

reactions and compounds, however, can be far more complicated. While the use of

systematic identifiers for chemical compounds such as the SMILES notations [191],

the International Chemical Identifier (InChI) strings [192] and CAS numbers [193] is

common, the rate of inconsistencies between chemical resources remains important

[194]. Table 2.5 provides a striking example of such inconsistencies.

In order to make our reconciliation process as robust as possible, the mapping of

metabolites is based on the verification and validation of multiple attributes, as de-

scribed in Figure 2.10. For instance, two molecules having different names, similar for-

mulae but different structural information are unlikely to be the same. Whereas a pair

molecules having different names but similar cross-references, formulae and charge are

certainly referring to the same compound. In addition, properties describing the com-

pound were weighted depending on their strength in identifying a particular molecule.

For example, InCHI numbers have been observed to be more stable across different

resources than the protonation state, for instance, which can be significantly different

from one database to another. This weighting system was used to calculate similarity
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Figure 2.10: Reconciliation process for chemical data - The figure depicts the

general workflow used to reconcile metabolite information from raw data coming from

selected databases ( Table 2.3). This workflow is written as a python script which is part

of a larger pipeline (step 1 of Figure 2.9).
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Database name Names Formula Identifier SMILES InCHI CAS

ChEBI 3 C3H3O3 CHEBI:15361 CC(=O)C([O-])=O YES 57-60-3

PubChem 40 C3H3O
−
3 107735 CC(=O)C(=O)[O-] YES NO

Aracyc 10 C3H3O3 PYRUVATE CC(=O)C(=O)[O-] YES NO

KEGG 5 C3H4O3 C00022 NO NO 127-17-3

LipidMaps 3 C3H4O3 LMFA01060077 NO YES NO

Table 2.5: The identification of chemical compounds problem, illustrated with the ex-

ample of pyruvate. The table shows how non-standard and erroneous annotations of

metabolites can result in inconsistencies between databases. Mis-annotation of chemi-

cal compounds can include different protonation states, different stereochemistry, different

tautomers, or erroneous cross-references.

scores between related species and identify potential duplicates. Properties such as

the names and synonyms have a high level of variability, due to the different naming

schemes and nomenclature existing in biochemistry. Therefore, they were assessed dif-

ferently by calculating the Jaccard index [195] of the chemical compounds. The Jaccard

coefficient relies on a string-matching algorithm, providing a convenient way to mea-

sure the similarity between finite sample sets (in this case: metabolite names). This

method is widely used in datamining to identify similarity between documents or texts

of interest [196]. The similarity between two compound names A and B were calculated

using the following equations 2.1.
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J =
(A ∗B)

|A||B| − (A ∗B)
(2.1)

where (A ∗ B) is the inner product of A and B, and |B| =
√

(B ∗B), i.e. the

Euclidean norm of B. This can more easily be described as 2.2:

J =
|A

⋂
B|

|A
⋃
B|

(2.2)

The calculation of similarity is score is further illustrated in Table 2.6 below.

Source Name After normalisation

A ”3-ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein synthase” → [”3”, ”ketoacyl”, ”acyl”, ”carrier”, ”protein”, ”synthase”]

B ”β-ketoacyl-acyl-carrier-protein synthase” → [”β”, ”ketoacyl”, ”acyl”, ”carrier”, ”protein”, ”synthase”]

C ”β-ketoacyl-[acyl carrier protein] synthase” → [”β”, ”ketoacyl”, ”acyl”, ”carrier”, ”protein”, ”synthase”]

Table 2.6: Example of similarities between element names. Before calculating the Jac-

card coefficient, strings are normalised. The normalisation process involves the deletion

of special characters such as hyphens, spaces or brackets. Next, the strings are compared

using the equations 2.1 and 2.2. Comparing the sources A and B yields 71% similarity,

therefore complementary tests on other attributes (cross-references, formulae, etc.) will be

undertaken to verify the similarity of the two species. On the other hand, the comparison

of B versus C provides a score of 100%, in this case, additional properties are verified to

confirm the similarity of the two proteins and these properties are merged and completed

if necessary.
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2.3.3.2 Reconciliation of metabolic reactions

Unlike metabolites, reactions cannot be compared by their structural information or

atomic composition. However, similarities between metabolic reactions can be identified

by analysing the common metabolites and their stoichiometry.

The workflow presented in Figure 2.11 uses similar string-matching approaches to

the ones employed for the reconciliation of metabolites. In addition, it attempts to

verify and correct common errors such as mass and charge balancing. Ambiguous cases

that may arise during the process are temporarily stored for manual inspection, to

avoid introducing erroneous information into the main knowledge base.

2.3.4 KB structure and update system

The schema design and structure is a critical step in the development of a robust

database. The reconstructed KB was stored using MySQL (http://www.mysql.com),

a relational database management system. In systems biology, data are highly hetero-

geneous and need to be organised in a way that the information is readily accessible. To

facilitate the design of complex queries for interrogating the resource, the relationships

between biological entities were maintained in the database schema (Figure 2.12).

External databases are regularly modified, therefore a tool was developed to main-

tain our knowledge base up to date. Updates are run on a monthly basis and managed

by the time-based scheduler Cron (http://www.gnu.org/software/mcron/). The

maintenance tool itself is a python-based script providing a gateaway to various web ser-

vices. Currently, only the data from KEGG, TAIR, PubChem, ChEBI and SUBA can
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Figure 2.11: Reconciliation process for metabolic reactions - The figure depicts

the general workflow used to concile metabolic reactions information from raw data coming

from selected databases ( Table 2.3). This workflow is written as a python script which is

part of a larger pipeline (step 1 of Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.12: MySQL schema of the knowledge base - The relationships between the

different type of elements have been kept as close as possible to reality. This facilitate the

generation of complex queries and allows easier modifications of the content if necessary.
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be automatically updated, as the rest of the databases listed in Table 2.3 do not provide

a standard way allowing their content to be programmatically accessed. The system

includes methods to i) query remote resources depending on their web service protocol:

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), REST (REpresentational State Transfer) or

HTTP requests ii) identify new content iii) update the main database (Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: The Knowledge Base maintenance system - General organisation of

the KB updating system. External databases are accessed by the main python script via

their web services. This script is responsible for identification of new updates and modifies

the main KB accordingly.
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Software development

The reconstruction of genome-scale models has become a popular approach to ex-

plore cell metabolism from the global perspective. Given the relative novelty of the

field, considerable efforts have been made in the development of tools and software

aiming to facilitate the reconstruction and manipulation of such models (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The growing number of software compatible with SBML. - The

graph represents the number of SBML-compatible software programs developed each year.

Although the counts are approximate, the figure provides an illustration of the trend for

the past decade. Source: www.sbml.org

This chapter presents two novel computational tools developed during this project
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and contributing to the expansion of the field.

3.1 Normalization and optimization of the Pathway/Genome

Database schema

3.1.1 Motivations

One of the main bottlenecks in Systems Biology and the reconstruction of genome-

scale metabolic networks is the availability of metabolic pathway information. Bio-

logical pathway data have been collected in specialised databases such as the Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [173] and BioCyc [197]. The latter con-

tains almost 2000 Pathway/Genome Database (PGDB) [198] entries, forming one of the

most comprehensive resources for organism-specific biochemical data. BioCyc is widely

used among microbologists as a source of reference datasets. The Biocyc PGDBs are

managed by proprietary software called Pathways Tools [183] and although the website

offers access to a variety of tools for querying and exploring the data, the functional-

ity and flexibility remain limited. The conversion of PGDBs into standard relational

databases would greatly facilitate the access, manipulation and computation of BioCyc

information.

3.1.2 The Pathway Genome Database concepts

The collection of species-specific databases provided by BioCyc relies on a frame-

based representation scheme called the Ocelot Frame Knowledge Representation System
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which is based on Allegro Common Lisp, a commercial implementation of the Common

Lisp programming language. Typically, data in the PGDB are represented as a series

of frames and slots. The frames are used to represent either a general class or a single

object (i.e pathways, gene, enzyme, reaction,etc.) and properties associated with the

object are encoded as slots (i.e gene locus, molecular weight, etc.) (Figure 3.2)

Frames are identified by a unique identifier, thus allowing the introduction of re-

lationships between the different instances. For example, a slot can be used to store

the identifier of another frame. The Ocelot data model introduces multiple advan-

tages such as the inheritance between classes or the possibility to easily add/remove

slots. Although this frame-based structure presents benefits for the maintenance of the

database, these are totally invisible on the user-side. On the other hand, the PGDB

structure is often an obstacle to the accessibility of the data. The BioCyc PGDBs can

be accessed in different ways:

• The BioCyc webpage offers access to different tools for querying and exploring

the content of a selected PGDB.

• Pathway Tools: the proprietary software package includes a PGDB navigator

supporting the query, navigation and visualisation of PGDBs.

• BioWarehouse [199] is an open-source toolkit allowing the integration of multiple

biological databases, including PGDBs, into a single platform. However, the

current version does not include the entire BioCyc schema and the access to the

content is limited to read-only.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the Pathway-Genome Database model - A) An example of

hierarchical organisation in the PGDB schema. Frames can be used to define superclasses,

subclasses and instances. B) Example of different Frames and their properties (slots.)
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• Query in Common Lisp. It is possible to write Lisp code to directly query the

database. However, it requires an extensive knowledge of the PGDB structure

and Lisp.

• Specialized APIs (Java, Perl). PerlCyc and JavaCyc are two APIs providing full

access to BioCyc data by encapsulating calls of Pathway Tools Lisp functions.

Although these two alternatives can be useful for querying the database, they are

rather limited for the manipulation of data as they do not provide the possibility

of creating native objects for each biological entity.

Despite the efforts that have been made to facilitate the access and availability

of the data provided by BioCyc PGDBs, none of the options cited above is ideal for

the query and manipulation of large datasets. In order to address these limitations,

I developed a Perl Object-Oriented API allowing the manipulation of BioCyc content

in an intuitive manner. In addition, the tool allows the conversion of any PGDB into

a standard relational MySQL database that can be used for advanced querying and

assist the reconstruction of genome-scale metabolic networks.

3.1.3 General workflow

BioCyc offers the possibility of downloading PGDB data as flat files. These data

provide a local copy of BioCyc content and are meant to be used with Pathway Tools.

The Perl modules developed can read these flat files and extract their content in order

to create native Perl objects. Thus, the objects can be easily accessed and manipulated

programmatically. Alternatively, the tool can be used to export PGDB data directly
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into the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [156, 158] format for the automatic

generation of metabolic network models. In addition, the PGDB data can be converted

and stored in a standard relational database (Figure 3.4), facilitating the access and

querying of the content.

3.1.4 Database schema

Converting the Pathway-Genome Database model into a standard MySQL database

offers multiple advantages. Users can directly browse the database and extract any

information using classic MySQL queries, without the need of any additional layer

or tool. The resulting database provides reliable storage where information can be

read and modified if necessary (access to PGDB data is generally read-only). The

large numbers of existing MySQL connectors and Application Programming Interfaces

(API) facilitate the interoperability with other tools and programmatic access to the

data. Furthermore, the system can be used with any PGDB provided on the BioCyc

website.

3.1.5 Conclusion

The collection of tools presented facilitates the manipulation of Pathway/Genome

Databases by providing a standard way to access the data. Thus, a broader com-

munity of computational biologists and bioinformaticians can take advantage of the

PGDB content that becomes readily available for a wide-range of analysis, including

the reconstruction of genome-scale metabolic network models.
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Figure 3.3: Diagram representing the general workflow used for the normalisa-

tion of PGDBs - The tool consists of a series of Perl modules facilitating the manipulation

and analysis of data extracted from a PGDB.
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Figure 3.4: MySQL schema used for the storage of PGDB data - The diagram

above provides a visual overview of the database and the relationships between the tables

created during the conversion of PGDB data
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3.2 Version control system (VCS) for metabolic network

reconstructions

3.2.1 Introduction

Computational models in systems biology are the results of long iterative refine-

ment processes. Models are continuously modified and optimised over time in order to

obtain the most accurate and realistic predictions. The development of such models

is often the result of collaborative work involving multiple teams of curators and com-

putational biologists. Therefore computational support is required to ensure stability,

track changes and facilitate the communication between collaborators. Models describ-

ing biological processes are typically encoded in standard markup language formats

such as the System Biology markup language (SBML) [156, 158], CellML [200, 201] or

NeuroML [202–204]. These standards are extremely useful to facilitate the exchange

and interoperability of models constructed with different tools. However, the field of

systems biology is currently lacking a version control system (VCS) to assist the de-

velopment and reconstruction of models. In this study, we present a VCS designed to

track changes in SBML-encoded models and provide a history of the changes.

As systems biologists develop models, it is common to build multiple versions of

the same process in order to obtain the best predictive capabilities. Thus, during their

reconstruction, models are constantly updated and modified. Therefore, it is vitally

important to be able to retrieve and track changes between different versions. A simple

solution would be to store copies of the different versions of the model and annotate
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them appropriately. While this simple approach can work, it is inefficient and requires

in-depth comparisons of different versions in order to identify changes. Version control

systems were originally created in order to facilitate collaborative software development.

They have since become essential in many other fields and could be adapted for the

purpose of model reconstruction. Typically, VCS allows the management of changes to

documents (e.g. text, computer program, website, etc.). Changes are usually identified

by a revision code, associated with a timestamp and the developer who made the

modification. Therefore, different versions can be easily compared, restored or merged.

As computational models describing biological processes are usually encoded in

a standard markup language format, the structure of the document (XML schema)

defines the relationships between the different elements composing the model. Thus,

a traditional text-comparison approach is not suitable for this type of document. For

example, the two reaction elements described in the listing 3.1 represent the exact same

entity (similar reactants, products and stochiometry) despite a very different syntax.

Therefore the version control system must be able to analyse the content and structure

of the document in order to identify the differences.

<!-- Extract document A -->

<reaction id=" reaction_a"

name=" Reaction 1"

reversible ="true">

<listOfReactants >

<speciesReference species=" M_glu_L_c" stoichiometry ="1"/ >

<speciesReference species=" M_orot_e" stoichiometry ="1"/>

</listOfReactants >
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<listOfProducts >

<speciesReference species=" M_glu_L_e" stoichiometry ="1"/ >

<speciesReference species=" M_orot_c" stoichiometry ="1"/>

</listOfProducts >

</reaction >

<!-- Extract document B -->

<reaction id=" reaction_a" name=" Reaction 1" reversible ="true" sboTerm ="SBO

:0000185" >

<annotation >

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http ://www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf -syntax -ns#"

xmlns:bqmodel ="http :// biomodels.net/model -qualifiers /"

xmlns:bqbiol ="http :// biomodels.net/biology -qualifiers /">

<rdf:Description rdf:about ="# _metaR_OROTGLUt">

<bqbiol:isVersionOf >

<rdf:Bag>

<rdf:li rdf:resource ="http ://

identifiers.org/obo.eco/ECO

:0000134"/ >

</rdf:Bag>

</bqbiol:isVersionOf >

</rdf:Description >

</rdf:RDF>

</annotation >

<listOfReactants >

<speciesReference species=" M_glu_L_c" stoichiometry ="1"/ >

<speciesReference species=" M_orot_e" stoichiometry ="1"/>

</listOfReactants >

<listOfProducts >

<speciesReference species=" M_glu_L_e" stoichiometry ="1"/ >

<speciesReference species=" M_orot_c" stoichiometry ="1"/>
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</listOfProducts >

</reaction >

Listing 3.1: Example of two reaction elements encoded in the SBML format

3.2.2 Implementation and features

XML-based documents are widely used as a means to store and exchange data with

an organised structure. Therefore, Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) have

been developed for a myriad of languages in order to facilitate the programmatic access

to the data enclosed in this type of documents. The version control system was entirely

written in Python (www.python.org) [184] in combination with the ElementTree mod-

ule to handle the XML processing. Futhermore, the storage of information such as the

history of modification is handled by SQLite databases (www.sqlite.org) associated

with each model. The figure 3.5 provides a description of the main features of the VCS.

3.2.2.1 The diff function

The tool offers the possibility of reading two models and identifying differences,

with regard to the structure of the XML documents. As introduced before, version

control systems were originally developed for assisting the development of computer

programs. Therefore they were built to compare strings (source code) and most of

them operate on a line by line basis, using well-known algorithms such as the longest

common subsequence (LCS). While line-based algorithms are powerful approaches to

compare plain text documents, they are inefficient on XML-based files as the tree-based
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Figure 3.5: General features of the version control system - The tool is able

to analyse and manipulate SBML-encoded model to i) identify discrepancies between to

model, ii) merge two models iii) build/consult different versions available for a given model.
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structure is ignored. This is very problematic when comparing SBML files as a different

structure and syntax can be used to represent the same entity (listing 3.1). Further-

more, SBML-compliant tools sometimes modify the structure of a file, for example,

by reordering the xml elements or introducing new characters such as line breaks, in-

dentation and/or extra annotations. While this type of modifications does not affect

the content of a model itself, they can be detected by the traditional LCS approaches.

Thus, in order to effectively identify differences between models, our implementation

decomposes the XML structure and performs a systematic comparison of the models’

components, their corresponding attributes and relationships. This function can be

used to identify disparities between two independent models (e.g. models from differ-

ent sources or different organisms) as long as both models contain sets of MIRIAM

annotations [155], allowing the model’s entities to be comparable (molecule formula,

cross-reference, etc.). The diff function can produces three types of reports depending

on the user requirements and preferences:

• Plain text file. This format is very similar to the output produced by the built-in

Unix diff function. It presents the results in a simple and concise manner for

rapid inspection.

• HyperText Markup Language (HTML) file. This format is the most human-

readable as differences between the document can be directly visualised on a web

page.

• XML document. This file is not meant to be human-readable. The XML docu-
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ment contains a summary of the differences between two models and is intended

to be used as a patch, facilitating the combination of the models by the merge

function.

3.2.2.2 Merging models

Large-scale metabolic models are often the result of collaborative work involving

several curators and systems biologists. The reconstruction process can be split into

modules (e.g. metabolic pathways, organelle, etc.), allowing project partners to work

on several different parts of a network simultaneously. Therefore the merge function can

facilitate collaborative reconstruction by allowing multiple sub-models to be combined

without the insertion of duplicate information. The merging process begins with a

preliminary diff allowing the identification of the different and shared entities between

two given models. An XML patch summarising this information is created. Finally,

the model containing the most shared components is selected and used as template

in which, data found uniquely in the second model, is appended. This allows the

consistent integration of data from both source models. In general, two different types

of dissimilarity can be found when comparing two models:

1. Non-intersection. Entities that exist uniquely in one of the two model.

2. Conflict. Shared entities that differ from one model to another.

The first case is automatically handled by the approach described earlier. The presence

of conflicts, on the other hand, is not managed during the merging process. Instead, the
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program will flag the models’ components that are in conflict and store this information

for further manual curation. The two conflicting entities are integrated into the final

model in order to avoid the introduction of gaps. However, manual inspection of these

components is required to ensure the absence of duplicate or erroneous data. Despite

effective communication between project partners, conflicts can be easily introduced

in a multi-user reconstruction. This process allows curators to rapidly identify these

problems and actively decide on their resolution.

3.2.2.3 Track changes

One of the main features of the tool is to provide a history of the changes made to

a given model. This function allows the developer to be aware of past modifications

and updates to the model. Data related to the model history are stored in a single

file associated with the model. Therefore, the model’s structure and content are never

modified by the VCS. The file storing the different versions of the model is an SQLite

database (www.sqlite.org), containing, for each version, the list of modifications and

the date of the update. In addition, the person updating the model can include their

name and a comment providing details about the particular version. While having

the model’s history in a separate file ensures the integrity of the SBML documents, i)

the same database must be reused every time a new version of the model is created,

ii) to make the database accessible to multiple users, it has to be placed on a shared

location (e.g. server) iii) the size of the database can grow relatively quickly as copies

of each version are stored (the users has the possibility of deleting obsolete versions if
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necessary). On the other hand, this approach makes the system highly portable from

one working environment to another.

3.2.3 Results

The VCS is a command-line application written in Python. The standalone tool

requires the presence of the SBML library and bindings (www.sbml.org. However, it

does not require the installation of any other additional Python module as ElementTree

and sqlite3 are already bundled with the current version of Python (version 2.x and

higher). The listing 3.2 provides details of the different commands available.

USAGE:

modelVCS [--compare|--merge] [arguments] FILES

or modelVCS [--commit|--list|--restore|--delete] [arguments] --db

FILE

or modelVCS [--help|--version]

OPTIONS:

--compare Compare two models

--format File format of the report:

"plain" (default)|"html "|"xml"

--merge Merge two models

--patchfile Path to the patch file. It will be created

automatically if not provided

--output Output file (merged model)

--commit Save a new version of a model

--message Message about the update

--authors Authors of the modification
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--list List the versions available

--restore|--delete Restore or delete a particular version

--version The version id (see the --list swith)

--output Output file (restored model)

--help Display this help and exit

--version Output the version information and exit

Listing 3.2: Extract of the documentation provided with the tool

3.2.4 Conclusion

Tracking relevant changes greatly benefits the reconstruction process of large-scale

metabolic models. To date, the SBML format does not offer the possibility of storing

the history of a model. Therefore, the clear identification of dissimilarities between

multiple models remains difficult. Here I present a tool facilitating the development of

such reconstructions by providing a complete history of what has been changed in a

model, why, when and by whom. In addition, the tool can be used to identify differences

between models or combine multiple models together.
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Models of Arabidopsis Energy

Organelles

4.1 The peroxisomal model

4.1.1 Metabolic role and functions

Peroxisomes are one of the three organelles involved in plant energy metabolism.

They are found in all eukaryotic cells where they have common functions such as the

production and degradation of hydrogen peroxide. In plants, peroxisomes mediate

additional metabolic processes including β-oxidation of fatty acids, reactions of the

photorespiratory pathways and the syntheses of two phytohormones: indole-3-acetic

acid and jasmonic acid [205, 206]. The biogenesis of peroxisomes is not fully under-

stood. However, the presence of common proteins and metabolic functions suggest

that peroxisomes originate from the endoplasmic reticulum [207]. Plant peroxisomes
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are highly versatile organelles. Their metabolic functions differ depending on the cell

type and developmental stage of the plant [208, 209]. In plants, three different classes

of peroxisomes have been identified:

• Leaf peroxisomes: are present in photosynthetic tissues such as leaves and green

cotyledons [210]. In Arabidopsis thaliana (and all C3 plants) these organs carry

out photorespiration [211]. This metabolic function involves a complex network of

enzymatic reactions and metabolite exchanges between three organelles: chloro-

plast, mitochondrion and leaf peroxisomes. The process is initiated by the ribulose

bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO) enzyme, located in the chloro-

plast. Its oxygenase activity catalyses a reaction producing 3-phosphoglycerate

(PGA) and 2-phosphoglycolate (2PG, or PG). PGA remains in the chloroplast

and enters the Calvin cycle, while PG is converted into glycolate by phosphogly-

colate phosphatase and translocated to the peroxisomes [211].

• Glyoxysomes: are found in storage organs such as endosperm and cotyledons and

play an important role in lipid metabolism [212]. In oil seeds, large quantities of

triacylglycerols accumulate in intracellular structures called oil bodies or adipo-

somes. These pseudo-organelles are made of a monolayer of phospholipids and

hydrophobic proteins. Oil bodies contain mainly long-chain fatty acids such as

palmitic acid (C16:0), stearic acid (C18:0), oleic acid (C18:1), linoleic acid (C18:2)

and linolenic acid (C18:3). During plant germination, these storage lipids are used

as a source for the synthesis of numerous carbon compounds, mainly carbohy-
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drates [213, 214]. Catabolism of the fatty acids liberated from the stored lipids

takes place via β-oxidation within glyoxysomes. Carbohydrates formed through

this process provide the energy and carbon required for the synthesis of new cell

walls.

• Unspecialised peroxisomes: can be found in virtually any cell-type. These un-

differentiated peroxisomes seem to have a relatively limited metabolic activity,

although it has been suggested they could have a role in the β-oxidation of fatty-

acids during membrane turnover [215].

Peroxisomes are dynamic organelles that can vary in abundance, size and shape, de-

pending on the cell-type they are located in. However, the structure of the membrane,

consisting of a single lipid bilayer with embedded proteins, remains stable regardless of

their state. Unlike plastids and mitochondria, peroxisomes do not contain any DNA.

Therefore, the proteins found in the organelle are encoded in the nucleus and translo-

cated after synthesis [216]. These proteins are characterised by specific sequences of

amino acids: the peroxisomal targeting signals (PTS1 or PTS2) [217]. The two tar-

geting signals are relatively short, composed of three or nine amino acids located at

the C or N-terminus of the protein respectively. Although some variation exists in

the sequences of PTS1 and PTS2, bioinformatics methods combined with experimental

approaches have allowed the prediction of the peroxisomal proteome. These data are

particularly useful for the reconstruction of large-scale metabolic networks.
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4.1.2 Model properties

The reconstruction of the peroxisomal metabolic network was an iterative refine-

ment process. The current model is composed of 273 reactions (221 internals and 52

transports) and 201 metabolites (Table 4.1). A total of 243 reactions (90%) are associ-

ated with at least one gene. However, due to the large proportion of multifunctionnal

enzymes in peroxisome, these annotated reactions are encoded by only 41 unique genes.

A large majority of reactions in the model are part of the β-oxidation pathways (Figure

4.1, A). Our current implementation contains the complete β-oxidation spiral for the

12 most abundant fatty-acids in Arabidopsis thaliana. These catabolic reactions are

catalysed by a relatively small number of unique enzymes. For instance, a single multi-

functional protein (MFP) is responsible for four beta-oxidation core reactions required

for the catabolism of all fatty acids [218]. The presence of MFP explains the limited

number of unique genes in the model. The overall number of unique enzymes catalysing

reactions is relatively similar between the main peroxisomal pathways including the gly-

oxylate cycle, detoxification of reactive oxygen species (ROS), core beta-oxidation and

photorespiration (Figure 4.1, B).

As discussed previously in section 2.2, the models were continually tested and refined

during the reconstruction. This non-automated, decision-making process maintained

consistency while minimising the number of blocked reactions in the network. For

example, although recent studies have suggested the last three steps of the mevalonic

acid pathway (MVA) to be localised in the peroxisome [219], these reactions have been

annotated but not integrated in our current model for several reasons. i) A knockout of
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Figure 4.1: Pathways distribution in the peroxisomal model - A) Number of

reactions per pathways. B) Number of enzymes per pathways
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Description Number

Metabolites 201

Reactions

Transport 52 19.05%

273Internal 221 80.95%

With gene 243 89.01%

Unique genes 41

Table 4.1: Composition of the peroxisomal model

the peroxisomal ATP import protein (ANT) severely affects the β-oxidation [220], while

the activity of the phosphomevalonate kinase (PMK) and Mevalonate 5-diphosphate

decarboxylase (MVD), both ATP-dependent enzymes, are not affected.

ii) The reaction catalysed by MVD produces phosphate that is not reused in any

other known reaction in the compartment. Therefore, this reaction would require the

addition of a hypothetical peroxisomal transporter or pyrophosphate with no experi-

mental evidence.

4.1.3 Peroxisomal flux distribution

The peroxisomal model itself represents a single, individual organelle. Therefore,

the choice of an objective function, a requirement for most constraint-based modelling

methods, is not obvious. To overcome this problem, fluxes through each reaction of

the reconstructed network were randomly sampled. Unlike FBA, the random uniform
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sampling of the reaction rates does not require an objective function to simulate a flux

distribution. JEXPA (http://www.ce4csb.org/applications/jexpa/), a java-based

tool developed for this study was used to perform the simulations.

The modelled flux distributions revealed various shapes (Figure 4.2). Broad distri-

butions typically represent reactions with a wide range of possible fluxes whereas sharp

peaks indicate reactions with a limited flux flexibility. Reactions of the β-oxidation are

sequential. Therefore, their enzymes have limited range of possible fluxes which are

strongly correlated (Figure 4.2 and 4.5).

To demonstrate the predictive capabilities of the model, we analysed the flux dis-

tribution within beta-oxidation, which represents one of the major pathways in the

organelle. The peroxisomal beta-oxidation spiral starts with the degradation of the

long chain fatty acid eicosanoyl-CoA (C20), which is broken down through a series of

cycles until the production of butanoyl-CoA (C4). Furthermore, β-oxidation cycles are

orchestrated by four subsequent enzymatic steps, each iteration shortening a fatty acyl-

CoA species by two carbon units via the release of acetyl-CoA (Figure 4.3, A). The four

enzymatic reactions being perfectly correlated, we used the reaction catalysed by the

acyl-CoA oxidase (ACX, E.C. 1.3.3.6) as representative for the entire cycle. As shown

in B Figure 4.3, mean fluxes through ACX increase progressively while the chain length

is reduced. Indeed, the chain-shortening of long fatty acids progressively increases the

pool of shorter acyl-CoAs, making them available in greater amount for the subsequent

iterations of the β-oxidation spiral. These results are consistent with the mechanism

described above (Figure 4.3, A).
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Figure 4.2: Extract of the peroxisomal flux distribution. - Random sampling of the

peroxisomal metabolic network. The vertical axis represents the number of occurrences of

a particular flux value. Horizontal axis corresponds to the computed flux values (positive

and negative for forward and backward reactions respectively).
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Figure 4.3: Flux distribution in peroxisomal β-oxidation. -
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4.1.4 Flux correlation

The analysis of correlated fluxes can help identifying coupled reactions and func-

tional modules in the network. To this end, Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were

measured between the randomly-sampled fluxes for all pairs of reactions, resulting in

a 274 x 274 square matrix (Figure 4.4). The matrix shows clusters of reactions with

high correlation coefficients.

Figure 4.4: Flux correlation matrix - 274 x 274 square matrix representing the com-

puted Pearson correlation coefficients (R)
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To enhance the visibility, results were further plotted as a correlation network (Fig-

ure 4.5), where nodes represent individual metabolic reactions and edges represent the

correlations existing between pairs of reactions. Major peroxisomal pathways, including

the cycles of β-oxidation, ROS detoxification, jasmonate biosynthesis and branched-

chain pathway

are related reactions forming perfectly correlated co-sets. This is expected as sub-

sequent reactions are stoichiometrically coupled and therefore yield a significant corre-

lation coefficient. Besides known stochiometrically coupled pathways, this analysis also

revealed novel correlations between metabolic reactions that are not generally consid-

ered to belong to the same pathways. For instance, Figure 4.5 B presents the correla-

tions existing between peroxisomal malate dehydrogenase (PMDH) and other reactions

of the network. The reaction catalysed by PMDH is strongly correlated with the hy-

droxypyruvate reductase (HPR) reaction, the serine:glyoxylate transaminase (SGAT)

reaction and the reactions describing the transport of glycerate through the peroxiso-

mal membrane (ex-glycerate) and the import of serine (ex-serine). In both cases, the

calculated correlation coefficients are similar (|r| = 0.6). These enzymes are part of a

functional module involved in photorespiration [221, 222], which is consistent with the

strong correlations observed. In addition, the results presented in Figure 4.5 B show

further correlations between PMDH and the reaction catalysed by aspartate transam-

inase (ASP). This observation is therefore consistent with the participation of ASP in

the glyoxylate cycle. The MLS reaction is also negatively correlated with the trans-

port of malate (ex-malate). As both PMDH and MLS compete for the same substrate,
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moderate correlation coefficients (|r| = 0.53) exist between the malate transporter and

the reactions catalysed by the two enzymes.

Figure 4.5: Flux correlation - A) Network of correlated reactions represented by Cy-

toscape [223]. Only correlation coefficients higher than 0.4 were displayed. B) Enlarged

network of correlated reactions focusing on PMDH. The edge thicknesses are indicative of

correlation strength.
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4.1 The peroxisomal model

4.1.5 Simulating the effect of gene knockouts

One of the common purposes of genome-scale metabolic networks is the simulation

of gene knockouts. In this study, I analysed the effect of 35 in silico protein knockouts

(Table 4.2). Some peroxisomal catalyse a large number of reactions. For example, the

knockout of the gene AT2G33150, coding for the 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase (KAT) [224,

225], affects 35 reactions in our model. Therefore, the simulation of this single gene

knockout requires 35 reactions to be blocked, i.e. by forcing their flux values to zero.

In order to analyse the effects of in silico knockouts, the computed flux distribution

for each knockout was compared to the wild type flux distribution by calculating the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) D statistic. Therefore, the D values, ranging from 0 to 1, are

directly proportional to the effect of a given knockout on the overall network (Figure

4.6). The left side of the heatmap shows a large red block (D = 1), indicating knockout

with a major impact on peroxisomal metabolism. Inspection of the dendrogram reveals

a clade of enzymes that when knocked out share this profile of D values: ACX1-4,

MFP2, KAT2, LACS, ANT and CAT2.

The ACX1-4 enzymes are responsible for the oxidation of various acyl-CoAs during

β-oxidation. Although these four enzymes catalyse the same reaction, they are known

to use acyl-CoAs of different chain length as substrates. Indeed, ACX4 has been shown

to use short-chain acyl-CoAs from C:4 to C8 [226, 227], whereas ACX3 prefers C:6 to

C:20 chains [228]. Similarly, C14 chains seem to be the preferred substrate for ACX1,

and longer chains, from C:16 to C:20, are handled by ACX4 [229]. However, these

chain-length preferences are not absolute and experiments have shown that knockout
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Abbreviation Enzyme name EC Genes Reactions

HPR hydroxypyruvate reductase 1.1.1.29 AT1G68010 1

MDH malate dehydrogenase 1.1.1.37 AT2G22780, AT5G09660 1

IDH isocitrate dehydrogenase 1.1.1.42 AT1G54340 1

GOX glycolate oxidase 1.1.3.15 AT3G14415, AT3G14420, AT4G18360 1

BADH aldehyde dehydrogenase 1.2.1.3 AT3G48170 1

DECR 2,4-dienoyl-CoA reductase 1.3.1.34 AT3G12800 7

OPR3 12-oxophytodienoate reductase 1.3.1.42 AT2G06050 1

ACX1 acyl-CoA oxidase 1.3.3.6 AT4G16760 8

ACX2 acyl-CoA oxidase 1.3.3.6 AT5G65110 13

ACX3 acyl-CoA oxidase 1.3.3.6 AT1G06290 7

ACX4 acyl-CoA oxidase 1.3.3.6 AT3G51840 4

PAOX polyamine oxidase 1.5.3.11 AT3G59050, AT1G65840, 1

MDAR monodehydroascorbate reductases 1.6.5.4 AT3G52880, AT3G27820, 1

URIC urate oxidase 1.7.3.3 AT5G58220 2

SUOX sulfite oxidase 1.8.3.1 AT3G01910 1

DHAR dehydroascorbate reductase 1.8.5.1 AT1G19570 1

KAT 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase 2.3.1.16 AT1G04710 35

CISY citrate (SI)-synthase 2.3.3.1 AT3G58750, AT2G42790 1

MLS malate synthase 2.3.3.9 AT5G03860 1

ASP aspartate aminotransferase 2.6.1.1 AT5G11520 1

ALAT alanine:2-oxoglutarate transaminase 2.6.1.2 AT1G23310, AT1G70580 1

GLYAT glutamate:glyoxylate aminotransferase 2.6.1.4 AT1G23310, AT1G70580 1

SGAT serine:glyoxylate aminotransferase 2.6.1.45 AT2G13360 1

ACH2 acyl-CoA thioesterase 3.1.2.2 AT1G01710 1

CHY1 3-hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA hydrolase 3.1.2.4 AT5G65940 2

ICL isocitrate lyase 4.1.3.1 AT3G21720 1

3HOD enoyl-CoA hydratase 4.2.1.59 AT1G76150 2

DCI1 delta3,5, delta2,4-enoyl-CoA isomerase 5.3.3.- AT5G43280 5

LACS long-chain-fatty-acid-CoA synthase 6.2.1.3 AT3G05970, AT5G27600 12

PNC Adenine nucleotide carrier - AT3G05290, AT5G27520 1

Table 4.2: List of simulated knockouts in the peroxisomal model
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4.1 The peroxisomal model

Figure 4.6: Peroxisomal knockouts - Heatmap describing the perturbation of reaction

fluxes for each gene knockout compared to the wildtype flux distribution. The colour

intensity reflects the magnitude of the perturbation, determined by Kolmogorov-Smirnov D

statistics. Rows represent individual reactions as ordered in the model, columns correspond

to individual knockouts which were clustered by Pearson correlation values computed from

the matrix of D values. Details of the abbreviations can be found in Table 4.2
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of ACX genes can be partially compensated by other ACX genes in vivo, resulting in

viable mutants [229–231]. In our model, ACX enzymes are tightly associated with their

preferred substrates. Therefore, their natural partially overlapping role cannot be repli-

cated in silico. As a result, the effects of ACX knockouts are probably overestimated,

explaining the severe β-oxidation phenotypes observed.

The catalase 2 (CAT2) knockout was clustered in the same block of reactions (Figure

4.6). This result is expected, as CAT2 is the only enzyme consuming the hydrogen

peroxide (H2O2) molecules produced by the reactions catalysed by ACX. Therefore, the

in silico knockout of these two enzymes have the same effect in the modelled network:

the entire β-oxidation pathway is blocked. The peroxisomal long-chain fatty acyl CoA

synthase (LACS) knockout flux distributions also fall into the same cluster as other

β-oxidation knockouts (Figure 4.6). Similarly to CAT2, reactions catalysed by LACS

are indispensable to provide the substrates necessary to the β-oxidation spiral. Thus,

removing LACS results in a severe β-oxidation phenotype. This is consistent with

experimental knockout of lacs6 and lacs7 which are defective in vegetative growth

[232]. The last reaction found in this cluster is the adenine nucleotide transporter

(ANT), which is responsible for the import of ATP into the peroxisome.

Multiple, simultaneous knockouts are time-consuming and difficult to obtain in

vivo. To illustrate the benefits of genome-scale models in facilitating this type of ex-

periment, we used the model to analyse the effects of double knockout in silico. Recent

research has revealed that individual knockouts of PMDH and HPR have partial ef-

fects on β-oxidation, while the simultaneous knockout of the two enzymes results in
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4.1 The peroxisomal model

a severe sucrose-dependent germination phenotype [233]. Our simulations replicating

this experiment yielded similar results, showing that individual knockouts of PMDH

and HPR had little effect on β-oxidation (Figure 4.7). The double knockout, however,

resulted in a significant decrease of at least 50% in all the enzymatic steps involved

in these pathways. These results are highly consistent with experimental observations

and confirm the model’s capability to accurately predict the effects of multiple enzyme

knockouts.

Figure 4.7: Effects of HPR and PMDH knockouts on peroxisomal β-oxidation.

- The Y axis represents the mean fluxes through the enzymatic reactions. The values are

given as relative percentage compared with the wildtype flux distribution.
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4.2 Mitochondria: the energy factory for cells

Mitochondria are often referred to as the powerhouses of cells, though their syn-

thesis of ATP. Over the past 50 years, Arabidopsis research has allowed us to gain a

better understanding of the functions, the structure and some of the components of

this complex organelle. In this section, the metabolic role of mitochondria is discussed

and the metabolic model of the organelle is presented in detail.

4.2.1 Overview of mitochondria

4.2.1.1 The origin of Mitochondria

The theory of endosymbiosis states that several key eukaryotic organelles originate

from symbioses between separate single-cell organisms. According to this concept,

mitochondria and plastids are the result of 1-2 billion years of evolution initiated by

the endosymbiosis of proteobacteria and blue-green algae (cyanobacteria), respectively.

The discovery that plastids and mitochondria contain their own genomes, along with

their own transcriptional and translational machinery, is part of the powerful molecular

and biochemical evidence supporting endosymbiotic theory [234, 235]. Additionally, the

two organelles can divide and multiply like bacteria, replicating their own DNA and

directing their own division [236, 237]. However, they are not autonomous organelles as

their metabolism relies on components, metabolites and regulatory processes provided

by the rest of the cell.
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4.2.1.2 Organelle structure

There have been many studies focusing on the heterogeneity of mitochondrial shape,

size, number, cytoplasmic distribution, and motility in planta. Ultrastructural studies

using the electron microscope have shown a variety of mitochondrial shapes and sizes

within fixed cells. More recently, mitochondrial structure has been investigated using

green fluorescent protein (GFP) [238] to image mitochondria in vivo. These studies

have shown that mitochondria are not evenly distributed within cells and are dynamic

organelles that move within the cytoplasm.

Mitochondria are composed of outer and inner membranes, both having very dif-

ferent properties and functions. The two membranes share a similar bilayer structure

composed of phospholipids and embedded proteins. This double-membrane organisa-

tion originally derives from the ancestral bacterial membrane and the host membrane

that enclosed it.

The outer membrane encloses the entire organelle and is between 60 and 75 Åthick.

In plants, the mitochondrial outer membrane has been only lightly studied and most

of what is known about its function has been inferred from other organisms, mainly

humans (Homo sapiens) and yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). A number of proteins

found in the outer membrane form pores that allow molecules up to 5 kDa and other

small metabolites to freely travel between the cytosol and the aqueous space found be-

tween the two lipid bi-layers, known as the inter-membrane space (IMS). The IMS has

been found to have a relatively low pH due to the pumping of protons out of the mito-

chondrial matrix in the process of electron transport. The inner and outer membranes
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have a similar phospholid composition, but the inner membrane contains an unusually

high proportion of proteins (around 80%), which are involved in oxidative phosphoryla-

tion as well as in the transport of metabolites (e.g., pyruvate and fatty acids) between

the cytosol and mitochondria. Except for oxygen, carbon dioxide and water, the inner

membrane is impermeable to most ions and small molecules. Consequently, exchanges

of essential molecules such as amino acids, nucleotides or inorganic phosphate between

the inter-membrane space and the mitochondrial matrix require specialised carrier pro-

teins. This impermeability is a critical property for maintaining the proton gradient

that drives oxidative phosphorylation. In most cases, large molecules and proteins en-

ter the mitochondria using active transporters. Translocation across both membranes

is generally coupled, requiring the outer and the inner membrane to be in close con-

tact. These contact areas between outer and inner membranes have been reported and

observed in all types of mitochondria [239].

Cristae are invaginations of the inner membrane that protrude into the matrix.

They are linked to the inner membrane by narrow tubular structures of varying length,

called cristae junctions. In addition, cristae membranes exhibit a large variety of mor-

phological forms: lamellar, tubular, and even triangle-shaped structures of the cristae

membrane have been observed by electron microscopy. The large quantity of protein

attached to this membrane is involved in electron transport and ATP synthesis. This

highly folded structure has the advantage of increasing the contact area between the

matrix and the inner membrane, allowing more efficient production of ATP [240].

The mitochondrial matrix is the space enclosed by the inner membrane. The ma-
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trix is an aqueous compartment containing the mitochondrial genome and associated

replication, transcription and translation machinery. This compartment is also the site

of essential metabolic pathways such as the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) Cycle.

4.2.2 Metabolic role and function

In plants, mitochondria are responsible for a wide range of essential metabolic pro-

cesses including the production of ATP. Mitochondrial metabolism is highly connected

to the rest of the cell, providing the necessary precursors for a variety of biosynthetic

pathways. Recent large-scale proteomics studies have provided extensive listings of the

mitochondrial proteome ([74, 241, 242]). These approaches have generated new insights

into mitochondrial metabolism by revealing the existence of a number of plant-specific

transporters ([243, 244]). It is widely accepted that the TCA cycle is responsible for

most of the metabolic activity in plant mitochondria. However, the organelle has also

been identified as the site of production for a number of important metabolites in-

cluding ascorbate ([245]) and folate ([246]). In addition, recent studies have proven

plant mitochondria to be involved in the degradation of phytol and branched-chain

amino acids under certain conditions ([247]). Mutations in the mitochondrial genome

frequently result in strong perturbations for a number of vital processes, such as the

development of gametophytes ([248, 249]) and programmed cell death ([250–252]). This

reflects the essential role of mitochondria in the development of higher plants.
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4.2.3 General properties and structure of the reconstructed network

As discussed previously, the reconstruction and validation of the model relied heavily

on manual curation and verification of the content. In order to ensure close represen-

tation of the biological structure and mitochondrial metabolic behaviour, the model is

composed of four sub-compartments as follow:

• Mitochondrial matrix.

• Inner membrane.

• Outer membrane.

• Inter-membrane space.

The matrix forms the main compartment, containing most of the model’s metabolic

reactions. Although the two mitochondrial membranes are not responsible for any

metabolic activity, having these subcellular locations defined as separate compartments

in the model is useful to hold a variety of membrane proteins. This includes transporters

and complexes such as the electron transport chain (ETC). An overview of the general

structure of the mitochondrial model is represented on figure 4.8.

The current mitochondrial model includes a total of 201 metabolites and 331 reac-

tions (r/m = 1.646). The reactions consist of 215 internals and 116 transporters ( A,

Figure 4.9). Approximately 51% of the reactions are associated with a single gene or

set of genes.

The limited mitochondrial permeability requires the presence of active transporters

for a number of compounds. Table 4.3 shows the transport reactions currently imple-
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4.2 Mitochondria: the energy factory for cells

Figure 4.8: The mitochondrial electron transfer chain (as implemented in the

model) - This diagram represents the metabolic map of the electron transfer chain. The

arrows representing metabolic reactions are directly linked to the SBML reaction objects.

Therefore this figure can also be used as a template to plot the resulting flux distribution

after a simulation. Acronyms are as follow: I : complex I; II : complex II; III : complex III;

ATPs:ATP synthase; C : cytochrome C; AOX : alternative oxidase; G3PDH : Glycerol-3-

Phosphate dehydrogenase; UCP : uncoupling protein; ETF : electron transfer flavoprotein;
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Figure 4.9: Mitochondrial model composition - A) Composition of the model. Com-

partments: m: matrix; im: inner membrane; om: outer membrane; ims: inter-membrane

space; c: cytosol. B) Pathway distribution
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mented in the model. These transport reactions have been compiled from various litera-

ture sources and studies. Trans-membrane transporters play a pivotal role in organelle

and cell metabolism. Therefore, tremendous efforts have been made to understand

and elucidate intra-cellular transport mechanisms. However, the characterization of

the proteins involved in these processes remains challenging and a significant number

of genes are yet to be identified. Compartmentalized genome-scale models can help

achieving this goal, by testing the effect of presence/absence of a particular transporter

on metabolism.

Formula
Gene

References
association

L-Arginine[ex] + L-Ornithine[in] ↔ L-Arginine[in] + L-Ornithine[ex] Y [253–255]

L-Arginine[ex] + L-Lysine[in] ↔ L-Arginine[in] + L-Lysine[ex] Y [253–255]

L-Arginine[ex] + L-Histidine[in] ↔ L-Arginine[in] + L-Histidine[ex] Y [253–255]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + (S)-Malate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + (S)-Malate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + Oxaloacetate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + Oxaloacetate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + Succinate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + Succinate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + Citrate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + Citrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + Isocitrate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + Isocitrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + cis-Aconitate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + cis-Aconitate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + Sulfate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + Sulfate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

2-Oxoglutarate[ex] + malonate[in] ↔ 2-Oxoglutarate[in] + malonate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

Oxaloacetate[ex] + Citrate[in] ↔ Oxaloacetate[in] + Citrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

Oxaloacetate[ex] + cis-Aconitate[in] ↔ Oxaloacetate[in] + cis-Aconitate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

Oxaloacetate[ex] + Isocitrate[in] ↔ Oxaloacetate[in] + Isocitrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

(S)-Malate[ex] + Citrate[in] ↔ (S)-Malate[in] + Citrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

(S)-Malate[ex] + Isocitrate[in] ↔ (S)-Malate[in] + Isocitrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

(S)-Malate[ex] + cis-Aconitate[in] ↔ (S)-Malate[in] + cis-Aconitate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

Succinate[ex] + Citrate[in] ↔ Succinate[in] + Citrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

Succinate[ex] + Isocitrate[in] ↔ Succinate[in] + Isocitrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

Succinate[ex] + cis-Aconitate[in] ↔ Succinate[in] + cis-Aconitate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

malonate[ex] + Citrate[in] ↔ malonate[in] + Citrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

malonate[ex] + Isocitrate[in] ↔ malonate[in] + Isocitrate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

malonate[ex] + cis-Aconitate[in] ↔ malonate[in] + cis-Aconitate[ex] Y [74, 244, 255–257]

Succinate[ex] + Fumarate[in] ↔ Succinate[in] + Fumarate[ex] Y [255, 258]

Continued on next page
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Table 4.3 – continued from previous page

Formula
Gene

References
association

Sulfate[ex] + Succinate[in] ↔ Sulfate[in] + Succinate[ex] Y [255, 259]

Sulfate[ex] + Oxaloacetate[in] ↔ Sulfate[in] + Oxaloacetate[ex] Y [255, 259]

Sulfate[ex] + (S)-Malate[in] ↔ Sulfate[in] + (S)-Malate[ex] Y [255, 259]

Sulfate[ex] + malonate[in] ↔ Sulfate[in] + malonate[ex] Y [255, 259]

Sulfate[ex] + Orthophosphate[in] ↔ Sulfate[in] + Orthophosphate[ex] Y [255, 259]

Sulfate[ex] + arsenate[in] ↔ Sulfate[in] + arsenate[ex] Y [255, 259]

Sulfate[ex] + Thiosulfate[in] ↔ Sulfate[in] + Thiosulfate[ex] Y [255, 259]

8-Amino-7-oxononanoate[ex] → 8-Amino-7-oxononanoate[in] N [260]

Tetrahydrofolate[in] → Tetrahydrofolate[ex] Y [255, 261]

ADP[ex] + ATP[in] ↔ ADP[in] + ATP[ex] Y [74, 255–257, 262]

AMP[ex] + ATP[in] ↔ AMP[in] + ATP[ex] Y [74, 255, 256, 263]

H[ims] + Orthophosphate[ims] ↔ H[in] + Orthophosphate[in] Y [74, 256, 257, 262, 264]

Orthophosphate[ex] ↔ Orthophosphate[ims] N

2-hydroxyglutarate[ex] → 2-hydroxyglutarate[in] N [265]

(2S,3S)-3-Hydroxy-2-methylbutanoyl-CoA[in] → (2S,3S)-3-Hydroxy-2-methylbutanoyl-CoA[ex] N

4-Aminobutanoate[ex] → 4-Aminobutanoate[in] N [266, 267]

4-Hydroxybenzoate[ex] → 4-Hydroxybenzoate[in] N [268]

5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate[ex] → 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate[in] N

Acetoacetate[in] → Acetoacetate[ex] N

Adenosine 3’,5’-bisphosphate[ex] → Adenosine 3’,5’-bisphosphate[in] N

Ascorbate[in] → Ascorbate[ex] N [269, 270]

L-Asparagine[ex] → L-Asparagine[in] N

Biotin[in] → Biotin[ex] N [271, 272]

7,8-Diaminononanoate[ex] → 7,8-Diaminononanoate[in] N [271, 272]

(S)-Dihydroorotate[ex] → (S)-Dihydroorotate[in] N [273, 274]

FAD[ims] → FAD[in] N

L-Galactono-1,4-lactone[ex] → L-Galactono-1,4-lactone[in] N [269, 270]

L-Glutamate[ex] → L-Glutamate[in] N

L-Glutamine[ex] → L-Glutamine[in] N

Glycolate[ex] → Glycolate[in] N

Glyoxylate[ex] → Glyoxylate[in] N

L-Isoleucine[ex] → L-Isoleucine[in] N

Isopentenyl diphosphate[ex] → Isopentenyl diphosphate[in] N

(R)-Pantoate[in] → (R)-Pantoate[ex] N [269, 275]

L-dehydro-ascorbate[ex] → L-dehydro-ascorbate[in] N

L-Leucine[ex] → L-Leucine[in] N

NADP[ims] → NADP[in] N [276, 277]

Nicotinamide[in] ↔ Nicotinamide[ex] N

Continued on next page
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Table 4.3 – continued from previous page

Formula
Gene

References
association

nicotinate-nucleotide[in] → nicotinate-nucleotide[ex] N [277, 278]

Orotate[in] → Orotate[ex] N [273, 274]

4-Aminobenzoate[ex] → 4-Aminobenzoate[in] N [279, 280]

L-Proline[ex] → L-Proline[in] N

Propanoyl-CoA[in] ↔ Propanoyl-CoA[ex] N

Pyruvate[ex] + H[in] ↔ Pyruvate[in] + H[ex] N

Pyridine-2,3-dicarboxylate[ex] → Pyridine-2,3-dicarboxylate[in] N [277, 278]

saccharopine[ex] → saccharopine[in] N

L-Serine[ex] → L-Serine[in] N

Orthophosphate[in] + Succinate[ex] ↔ Orthophosphate[ex] + Succinate[in] N

Sulfite[in] → Sulfite[ex] N

Thiamin monophosphate[in] ↔ Thiamin monophosphate[ex] N

thiocyanate[in] → thiocyanate[ex] N

L-Tyrosine[ex] → L-Tyrosine[in] N

Urea[in] → Urea[ex] N

L-Valine[ex] → L-Valine[in] N

Oxygen[ex] ↔ Oxygen[in] N

THF-L-glutamate[in] ↔ THF-L-glutamate[ex] N

Riboflavin[ex] → Riboflavin[in] N

Table 4.3: List of transporters in the mitochondrial model.Y indicates the presence of

one or several genes associated with the transporter. The absence of reference and/or gene

(N ) refers to hypothetical transporters.

4.2.4 Analysis of reaction essentiality

Results

Computational models provide convenient and inexpensive means to simulate the

effect of gene knockouts on a large scale. In this analysis, I simulated in silico knockouts

for every metabolic reaction and estimated their level of essentiality in the network by

analysing the resulting flux distributions.
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Figure 4.10: Reaction essentially matrix - The square matrix represents a compar-

ison between the wild-type distributions (rows) and the mutant flux distributions after a

reaction knockout (columns). The size of the squares is proportional to the computed d

statistics (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and the colour indicates the significance of the p-

value (red: p>0.05; black: p<0.05). The bar chart represents an indicator of the number

of significantly different flux distributions resulting from a particular knockout.130
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The essentiality coefficient (r) reflects the level of perturbation on the network

after the knockout of a particular reaction (top, Figure 4.10). As expected, reaction

knockouts having the largest effects are part of essential modules such as the ETF/ETC

pathway or TCA cycle as well as several transporters. Indeed, the in silico knockouts

of any complex involved in the ETF/ETC pathway (electron transfer flavoprotein,

NADH dehydrogenase, succinate dehydrogenase, cytochrome c reductase, cytochrome

c oxidase and ATP Synthase; labelled 1.5.5.1, 1.6.5.3, 1.3.5.1, 1.10.2.2, 1.9.3.1, 3.6.3.14,

respectively) result in strongly perturbed flux distributions (r > 0.7). In addition,

further analysis reveals that a large proportion of these reactions are highly affected by

other reaction knockouts, including reactions that do not seem related to the ETC. For

example, despite having a relatively low r coefficient (< 0.3), the in silico knockout

of saccharopine dehydrogenase (EC: 1.5.1.7) affects the flux distribution of the ETC

reactions. This can be explained by the fact that the protein complexes involved in the

ETF/ETC rely extensively on pools of ubiquitous compounds (NADH, NAD and H+

and ATP). These metabolites are extensively used in the rest of network. Therefore,

their availability can directly affect the activity of the ETF/ETC.

Method

The perturbation study was performed using a traditional FBA approach in the

following three-step workflow:

1. Simulation of wild-type flux distributions. Unlike random-sampling FBA,

relies on Linear Programming (LP) and therefore requires the definition of an
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objective function to compute the optimal solution. In this first step, each reac-

tion was successively used as an objective to generate a range of wild-type flux

distributions.

2. Simulation of knockout flux distributions. In this second step, individ-

ual wild-type distributions were re-used to compute knockout flux distributions

for each reaction using a Minimization of Metabolic Adjustments (MoMA [281])

approach. Wild-type and knockout distributions were compared by using the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov distribution comparison test, and results (d statistics) were

plotted in a square matrix (bottom, Figure 4.10).

3. Estimation of reaction essentiality. Finally, the number of significantly dif-

ferent flux distributions (wild-type versus mutant) for each column of the matrix

was normalised and used as an indicator to estimate the essentiality of each re-

action in the network (top, Figure 4.10). Therefore, r values range from 0 to 1,

the latter being the highest coefficient.

4.2.5 Assessing the predictability of in silico knockout

The generation of knockout mutants is a popular approach to study plant metabolism.

However, the production of reaction-specific mutants is particularly challenging in vivo.

i) The presence of protein isoforms and protein complexes requires the alteration of mul-

tiple genes in order to block the activity of a specific enzymatic step. ii) A number

of mitochondrial proteins are multifunctional, limiting the possibility of single reaction

knockout in vivo. iii) 39% of the reactions do not currently have a gene association.
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These include spontaneous transformations, transport processes and metabolic reac-

tions for which the responsible genes have not been clearly identified yet. In silico

knockouts overcome these difficulties by allowing any reaction of the network to be

blocked individually. The accuracy of the computed flux distributions is sometimes dif-

ficult to assess due to the lack of experimental data. For validation, we compared the

effects of the mitochondrial malate dehygrogenase (mMDH) in silico knockouts with

experimental results [282, 283] .

Mitochondrial MDH is responsible for the interconversion of malate to oxaloacetate

and the reduction/oxidation of the NAD pool. In plants, MDH exists in multiple

isoforms located in various cellular compartments, each encoded by a distinct gene.

Furthermore, these MDH isoenzymes have been shown to possess different enzymatic

properties and control processes [284]. The mitochondrial MDH is known to play

a role in at least two different pathways in C3 plants. i) In the forward direction,

MDH is involved in the TCA cycle and is responsible for the conversion of malate to

oxaloacetate. ii) The backward reaction, which is thermodynamically less favourable

that its counterpart, is thought to occur during the conversion of glycine to serine

and provide the necessary NAD+ to the glycine decarboxylase [285]. These multiple

metabolic roles make the mitochondrial MDH an interesting candidate for modelling

an in silico knockout.

Complementation of mMDH1mMDH2
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Figure 4.11: Effects of MDH deficiency in vivo and in silico - A) mMDH1 and

mMDH2 complementation. B) Impact of MDH loss on photorespiratory ETC reactions. C)

Effect of MDH knockout on respiratory reactions. The experimental data were extracted

from [282]. In each scenario, the wild-type phenotypes were used as a reference (100%) to

estimate the impact of the different knockouts.
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The individual knockouts of either mMDH1 or mMDH2 result in a loss of MDH

activity from 25% (mMDH2) to 40% (mMDH1) in vivo(Figure 4.11, A). These different

effects may be explained by the differences in gene expression and protein abundance

observed for the two isoenzymes [283]. In the model, the reaction catalysed by mMDH

is associated with two genes, At1g53240 and At3g15020 (mMDH1 and mMDH2 re-

spectively). The boolean rule associated with this reaction is defined as ”(At1g53240

OR At3g15020)”, because either of the two isoenzymes is able to catalyse the reaction.

Therefore, the simulations of single knockouts do not have any effect on mMHD activ-

ity whereas the double knockout, mMDH1mMDH2, completely disables the reaction.

(Figure 4.11, A).

Effect of mMDH loss on respiration rate

Recent studies have reported an increase of 50% in the respiratory rate after the loss

of mMDH on short-day-grown plants (Figure 4.11, B) [282]. The experimental protocol

used, referred as the Laisk method [286], consists of measuring the rate of CO2 released

by the plant under light conditions. The following modifications were brought to the

model in order to simulate this scenario. Firstly, to simulate the experiment occurring

in light conditions, the import of oxygen, which is normally produced in the chloroplast

during the photosynthetic reactions was unconstrained. Secondly, a transport reaction

was added to simulate the diffusion of CO2 out of the cell. This reaction was used as an

objective function during the simulation, providing a means to estimate the respiratory
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rate in silico.

The in silico mMDH1mMDH2 knockout showed an increase of CO2 by about 50%,

which is consistent with the experimental results. In order to better understand the flux

distribution in the double mMDH1mMDH2 KO under these conditions, the computed

fluxes were plotted in Figure 4.12. The MDH flux was directly redirected to the malic

enzyme (ME) increasing ME activity and the production of CO2. Likewise, pyruvate

was also produced in excess by the ME, increasing the activity of the subsequent reac-

tions, catalysed by the 4-aminobutyrate pyruvate transaminase (EC: 2.6.1.19) and the

pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH, EC: 1.2.4.1). PDH is responsible for the transformation

of pyruvate into acetyl-CoA to initialise the TCA cycle, generating a molecule of CO2

during the process. This activity contributes to the increase in respiration rate. These

results provide a potential mechanistic explanation of the experimental observations

that warrant further experimental exploration.

htpd
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Figure 4.12: Metabolic map and flux distribution of the mitochondrial network

in the mMDH1mMDH2 mutant. - Simplified map showing main transporters and

reactions involved in the TCA cycle and ETC. The thickness of the edges, representing

the metabolic reactions, is directly proportional to the computed fluxes. The reaction

catalysed by MDH (red) was blocked for this simulation.
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4.3 Plastidic model

Chloroplasts are differentiated green plastids found in plants and algae. They are

the site for the photosynthetic reactions, which represent the primary source for the

terrestrial production of biomass. In addition, chloroplasts and non-photosynthetic

plastids are also responsible for a wide range of essential metabolic activities including

the production of fatty acids, lipids, amino-acids, terpenoids, other vitamins and pig-

ments found in leaves, flowers and fruits. Many of these biosynthetic products are an

essential part of the diet for many living organisms, including mammals. Gaining a bet-

ter insight into plastid energy metabolism will have a major impact on agriculture and

other biotechnological applications. The development of computational models can fa-

cilitate our understanding of this complex organelle and provide a means for improving

plant performance through metabolic engineering. In this section, an overview of the

plastidic metabolic activities is presented, followed by a description of the reconstructed

model and some examples of applications.

4.3.1 Metabolic role and function

Plastids are complex organelles that can be found in various forms depending on

several factors including the developmental stage of the plant and the cell-type (Figure

4.13, A). Furthermore, the different types of plastids are interconvertible, each type

having a different metabolic activities [287] (Figure 4.13, B).

Similarly to mitochondria, plastids originate from free-living prokaryotic organisms

that integrated into the eukaryotic cell through endosymbiosis. Therefore, plastids
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Figure 4.13: The differentiation of plastids - A) Interconversion of plastids. Image

modified from Emmanuel Boutet. B) The main plastid types and some of their character-

istics.
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contain their own genome, enclosed in two lipid bilayer membranes, forming a perme-

ation barrier between the plastid stroma and the cytosol. Thus, active transport is

required to enable the exchange of specific metabolites with the rest of the cell. The

large number of specialised membrane transporters reflects the complex integration of

plastid metabolism within the plant cell. Plastids are the site of a wide range of biosyn-

thetic pathways that can broadly be classified into two categories: photosynthetic and

non-photosynthetic metabolism.

4.3.2 Photosynthesis and associated pathways

Photoreduction

The light-dependent reactions form the initial metabolic stage of photosynthesis. This

process involves the conversion of solar energy into chemical energy, in the form of ATP

and NADPH. The complexes and associated reactions responsible for this metabolic

activity are located in the thylakoid membrane. The photoreduction pathway involves

four major protein complexes that are integral to the thylakoid membrane. These pro-

tein complexes include: Photosystem II (PSII), Cytochrome b6f complex, Photosystem

I (PSI), and ATP synthase (ATPS) (Figure 4.14).

htpd

The Calvin Benson cycle

The Calvin cycle is unique to the chloroplast and is the primary pathway for carbon

fixation in plants [288]. The cycle is light-activated and provides the only point of entry

of fixed carbon into carbohydrate [289]. The pathway is a series of reduction/oxidation
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Figure 4.14: Photosynthetic system as currently implemented in the model. -

APS: ATP synthase; PSI-II: photosystem I & II; PQ: plastoquinone; b 6f: cytochrome b6f;

PC: plastocyanin; Fd: ferredoxin.
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reactions that can broadly be divided in three stages:

1. Carboxylation. Atmospheric CO2 is used for the carboxylation of the five-carbon

compoundribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP). This initial reaction is catalysed by

the RuBisCO enzyme and produces an unstable six-carbon intermediate which is

immediately broken down into two three-carbon molecules of 3-phosphoglycerate

(3PGA).

2. Reduction. During the reduction phase a molecule of ATP and NADPH are

consumed to convert a molecule of 3PGA into glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (G3P).

The reaction is catalysed by the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (EC

1.2.1.13).

3. Regeneration. Finally, the cycle is completed by a series a sequential metabolic

steps. One out of six molecules of G3P produced is converted into hexoses and

stored. The rest of G3P is associated with molecules of CO2 and recycled into

RuBP which is fed back into the cycle.

Glycolysis

Plant glycolysis takes place in both cytosol and plastid. Although, the plastid and cy-

tosol glycolytic pathways are interconnected by several membrane translocators [290],

they remain catalysed by different isoenzymes and are independently regulated [291].

Glycolysis is considered as a central metabolic pathway, generating energy and provid-

ing a number of precursors for the synthesis of primary metabolites including amino
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acids and fatty acids. [292, 293]

The oxidative pentose phosphate cycle

The oxidative pentose phosphate pathway (OPPP) is a dual targeted pathway occurring

in both cytosol and plastid [294]. The distribution and activity of the isoenzymes differs

greatly between the two compartments. Several of the enzymatic steps are missing in

the cytosolic OPPP [295]. This pathway is an important source of reducing power and

precursor for a number of biosynthetic processes, including the assimilation of inorganic

nitrogen and the synthesis of fatty-acids [296].

Photorespiration

Photorespiration involves enzymatic reactions from the three energy organelles: chloro-

plasts, peroxisomes and mitochondria. The process is initiated in chloroplasts, where

the enzyme RuBisCO adds an oxygen molecule, instead of CO2, to the RuBP. This

oxygenation results in a metabolic intermediate, glycolate, that cannot be used in the

Calvin Benson cycle, therefore limiting the efficiency of photosynthesis. Thus, pho-

tosynthesis and photorespiration are two competing metabolic processes, regulated by

one pivotal enzyme. Although RuBisCO is able to use either CO2 or O2 as the sub-

strate, the specific three-dimensional structure of its active site strongly encourages the

carboxylation and it has been estimated that only 25% of the reactions catalysed by

RuBisCO are oxygenation [297, 298]. Photorespiration remains a wasteful process in

terms of energy production, making RuBisCO a key target for improving plant perfor-

mance through metabolic engineering [299–302].
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4.3.3 Non-photosynthetic metabolic activities

Starch metabolism

Starch is a polymer of glucose residues exclusively synthesised in the plastids. This

compound may have various physiological roles depending on the type of plastid, the

plant developmental stage and environmental simuli. In chloroplasts, starch is produced

during the day and stored in the form of granules in the stroma. At night, these granules

are degraded and used as a source of carbon for non-photosynthetic metabolism. The

starch granules have a complex structure with a hierachical order composed of a mixture

of amylose and amylopectin. In the past ten years, considerable progress has been made

in the characterisation and understanding of the multiple enzymatic steps involved in

the formation and degradation of starch. Therefore, the biochemistry of the pathway

has been extensively reviewed [303–305].

Nitrogen assimilation and synthesis of amino-acids

In plants, the primary step of nitrogen assimilation, catalysed by nitrate reductase

(NR), is located in the cytosol. All the subsequent reactions, however, occur in plastids.

Although nitrate assimilation has been observed in various types of tissue depending

on the species, the pathway is more commonly activated in roots and other non-green

tissues [306]. Nitrite, generated in the cytosol by the NR, is transported into plastids

where it is further reduced to produce ammonia [307]. Ammonia is rapidly converted

to glutamine by glutamine synthase, and subsequently to glutamate by glutamate syn-

thase (GOGAT). This amino-acid is a precursor for the synthesis of leucine, isoleucine,
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tryptophane, valine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, lysine, threonine, methionine and histi-

dine. The synthesis of amino-acids requires a high level of energy and reducing power.

ATP can be imported by specific translocators or produced within the organelle by the

photosynthetic and glycolytic activities [290]. The reducing power, on the other hand,

has to be generated within plastids due to the organelle membrane being impermeable

to NADH and NADPH [308]. Most of the reducing power is produced by the OPPP

pathway [309, 310].

Fatty acid synthesis

Plastids are also the sites of fatty acid de novo synthesis and contain a lipid distribution

differing greatly from other eukaryotic membranes. The synthesis of fatty acids in

plastids relies on acyl carrier proteins to produce acyl chains that are directly reused

for the synthesis of lipids [311]. The end products are usually saturated fatty acids

which can be subject to further modifications (desaturation or elongation) or directly

incorporated into the inner membrane of plastids via the so-called prokaryotic pathway

[287]. Lipids are ubiquitous components of biological membranes and are known to

be involved in a wide range of biological processes. Although their transport between

different organelles remains poorly understood, recent improvements in the availability

of Arabidopsis mutants affecting lipid synthesis has shed the light on their functions in

various physiological processes [312–314].

Chlorophyll synthesis

Chlorophyll is the main pigment in mature plant cells and one of the most abundant
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substances in plants [315]. The molecule is essential for critical metabolic processes, in-

cluding photosynthesis. Due to the importance of the molecule, the synthesis of chloro-

phyll has been extensively studied and reviewed. This pathway is a linear metabolic

route occurring in two plastid subcompartments: the stroma and the membrane. The

first nine enzymatic steps are catalysed by soluble proteins and take place in the stroma.

The series of reactions is initiated by the conversion of glutamate, which is the main

precursor, into glutamyl-transfer RNA. The end product of these early steps is proto-

porphyrin IX. This compound being relatively hydrophobic, the further reactions occur

within the inner membrane of chloroplasts. An additional five reactions are necessary

to generate chlorophyllide a from protoporphyrin IX. From this end-product, chloro-

phyll a and chlorophyll b can be synthesised thanks to the interplay of four enzymes,

as depicted in figure 4.15.

4.3.4 Model characteristics

As discussed previously, plastids exist in various forms with different functions. Our

reconstructed model includes all of the major pathways from the different plastid types,

but the focus was on chloroplasts and thus the pathways related to energy metabolism

and photosynthetic activity. A particular effort was placed on the annotation of indi-

vidual components to facilitate the integration of expression data.
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Figure 4.15: Final steps of the chlorophyll synthesis pathway. - A: chlorophyll a

oxidase; B: chlorophyll synthase; C: chlorophyllase; D: chlorophyllase.
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Figure 4.16: Plastidic model composition - A) Plastid model composition. B)

Metabolic distribution of the major pathways.
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4.3.5 Modeling the effects of variations in light intensity

In order to estimate the predictive capabilities of the model, we simulated starch

metabolism under three different conditions. As introduced earlier, the synthesis and

degradation of starch is known to be strongly correlated to the availability of light.

During the day, some of the energy generated from the photosynthetic reactions is used

for the production and storage of starch. At night, starch is reused as a source of carbon

to maintain the production of biomass under dark conditions [289, 303].

4.3.5.1 Method

Light variation is simulated by a single reaction, controlling the availability of pho-

tons in the system (Top left on the diagrams Figure 4.18). This reaction is identified

as R Light in the core model. The model was tested in the three different scenarios,

each scenario corresponding to a derivative of the core model, which has been modified

as follows:

• A) Day. Under daylight conditions, the flux through the light reaction is pos-

itive, making photons available as a substrate for the photosynthetic reactions.

The variation of light is simulated by iteratively increasing the flux value through

the light reaction from 0 to 1000 units (arbitrary maximum allowed flux in the

system). The model was optimised after each iteration and the associated flux

distributions were represented in Figure 4.19. The average flux through the starch

synthesis and degradation pathways were also measured after each iteration, re-

sulting in Figure 4.17. The objective function (OF) used is the same in the three
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simulated scenarios, and corresponds to the maximisation of starch and sucrose.

• B) Night. At night, the flux though R Light is constrained to zero. Thus, pho-

tons are not available to the system and the photosynthetic reactions are blocked.

In addition, a drain reaction (identified as R DStarch in the model) has been

added. This reaction is necessary to overrule the steady law and allow the accu-

mulation of starch in the system. The rest of the network remains unconstrained

and the objective function is the same as in the previous scenario.

• C) Night + MEX knockout. The goal of this scenario is to simulate the effects

of a a particular gene knockout under dark conditions. The selected gene codes

for the chloroplast Maltose Excess protein (MEX, AGI: AT5G17520.1). MEX

is responsible for the transport of maltose out of the organelle. Therefore, this

transport reaction is blocked in the simulated mutant. The rest of the constraints

remain similar to the two other scenarios.

Due to the high level of connectivity of plastids with the other compartment, a total

of 19 extra-plastid reactions were added to the original network. These reactions (all

displayed on figure 4.18), include a minimal set of mitochondrial, peroxisomal and

cytosolic reactions and their associated transporters.

All the simulations were performed using the COBRApy Python module [316] in

combination with the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK version 4.47). Statistical

analyses were computed with Python and R [317].
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4.3.5.2 Results & discussion

Diurnal activity of starch metabolism

A comparison of the day versus night scenarios showed that the computed flux dis-

tributions were consistent with the phenotype observed in vivo (Figure 4.17). Under

dark conditions, starch represented the main precursor for sucrose synthesis and the

computed flux through the starch degradation reactions was four times higher than the

starch synthesis pathways. In this case, starch synthesis was minimal and the necessary

precursors mainly originated from the photorespiratory activity (Figure 4.18, B). Dur-

ing the day (high availability of photons), the calculated metabolic fluxes through the

photosystems and the downstream reactions revealed an increase of activity for these

pathways (Figure 4.18, A). The energy generated by the photosynthetic reactions was

used to fuel the Calvin cycle, providing the necessary precursors for the synthesis of

starch and sucrose. The results presented in figure 4.17 showed that starch degradation

and synthesis are two negatively correlated metabolic pathways whose activities can be

divided into three stages, depending on the light intensity.

Photoactivation of photosynthetic pathways

Under very low light conditions, the computed flux distributions remained nearly identi-

cal to the complete darkness distribution (Figure 4.19). This dark flux distribution was

observed until the input of photons reached a measured threshold of about 4 units. This

value has an arbitrary unit as the transfer of photons cannot be estimated as the other

metabolic fluxes within the network. However, all the reactions being stoichiometrically
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balanced in the system, this value is comparable to the amount of photons striking the

photosynthetic pigments. Under this threshold, photons were not available in suffi-

cient amount to activate the photosynthetic reactions and their downstream reactions,

therefore explaining this on and off effect. As soon as the amount of photons reached

the threshold, the pigments became energised and start transferring their energy to

other molecules, activating the plastid electron transfer chain and energy-demanding

reactions (Figure 4.14). The average flux though starch degradation was progressively

reduced and replaced by flux through the biosynthetic pathways. This transition phase

reflected the dual function of plastids in the presence and absence of light as well as

the competitive effect existing between the two metabolic pathways. Finally, under

the highest light intensity, both synthesis and degradation of starch reached a plateau

indicating the maximum capacity of the photosynthetic reactions (Figure 4.17). In ad-

dition, the detailed computed flux distributions (Figure 4.19), revealed that a number

of reactions are activated at particular light intensity. As described in section 4.3.5.1,

each row of the matrix corresponds to a unique and independent simulation. The het-

erogeneous rows represent reactions whose activity is not influenced by the presence

or absence of light. These activation patterns can be explained by the flux balance

analysis method used, which can produce different optimal flux distributions for the

same objective function.

Simulation of the MEX mutant
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Figure 4.17: Simulation of starch metabolism depending on the light inten-

sity. - The light intensity (x axis) represents the flux value through the light reaction. It

corresponds to the availability of photons to the system. Starch synthesis represents the

average flux through the reaction catalysed by the amylose isomerase (EC:2.4.1.18). Starch

degradation corresponds to the average fluxes through the reactions directly using starch

as a substrate (EC: 3.2.1.2 and EC: 3.2.1.1). Metabolic fluxes, in the model, are measured

in mmol per gDW per h.
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Figure 4.18: Computed fluxes under different conditions - A) Metabolism during the day. B) Metabolism at night

(no photon). C) Metabolism during the night and gene knockout of the MEX transporter. Computed flux distribution for

the enzymes annotated with a letter are represented in figure 4.19
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Figure 4.19: Plastidic flux distributions depending on the light intensity. - The

heatmap represent the computed flux distributions varying with the availability of photons.

The flux distributions were calculated as described in the materials and method section.

4.3.6 Metabolic engineering of terpene biosynthesis

In the past few years, microbial genome-scale models have been extensively used for

metabolic engineering purposes [148, 163, 318, 319]. However, such applications using
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models of eukaryotic metabolism still remain very limited. In a step towards using com-

putational models for guiding the development of plants with increased performance,

we tested the plastid model with different metabolic engineering approaches in order

to increase the production of terpenoids in plants.

Terpenes are known to be involved in a wide range of metabolic processes. Volatile

terpenoids, for instance, play an important role in the interaction between plants and

the environment. These volatile compounds are often involved plant defense against

herbivores, pathogens or competitors. In addition, terpenoids are economically im-

portant compounds due to their application in a wide range of commercial products

including flavouring agents, medicines and insectisides [320]. Therefore, terpenes have

become a primary target for plant metabolic engineering, driving significant progress

in the past few years.

In order to test the suitability of our model for metabolic engineering, we simulated

several scenarios that have previously been tested experimentally. The following exper-

iments focus on the production of monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes, two of the most

abundant types of terpenoids in Arabidopsis.

4.3.6.1 Method

Estimation of monoterpene & sesquiterpene synthesis

Terpenes represent the largest class of secondary metabolites in plants and exist in a

wide range of structural configurations. The metabolism of these compounds diverges

in the late steps of their biosynthetic pathways. Isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) is
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regarded as their main precursor and is synthesised by two separate pathways. The

crosstalk and co-regulation existing between the two parallel pathways are complex

processes that remain poorly understood [321]. However, the main enzymatic steps

have been elucidated and clearly indentified in Arabidopsis (Figure 4.20, A, page 163).

• The mevalonate pathway (MVA), taking place in the cytosol. The pathway uses

farnesyl diphosphate as a precursor for the production of sesquiterpenes.

• The methylerytrithol phosphate pathway (MEP), operating in plastids, is respon-

sible for the production of monoterpenes from geranyl-diphosphate (GPP) [322].

In the model, monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes were implemented as generic metabo-

lites. As such, they represent two separate classes of compounds but act as any other

chemical species within the metabolite network. Therefore, fluxes through the reac-

tions directly producing these two generic species are used as representatives for the

production of monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes in the simulation.

Definition of in silico experiments

Three different experimental scenarios were selected and adapted in silico. These

scenarios were set up as below:

1. Gene knockout of the plastid isopentenyl diphosphate isomerase 1 (IDI1). The

gene knockout was simulated by constraining the flux of the reaction catalysed

by IDI1 to zero.
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2. Overexpression of the GPP synthase. In order to simulate this scenario, it has

been assumed that the expression of a gene is directly related to the enzymatic

activity of the protein it codes for. In a first step, we performed a flux variability

analysis (FVA) [323]. Briefly, FVA calculates the minimum and maximum pos-

sible fluxes for each individual reaction within the network, with respect to the

steady-state condition. Then, the reaction catalysed by the GPP synthase was

constrained to the value corresponding to its maximum capacity. The rest of the

metabolic network remained unchanged.

3. Duplication of the MVA pathway. The first six enzymatic steps of cytosolic MVA

pathway (converting acetyl-CoA to IPP) were duplicated in the plastid. These

were implemented as additional reactions in the original network. As the main

precursor, acetyl-CoA was already produced by a number of reactions within the

network the duplication of the pathway did not introduce any gaps in the network

and the addition of a new transporter was not necessary.

The three scenarios share the same simulation parameters. The primary objective func-

tion corresponds to a biomass reaction allowing the production of a number of essential

metabolites. The biomass reaction is a useful indicator of the plant development rate.

In addition, the two reactions producing the compounds of interest: monoterpenes and

sesquiterpenes were included as secondary objectives.

Simulations and flux analysis

For each test case, the simulations were performed in two steps. Firstly, individual
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models were optimised under wild-type conditions using a traditional flux balance anal-

ysis approach, maximising the objective functions described previously. These allowed

the generation of a set of reference or wild-type fluxes (Figure 4.21). Secondly, the

models were individually modified and constrained as described and re-analysed using

the minimization of metabolic adjustment (MOMA) [281] as an alternative optimiza-

tion approach. MOMA is an algorithm based on the assumption that metabolic fluxes

of a modified strain are subject to a minimal redistribution. This methods computes

the optimal flux distribution while minimising the Euclidean from the wild-type flux

distribution vector.

In order to minimise the artefacts resulting from the alternative solutions generated

by the FBA and MOMA approaches, the average flux distributions for a hundred

consecutive simulations were used as representatives of each scenario. Normalized fluxes

for a selected set of reactions were represented on the metabolic maps provided in figure

4.20. The objective reaction fluxes were plotted on figure 4.21.

All simulations were performed with the Gnu Linear Programming Kit (http://

www.gnu.org/software/glpk) and the Python module for constraint based modelling

Cobrapy [316].

4.3.6.2 Results & discussion

Simulation of IDI1 mutant

Arabidopsis thaliana contains two IPP isomerases (IDI1 and IDI2). Studies have shown

that IDI1 was located in the plastid and less abundant than IDI2, located in mitochon-
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dria. The plastidic IDI1 is encoded by one single gene (AT5G16440), thus making the

enzyme a relatively accessible target for in vivo gene knockout [324]. IDI1 is responsible

for the interconversion of IPP to dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP) and isoenzymes

catalysing the same reaction have been reported in the cytosol and mitochondria [325].

In plastids, the MEP pathway allows the synthesis of both IPP and DMAPP (figure

4.20, A), whereas the cytosolic MVA pathway produces only IPP. Therefore the activity

of the cytosolic IDI is necessary for the production of DMAPP from IPP. However in

plastids, IDI1 can potentially generate a wasteful cycle as both compounds, IPP and

DMAPP, can be synthesised from a common precursor: 1-Hydroxy-2-methyl2-butenyl

4-diphosphate. The simulation of an IDI1 knockout resulted in an increase of both

monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes. However, the general biomass production was re-

duced by more than 40% compared to the wild type flux distribution (Figure 4.21).

The overall production of DMAPP was reduced due to the fact that it cannot be gen-

erated from IPP after the knockout of IDI1. However, DMAPP is also involved in the

biosynthesis of various compounds including metabolites which are part of the biomass

reaction such as zeatin and various cytokinins.

Recent studies have shown that IDI1 mutants had minimal effects on terpernoid

content but resulted in delayed flower development compared to the wild type[324].

While these observations are consistent with the in silico knockout, it is worth noting

that, due to the lack of experimental evidence, the current model assumes that the

isoenzyme IDI1 is not involved in any other metabolic activity in plastids, which might

result in underestimated predictions.
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in silico overexpression of the geranyl diphosphate synthase (GPPS)

GPPS (EC: 2.5.1.1) is responsible for the conversion of IPP and DMAPP to geranyl

diphosphate (GPP), the main precursor of monoterpenes. Therefore it plays a key

role in the biosynthesis of isoprenoids. The enzyme is subject to complex molecular

regulation whose mechanisms remain poorly understood [326]. In this scenario, we

simulated the overexpression of the gene coding GPPS (AT4G38460) with the assump-

tion that the expression level is directly proportional to the metabolic activity of the

enzyme. The simulation results showed an increased production of monoterpenes while

the overall synthesis of sesquiterpenes and biomass were slightly reduced (Figure 4.21).

Detailed analysis of the mutant flux distribution revealed that part of the cytosolic IPP

was redirected to the plastid to be used as a substrate by the GPPS. This reduces the

availability of cytosolic IPP for the production of sesquiterpenes. In these conditions,

the redirection of IPP from cytosol to plastid is required to cope with the high level of

GPPS activity induced by the in silico overexpression.

This strategy seems adequate for increasing the production of monoterpenes. How-

ever, it also slightly reduces flux towards other types of terpenoids and biomass com-

ponents. These observations suggest that this approach would generate viable mutants

with a possibly delayed growth.

Finally, it is important to note that the molecular aspects of GPPS are not fully elu-

cidated. The enzyme was originally thought to be encoded by AT2G34630 [326] but the

gene was recently shown to produce a polyprenyl diphosphate synthase (PPPS) [327].

Currently, AT4G38460 remains the best candidate responsible for the GPPS activity
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but recent studies have shown that the gene may be involved in other metabolic steps

in isoprenoid biosynthesis [324]. In our current model, AT4G38460 is only associated

with the GPPS reaction. Thus, the simulations may underestimate the effects of the

gene overexpression.
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Duplication of the MVA pathway in plastids

The third strategy tested involved the duplication of the six enzymatic steps of the

cytosolic MVA pathway in the plastid. The enzymes involved are detailed in Table 4.4.

Enzyme name Abbrev. EC Gene Gene symbol
Predicted

location

Acetyl-CoA C-acetyltransferase AACT 2.3.1.9
AT5G47720 AACT1.1 C

AT5G48230 AACT2.1 C

3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA synthase HMGS 2.3.3.10 AT4G11820 HMGS.1 C

3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase HMGR 1.1.1.34
AT1G76490 HMGR1Sc ER

AT2G17370 HMGR2 ER

MVA kinase MK 2.7.1.36 AT5G27450 MK.1 C

Phospho-MVA kinase PMK 2.7.4.2 AT1G31910 PMK.1 C

Diphospho-MVA decarboxylase MPDC 4.1.1.33
AT2G38700 MPDC1.1 Uncertain

AT3G54250 MPDC2.1 Uncertain

Table 4.4: Enzymes involved in the MVA pathways -

Predicted location extracted from the SUBA3 [71] database. (C: cytosol, ER: endoplasmic

reticulum)

The duplication of the MVA pathways in the plastid creates a new, independent,

metabolic route allowing for the synthesis of IPP (D, Figure, 4.20). Therefore, DMAPP

and IPP, the two main precursors of monoterpene biosynthesis, can be produced in
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of the metabolic scenarios tested. - The figures shows

the computed flux for the production of monoterperne, sesquiterpene and biomass in the

three approaches tested: overexpression of the the GPPS, knockout of IPP and duplication

of the MVA pathway.
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parallel. The simulation of this scenario resulted in an increase in monoterperne and

sesquiterpene production by respectively 140% and 110%, while the biomass production

remained nearly identical to the wild type flux distribution (Figure 4.21). This suggests

that the downstream secondary metabolites are produced in larger proportion in the

mutant, preventing the accumulation of IPP and DMAPP in the plastid. Whether a

diversion into other terpenes stimulates regulatory mechanisms not accounted for in

our model remains to be investigated.

In a recent study, Kumar & al. [328] used a multi-gene insertion approach on tobacco

plants to duplicate the MVA pathway in vivo. The generated mutants had a growth

rate similar to the control plants but accumulated higher levels of various terpenoids,

including mevalonate, carotenoids, squalene. These observations are consistent with our

predictions, showing that genome-scale models could efficiently assist the development

of new metabolic engineering strategies.
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5

Global model of Arabidopsis

metabolism

5.1 Current state of genome-scale models for Arabidopsis

The reconstruction of a genome-scale model is a logical next step after genome

sequencing and annotation. As the first plant to be fully sequenced [18], the devel-

opment of genome-scale models for Arabidopsis thaliana has been particularly active

in recent years [76, 77, 140–143]. The handful of reconstructions currently available

demonstrate the growing interest in plant metabolic modelling. However, while these

models have continually increased in metabolic coverage and level of sophistication,

significant discrepancies exist between them.

As shown in Figure 5.1, there is surprisingly little overlap in the reactions included

in the different models. Only 141 reactions were identified as common to all the selected
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models, which is astonishingly low, considering that the models contain an average of

1500 reactions each. Moreover, these reactions were compared based on their presence

or absence in the models, but regardless of their subcellular location, and thus might

overestimate the actual number of identical reactions. A comparison of size and com-

position of the main energy organelles in the different models indicates very different

representations of the subcellular compartmentation of the metabolic networks (Figure

5.1, B).

While such discrepancies are perhaps unexpected for genome-scale models represent-

ing the same organism, they can be explained by the different reconstruction processes

and the primary databases used in each case. For example, the model from Poolman

et al. [140] derives mostly from Aracyc [171], whereas AraGEM[76] also include data

from KEGG [173]. These two databases, and most particularly their organism-specific

subsets can differ significantly [190], thus affecting the subsequent reconstructions. In

addition, the metabolic coverage of each reconstruction is related to the general goal of

each study. For example, Saha et al. [141] attempted a global reconstruction covering

all plant tissues, whereas Arnold et al. [143] attempted to create a genome-scale model

that integrate the metabolic costs of enzyme production. Two very different goals and

approaches which result in substantial differences in the composition of the models.

Finally, it is important to mention another issue related to the interoperability and

reusability of the currently available models. The Systems Biology Markup Language

(SBML) [156], provides a standard means for models to be exchanged. This stan-

dard enables the use of models across an ever-growing number of tools and provides
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5.1 Current state of genome-scale models for Arabidopsis

Figure 5.1: Metabolic coverage and composition of different models for Ara-

bidopsis - A) Union of all reactions between four different models. B) Number of reactions

and metabolites in four major compartments (cytosol, mitochondrion, peroxisome, plastid).

a: [76] , b: [140], c: [143], d: [141], e: [142], f : this study
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the TCA cycle between 5 genome-scale models

for Arabidopsis. - The metabolic reactions were compared depending on their presence

and metabolic description. The information was directly extracted from the SBML files

available for the following models:[76, 140–143]. The reaction location was ignored for the

Poolman model[140] as it does not include this information.
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a common starting point for simulation and analyses [158]. The Minimal Information

Requested In the Annotation of biochemical Models (MIRIAM) [152, 153, 155] is set

of guidelines aiming to improve the annotation of computational models. While this

recommendation scheme is widely accepted, it is not systematically used and the anno-

tation of a model remains entirely dependent on the reconstruction process. As shown

in table 5.1, which lists some of the properties of six SBML encoded models, the level

of annotation provided can differ significantly. For instance, some models do not in-

clude any additional annotation for metabolites or reactions, leaving the components’

name as the only means of identification, which constitutes a major obstacle in the

reusability of the content. While references to external databases are usually avail-

able in additional files, not having this information accessible in the model reduces the

interest of using a data standard. In addition, most external databases use different

identification schemes which complicates the model reusability even further. The use

of standard metabolite and reaction descriptions such as MetaNetX [329] or other al-

ternatives [330, 331] can enable the reconciliation of discrepancies between models and

facilitate the unambiguous identification of individual components.

To illustrate the issues mentioned previously, we compared the descriptions of the

tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle between 5 different models (Figure 5.2). This compar-

ative analysis focused mainly on the metabolic description of the presented reaction,

without taking into account the gene-protein-reaction (GPR) links nor the annota-

tion of individual reactions and their metabolites. Although all the presented models

do include an effective TCA cycle, the difficulties in clearly identifying such a central
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pathway accross the different reconstructions demonstrate the desirability of assembling

a consensus model for Arabidopsis.

Models
Poolman[140] AraGEM[76] iRS1597[141] Cheung[142] Arnorld[143] this study

SBML L2V3 L2V1a L2V1 L3V1 L2V1 L3V1

Comp. 1 5 (c,m,p,v,x) 5 (c,m,p,v,x) 5 (c,m,p,v,x) 4 (c,m,p,l,x) 4 (c,m,p,l,x)

Reactions 1406 1625 1591 2769 549 2057

Internals 1406 1541 92 2578 414 1823

Transports 0 84 1499 131 135 234

Annotations - Genes -

Subsystem Subsystem
Genes Genes

Subsystem Reference Reference
Genes EC Number EC Number

KEGG ID External ID
SBO Term

CAS number

Metabolites 1253 1765 1916 2618 407 1943

Annotations - - Charge Charge

Formula
Formula Charge
Charge External ID

SBO Term

Genes - 1347b 1241 - 636 2350

GPR - - Boolean rules - Boolean rules Boolean rules

Table 5.1: Succinct comparison of six models for Arabidopsis-
The model properties were directly extracted from the SBML documents provided, without
any modification.
SBO: Systems Biology Ontology term.
GPR: Gene-Protein-Reaction association.
Compartments: c - cytosol; m - mitochondrion; p - plastid; l - lumen; v - vacuole; x -
peroxisome.
a - the SBML document is invalid due to syntactic issues.
b - the genes included in the model were not accessible using standard methods from
libSBML [159].
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5.2 Model composition and properties

In order to address some of the issues discussed above, we assembled a global

metabolic network following the procedure detailed in section 2.2. To maximise the

metabolic coverage while limiting the introduction of gaps in the network, the model

includes selected components of previously published models (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Common reactions - a: [76] , b: [142], c: [141], d: [143],e: this study

The model was rigorously curated and all the components were annotated following

the MIRIAM standards [153].The composition of the model is detailed in Table 5.2. The

integration of the three organelle models required the addition of a number of cytosolic

metabolic reactions. Therefore, the total number of reactions in the global cell model is
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significantly higher than the sum of the reactions in the three organelle submodels. The

cytosolic metabolic network was built following the same reconstruction process (see:

section 2.2). Particular attention was given to transport reactions, to ensure the proper

communication between organelles. In addition, a series of unit tests were implemented

to verify the model consistency after each modification [332, 333]. These tests were

particularly useful to detect and avoid model modifications that are responsible for

increasing the number of blocked reactions.

Model Plastid Peroxisome Mitochondria Global Cell

Total number of reactions 936 327 319 2042

Transporters 54 52 110 226

Total number of genes 934 50 197 2347

Reactions with associated genes 79.70% 65.75% 52.66% 74.39%

Metabolites 956 293 275 1936

Pathways 200 16 93 389

Table 5.2: Global model composition

The model includes a generic reaction containing the main compounds involved in

the production of biomass as detailed in table 5.3. This biomass reaction was used as

objective function in all the simulations presented in this study. The composition of the

reaction was extracted from previously published models [76, 141], which themselves

derive from various earlier biochemical studies [334–336].
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Metabolite Class Type Stoichiometry

Arginine Amino acids Reactant 0.001300684
Asparagine Amino acids Reactant 0.001008867
Aspartic acid Amino acids Reactant 0.001873912
Cysteine Amino acids Reactant 0.024
Glutamate Amino acids Reactant 0.00170093
Glutamine Amino acids Reactant 0.000951311
Glycine Amino acids Reactant 0.006657067
Isoleucine Amino acids Reactant 0.000527458
L-Alanine Amino acids Reactant 0.005571619
Leucine Amino acids Reactant 0.000511389
Lysine Amino acids Reactant 0.000436454
Methionine Amino acids Reactant 0.001314979
Phenylalanine Amino acids Reactant 0.001356306
Proline Amino acids Reactant 0.003845167
Serine Amino acids Reactant 0.003819925
Threonine Amino acids Reactant 0.002232618
Tryptophane Amino acids Reactant 0.000728422
Tyrosine Amino acids Reactant 0.001462984
Valine Amino acids Reactant 0.000990112
Citrate Organic acids Reactant 0.001527747
Fumarate Organic acids Reactant 0.00316678
Glycerate Organic acids Reactant 0.0011534
Hexadecanoic acid Organic acids Reactant 0.026
Shikimate Organic acids Reactant 0.001593269
Malate Organic acids Reactant 0.003353855
oxoglutarate Organic acids Reactant 0.000660333
Pyruvate Organic acids Reactant 0.000802761
Succinate Organic acids Reactant 0.000587723
ADP Other Product 59.305
ATP Other Reactant 30
Cellulose Other Reactant 0.305
CTP Other Reactant 0.0033
dATP Other Reactant 0.00027
dCTP Other Reactant 0.0019
dGTP Other Reactant 0.0017
GTP Other Reactant 0.0039
H Other Product 59.276
UTP Other Reactant 0.276
Water Other Reactant 59.276
4-amino butyrate Secondary metabolites Reactant 0.00069441
Dehydroascorbate Secondary metabolites Reactant 0.003262924

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page

Metabolite Class Type Stoichiometry

Nicotinate Secondary metabolites Reactant 0.000214273
Octadecanoate Secondary metabolites Reactant 0.001618953
Phosphoric acid Secondary metabolites Product 58.70001
Sinapate Secondary metabolites Reactant 0.001523073
Urea Secondary metabolites Reactant 0.001223858
Fructose Sugars Reactant 0.001300126
Glucose Sugars Reactant 0.002978749
Glycerol Sugars Reactant 0.001090311
Raffinose Sugars Reactant 0.002073006
Starch Sugars Reactant 0.040013015
Sucrose Sugars Reactant 0.003995045
Trehalose Sugars Reactant 0.000519514
Xylose Sugars Reactant 0.000981348

Table 5.3: Biomass function composition

5.3 Computational analysis of the reconstructed network

5.3.1 Material and methods

5.3.1.1 Reaction coupling analysis

In order to gain insight into the topological properties of the reconstructed network,

we calculated and analysed the flux dependencies at steady state. Two reactions are

regarded as coupled if their flux values are dependent upon each other. For instance,

for two metabolic reactions i and j, if a non-zero flux through the reaction i implies a

non-zero flux through j, then a coupling exists between the two reactions. To measure

the flux dependencies within the metabolic network, we implemented a function derived

from the Flux Coupling Finder (FCF) procedure [337]. The analysis consists of a series

of linear problems (LP) to identify the sets of coupled reactions within the network.
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In the first step, reactions that cannot carry flux under steady-state conditions are

identified and removed from the network. By definition, blocked reactions cannot be

coupled to any other reactions and therefore, are ignored in the analysis. Then, we

used linear fractional programming to identify the maximum and minimum flux ratios

(identified as Rmin and Rmin) for every pair of remaining reactions (non-blocked) in the

network. The flux ratios were calculated for every pair of reactions i and j as follows:

Rmin = min(vi)
min(vj)

Rmax = max(vi)
max(vj)

Where v corresponds to the computed metabolic flux for each individual reaction when

the system is at steady-state. Therefore, reactions having maximum and minimum

flux values equal to 0 are considered blocked. The comparison of the minimum and

maximum flux ratios measured provides information on the type of coupling relationship

that exists between the two given reactions. Reaction pairs can be classified in four

categories:

1. Uncoupled . If non-zero flux values through i and j are completely independent.

2. Fully coupled . If a non-zero flux value for one reaction implies a fixed, non-zero,

flux value for the other reaction.

3. Partially coupled . If a non-zero flux for one reaction implies a variable, non-

zero flux for the other reaction

4. Directionally coupled . If a non-zero flux for i implies a non-zero flux for j but

not the reverse. (eg: the flux value for j has no effect on the flux value for i).
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The identification of flux couplings within the networks results in a large sparse ma-

trix containing the coupling coefficient for each pair of reactions. To improve visibility,

reaction couplings were plotted with Cytoscape [223], and are presented in figure 5.5.

5.3.1.2 Large-scale lethality analysis

To evaluate which metabolic steps were essential in the network, a systematic in

silico knockout was performed for all reactions. The effects of reaction knockouts were

estimated using the method of minimization of metabolic adjustment (MOMA) [281].

This approach makes the assumption that flux distribution within the network after a

knockout undergoes a minimum number of adjustments with respect to the wild type.

MOMA employs quadratic programming to explore the flux space and identify the

optimal solution that is the closest to the wild-type flux distribution. Knockouts were

classified into three categories, depending on their effect on growth.

1. Lethal: knockouts resulting in a zero flux through the biomass reaction.

2. Non-lethal with a high impact on flux distribution: knockouts allowing growth

(non-zero flux for the biomass reaction), but with significant discrepancies com-

pared to the wild-type flux distribution.

3. Non-lethal with no significant impact on the flux distribution.

To verify the in silico findings, we compared these genes with those listed as essential

in the knockout collection catalogued in SeedGenes [338]. To complement the lethality

analysis, we identified genes that were synthetically lethal in the network by simulating
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the effect of double knockouts for each pair of non-essential reactions. To handle the

large number of tests required for the synthetic lethality analysis, simulations of double

knockouts were performed in parallel using GNU parallel [339].

5.3.2 Results and discussion

5.3.2.1 Reaction couplings expose the modular nature of metabolism

In order to identify functional modules in the network, we examined the flux corre-

lations between all non-blocked metabolic reactions composing the network. Thus, flux

correlations were computed for each pair of individual reactions capable of carrying flux

under steady-state, resulting in a symmetric 780 by 780 correlation matrix. The circu-

lar representation provided in Figure 5.5 highlights the large number of inter-organelle

reaction couplings.

Figure 5.4 represents the computed flux couplings depending on reaction location.

In each compartment, we observed the presence of sets of highly coupled reactions

representing well-known biochemical pathways. In the peroxisome, most metabolic

reactions involved in beta-oxidation were highly coupled. Individual cycles of beta-

oxidation formed clusters of reactions depending on the length of the fatty-acyl-CoA

substrate. In addition, beta-oxidation reactions were highly correlated with other re-

actions throughout the peroxisomal network and including well-studied reactions in

the glyoxylate cycle catalysed by the peroxisomal malate dehydrogenase (PMDH) and

glycine-glyoxylate transaminase (GGT).

A number of organelle specific pathways were captured by the analysis. The re-
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Figure 5.4: Flux correlation. - The figure outlines the coupling relationships existing

between the metabolic reactions. Segments of the circle represent the cell organelles and

fractions of the segments symbolise the metabolic reactions. The type of coupling linking

two reactions (full, directional or partial) is colour coded.
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Figure 5.5: Flux dependency analysis of the metabolic network. - Overview of

the flux coupling analysis. Nodes represent metabolic reactions and edges symbolise the

coupling type existing between two reactions. The reactions are grouped by subcellular

localisation.
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sults showed that the biosynthetic pathways of chlorophyll, various carotenoids and

terpenoids were clearly represented in distinct subsets of coupled reactions in the plas-

tid. Metabolic pathways typically found in mitochondria such as the tricarboxylic acid

cycle (TCA cycle) or the electron transport chain (ETC) were also retrieved, forming

clusters of coupled reactions in the network. Although metabolic reactions belonging to

well-known pathways were expected to be coupled, these observations provide evidence

for the general correctness of the reconstructed model.

This flux-coupling approach is useful for detecting reactions with a high degree of

connectivity with the rest of the network. These reactions represent key metabolic steps

because changes in their activity can affect many linked reactions and pathways. A

number of organelle transport fluxes were identified as such hotspots. For example, the

S-adenosylmethionine carrier 2 (SAMC2, encoded by the gene AT1G34065) is coupled

to a total of 18 reactions, including metabolic steps belonging to the plastidic Calvin-

Benson cycle, ascorbate biosynthesis pathways and reactions involved in the cytosolic

part of glycolysis. The large number of connexions suggests that SAMC2 plays a key

role in the overall metabolism of the cell. An Arabidopsis knockout lacking SAMC2 is

indeed unable to germinate [259]. Thus, the detection of flux couplings can complement

the lethality analysis by identifying important metabolic steps based on their degree of

connectivity.
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5.3.2.2 Large-scale lethality analysis

The flux distribution of the network after each reaction knockout (mutant distri-

bution) was compared with the complete network counterpart (wild-type distribution)

by averaging the fold changes for each individual reaction (P). After normalisation, the

P values range from 0 to 1, increasing with the difference of flux distributions between

knockout and wild-type (i.e. a P value of 0 indicating that the compared distributions

are identical). By analysing the effects of the removal of one reaction at a time on the

feasibility of the biomass function, a total of 108 reactions were found to be essential.

75% of these reactions were annotated with AGI numbers, corresponding to a total of

231 individual genes ( 1% of the total number of metabolic genes in the model). A large

proportion of the remaining non-gene-associated reactions (27) that were identified as

essential are involved in the transport of metabolites into or out of organelles.

This analysis also provides insight into the set of metabolic reactions that signif-

icantly affect cell metabolism without being essential for the normal development of

the plant. These reactions mainly correspond to alternative metabolic routes and re-

flect the functional redundancy of the plant metabolic networks. We found that 67%

of the total non-blocked reactions can be removed from the network without affecting

biomass production. This number is slightly higher than for yeast [340], reflecting a

greater complexity and flexibility of plant metabolism.

A number of major bioenergetic processes such as photorespiration are highly com-

partmentalised across multiple subcellular locations. Therefore, the presence of trans-

porters is required to connect the three energy organelles. Although the enzymes
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in these essential pathways have been well characterised, information on the neces-

sary transport proteins remains scarce. Our simulations captured the essential role of

organelle transporters in connecting compartmentalised reactions and can provide a

means to hypothesise new transporters that have not been identified. In the next sec-

tion, I present a selection of transport reactions found to be lethal during the analysis

and provide potential mechanistic explanations.

Dicarborboxylic Acid Carriers (DIC) DIC proteins are encoded by three genes

in Arabidopsis: AT2G22500, AT4G24570 and AT5G09470. Functional studies have

shown that the products of these genes, named DIC1, DIC2 and DIC3 respectively, are

involved in the counter exchange of malate, malonate and oxaloacetate for either phos-

phate or sulphate [259]. These three isoforms play a pivotal role in multiple metabolic

processes including glucogenesis, fatty acid metabolism, isoprenoid and amino acid

biosynthesis. In the metabolic reconstruction, the capability for DICs to accept dif-

ferent substrates is represented by different reactions, thus allowing the study of the

individual role of the transporter. The in silico knockout of all the reactions catalysed

by the DIC isoforms, corresponding to the triple knockout of AT2G22500, AT4G24570

and AT5G09470, affected a wide range a metabolic reactions and produced non-viable

networks. However, the individual knockouts of these carriers showed that flux distri-

butions were affected differently depending on the substrate transported. Interestingly,

the knockouts of the counter-exchanges of malate, malonate and oxaloacetate for sul-

phate produced non-lethal mutants, while the same reactions using orthophosphate as
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substrate were lethal. This suggests that, although DICs are capable of transporting

inorganic phosphate in exchange for dicarboxylic acids to replenish the TCA cycle, the

transporters cannot rely solely on a pool of phosphate as the molecule is required for

essential reactions such as the production of energy by the ATP synthase.

Mitochondrial pyruvate carrier Although, the presence of a mitochondrial pyru-

vate carrier has been suggested in recent studies [341], its molecular identity for Ara-

bidopsis remains elusive. In mitochondria, pyruvate is used as a substrate in a reaction

catalysed by the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (mtPDC, EC: 2.3.1.12). The en-

zymatic reaction produces a molecule of carbon dioxide and acetyl-CoA, allowing the

entry of carbon into the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle for energy production. The

results revealed that the removal of the pyruvate transporter induced a decrease in

mtPDC activity and a significant reduction of the production of ATP, resulting in a

decrease of the biomass function. This observation was consistent with recent research

where the activity of mtPDC was altered by a mutation in one of its subunits [342].

The reduced but non-null flux through the TCA cycle shows the presence of an

alternative pathway providing the necessary precursor to fuel the cycle. The computed

flux distributions indicate that reaction catalysed by malic enzyme (EC: 1.1.1.39) can

compensate the loss of the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier to a certain extent.

Malate transporter The Arabidopsis 2-oxoglutarate/malate transporter (AtpOMT1)

has been shown to play a pivotal role in carbon and nitrogen metabolism, by allowing

the counter exchange of carbon with reducing equivalent [343]. Recent studies have
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confirmed the presence and function of the AtpOMT1 gene product as the unique ox-

aloacetate transporter in the plastid. Simulation of the AtpOMT1 mutant revealed

a reduction of glutamine/glutamate synthase activity and downstream pathways in-

cluding amino acid metabolism and photorespiration. In addition, the overall biomass

production decreased by more than 35% compared to the wild-type. These observations

are consistent with recent experimental results in a study which reported reductions in

glutamine synthetase/glutamate synthase activity and photorespiration [344].

5.3.2.3 Synthetic lethality analysis

The relatively small fraction of essential genes and reactions depicts the high level of

metabolic redundancy and the robustness of Arabidopsis metabolism to single-reaction

deletion. Most organisms have the potential to maintain phenotypic stability despite

genetic variability (silent mutations). This phenotypic stability is often maintained

by alternative biochemical processes or pathways. Synthetic lethality occurs when the

simultaneous knockout of two or more non-essential genes is lethal. Thus, a large-

scale synthetic lethality analysis is a powerful approach to investigate the functional

redundancy of the metabolic network. Pairs of synthetically lethal reactions were iden-

tified by simulating the double knockouts of all the non-essential reactions two by two.

By using the approach described in section 5.3.1.2, we identified 2320 synthetic lethal

pairs of reactions and 4468 pairs of reactions reducing growth by more than 50% (re-

spectively, 1.2% and 2.35% of the total number of possible combinations). Most of

the synthetic lethal pairs represent alternative metabolic routes that cannot compen-
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sate for each other under the double knockout constraint. A typical example is the

pair of reactions catalysed by the NADH-glutamate synthase (EC: 1.4.1.14) and the

ferredoxin-glutamate synthase (EC: 1.4.7.1). Both reactions allow the conversion of

glutamine into glutamate using two different cofactors (NADH and ferredoxin, respec-

tively). The individual knockouts for these two reactions produce viable phenotypes

whereas the double knockout is synthetic lethal. As depicted in figure 5.6, represent-

ing a map of all the synthetic lethal interactions detected during the analysis, a large

majority of synthetic lethals involve reactions that are located in different compart-

ments. The analysis of potential synthetic lethals allows the identification of metabolic

interactions between reactions that appear to be unrelated. Traditionally, metabolic

pathways correspond to arbitrarily defined groups of reactions. Although this concept

facilitates our visualisation and understanding of specific metabolic routes, metabolic

reactions remain extremely interwoven. The analysis of synthetic lethals can highlight

non-intuitive metabolic connexions that may be overlooked without a global perspec-

tive.

Genome-scale metabolic networks provide a means to gain insight into complex

mechanisms that would not be seen without a global approach. This series of experi-

ments show that computational models have the potential to simulate a wide range of

experimental scenarios to rapidly test and/or validate new hypotheses. In this study I

present an experimentally validated genome-scale model of Arabidopsis thaliana com-

bining previous reconstruction efforts and stringent manual curation. The extensive

annotation of the presented model facilitates its expansion and allows the integration
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Figure 5.6: Synthetic lethality analysis of the Arabidopsis thaliana metabolic

network. - Similarly to figure 5.4, segments of the circle represent the cell organelles

and fractions of the segments correspond to individual metabolic reactions. Edges con-

necting two reactions correspond to double knockouts having a significant effect on overall

metabolism. The magnitude of this effect is defined by the colour of the link.
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of data from heterogeneous sources, making this reconstruction a solid basis for the de-

velopment of a consensus model for Arabidopsis. Arabidopsis thaliana has been used as

a model organism by thousands of plant biologists. Therefore, a detailed and accurate

metabolic network model in this species will be of wide utility.
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6

A constraint-based modelling

approach for predicting plant

heterosis

6.1 Introduction

Heterosis, or hybrid vigour, occurs when a F1-hybrid plant exhibits increased phe-

notypic performance for a number of traits compared to its parental inbred lines. These

phenotypic traits can include increased size, better yield, faster development or a higher

resistance to pathogens (Figure 6.1). The phenomenon has been recognised for over a

century [345] and its benefits have stimulated extensive study into improving the design

and selection of commercially valuable hybrid lines [346–348]. Currently, approximately

95% of the maize planted in the USA are hybrid varieties (65% worldwide) [349]. How-
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ever, the molecular basis for the phenomenon remains disputed, despite several decades

of scientific investigations.

Figure 6.1: An example of heterosis in Arabidopsis thaliana - C24 and Col-0

parents and their F1 hybrids (* corresponds to the maternal strain). Growth is higher in

the two hybrid plants than the parents. Photos from [350]

Various pioneer studies reported that heterosis was directly proportional to the

genetic distance between two parents [351–353]. As early as 1876, Charles Darwin

himself provided the first scientific observations that interspecific hybrids tended to

show more heterosis than intraspecific hybrids. With the wide breadth of genetic

knowledge currently available, it appears that the genetic landscape of the parental lines

is one of the main influential factors influencing heterosis [350, 354]. Several genetic

models have been proposed in attempt to provide some mechanistic explanation of the

phenomenon.

The dominance theory suggests that independent sets of deleterious alleles accu-

mulate over time and particularly during inbreeding of parental lines [351, 352]. In

these conditions, dominant alleles originating from one parent would complement infe-
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rior alleles from the second parent, thus resulting in a phenotypic improvement. The

overdominance model suggests the existence of allelic interactions that induce greater

expression of heterogeneous alleles in hybrids [353, 355]. Additional genetic mechanisms

have been proposed, including pseudo-dominance [356, 357] or epistasis [358–360]. All

these theories have been largely debated due to the fact that none of them suffice to

explain all the different aspects of heterosis.

In this section, we demonstrate how metabolic network modelling can be used to

predict and simulate heterosis. In addition, the holistic view provided by this approach

could help in explaining the molecular basis of the phenomenon.

6.2 Material and method

Integration of genetic information

The description of the metabolic network alone does not suffice for simulating het-

erosis, thus an additional layer of genetic information was required. We modified the

models so that each reaction is assigned to a collection of alleles, allowing the simula-

tion of diploids and polyploid species. Numerically, an allele corresponds to a pair of

constraints (lower and upper bounds) which can be applied to a reaction in order to

confine its metabolic flux. The rationale behind this is that the genetic information

determines the level of expression and thus the activity of the enzymes in the metabolic

network. In the simulations described here, this genetic information acts in cis, i.e. we

have included no trans-acting regulatory factors. As I shall show, this simplification
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Figure 6.2: Simulation of heterosis workflow. - The diagram represents the general

workflow used for simulating heterosis.
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does not prevent heterosis appearing in the simulations.

Generation of the parental lines & normalisation of constraints

As depicted in figure 6.2, the generic core model, described in section 5, was the

starting point of the workflow. As a first step, the generic model was optimised to-

wards the maximisation of biomass production, resulting in a reference flux distribution

(RFD) (figure 6.2, A). Then, the RFD was used to generate a collection of N parents

with various genotypes. Parental genotypes were simulated by defining unique alleles

that were associated with each reaction within the generated network. As discussed

previously, these alleles correspond to potential metabolic constraints whose values were

generated as described in the equation 6.1.

Ai→n = fi→n ∗ % (6.1)

Where:

• Ai→n is the constraint value calculated for one single allele. n, being the total

number of reactions in the model.

• fi→n is the flux calculated for each reaction, in the reference flux distribution.

• % is the genetic variation factor. It corresponds to a randomly generated number

between selected upper and lower limits. This factor is independent for each

allele. However, the upper and lower limits are constant for the whole collection

of parental lines and reflect the genetic variation between individual parents.
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At this stage, the generated allele values were normalised so that the potential total

flux capacity of the parents do not exceed the RFD. This step was taken to avoid the

trivial result that individuals having a larger metabolic capacity can generate biomass

at a faster rate. In vivo, the production of enzymes is limited by the availability

of nutrients. Normalising total flux capacity across the population ensures that any

differences we observe between individuals are due to differences in the efficiency of

biomass production for a given investment in enzyme production.

Genetic models

Alleles hold numeric values corresponding to potential constraints applicable on in-

dividual reactions. During the optimization phase, constraints were applied differently

depending on the genetic model used.

• dominance: the most favourable allele was used as constraint

• additive: the average values of the alleles were used as constraints

• overdominance: the sum of the most favourable allele and the average of the allele

values was used as constraint

• random: one of the alleles was randomly selected and used as constraint

Generation of hybrid networks

In the second step of the workflow, the N parental lines were crossed together,

resulting in a new population of individuals (B, C, figure 6.2). To simulate the inher-
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itance of genetic material, one allele from each parent was randomly selected for each

reaction. The new pair of alleles was assigned to the corresponding reaction in the

progeny hybrid network. As for the parents, different genetic models can be applied

during the optimization phase.

Selection over multiple generations

Selection pressure was applied by screening the population of hybrids and selecting

the N individuals having the highest biomass production. These individuals were used

as parents to produce the next generation. This process was repeated until the creation

of the number of desired generations.

Quantifying heterosis

Once two independent inbred populations had been generated, the X best individ-

uals from each population were chosen and crossed to produce X.X F1 hybrids. The

heterosis displayed in each cross was calculated as the (biomass production by the

hybrid)/(biomass production by the best parent).

Simulation of the genetic diversity

In order to estimate the effect of the genetic diversity of parental inbred lines on

the rate of heterosis, we constructed 9 collections of 25 parents with different genetic

distances. The genetic distance between individuals of the same collection was simu-

lated by varying the lower and upper limit of the genetic variation factor, % , described
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previously. Collections of parents were crossed independently to produce 9 series of 500

F1-hybrids. Then, the production of biomass was used as an indicator to compare the

hybrids’ performance with their corresponding parents.

Flux analysis and estimation of the metabolic efficiency

A Flux Variability Analysis (FVA) consists of calculating the minimum and max-

imum allowable flux for each reaction while still maximising the objective function.

In order to asses the metabolic efficiency of individuals, FVA was first performed on

the unconstrained model. This step allowed the identification of reactions having non-

zero minimal values. Such reactions correspond to metabolic steps contributing to

the production of biomass components (i.e. any drop in their value results in reduc-

tion of biomass production). Therefore, they provide suitable references for estimating

metabolic improvement in terms of yield. We used these reactions to calculate the ra-

tios between computed versus minimal allowable fluxes for 250 first generation crosses

and their respective parents.

All the simulations presented in this study were performed using the COnstraint-

Based Reconstruction and Analysis (COBRA) Python package [316] and the GNU

linear programming kit (http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk).
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6.3 Results and discussion

Simulating different genetic models

To study the effects of various genetic models, a collection of 50 diploid parents was

used to generated 500 hybrids under different conditions (Figure 6.3).

Although the random selection of one allele for expression is not a plausible bio-

logical genetic model, its implementation was useful as a control to assess the effect of

other genetic models. The ’random’ model resulted in a large majority of below parent

phenotypes and gave rise to less than 1% of above parent hybrids (i.e. plants having

a higher biomass production than the best parent). On the contrary, the equally bi-

ologically implausible overdominance model resulted almost exclusively in mid-parent

and above parent phenotypes. This genetic model produces only a very small propor-

tion of below parent progeny (3.7%), which contrasts with experimental observations

on heterosis [348, 361].

Heterosis undoubtedly results from the combined contribution of multiple genetic

interactions[350, 362, 363]. While our implementation is compatible with this conclu-

sion (i.e. an appropriate combination of overdominant, dominant and additive models

can cover all the possible hybrid phenotypes), our results also show that additive effects

are sufficient by themselves to produce heterotic hybrids - genetic dominance or over-

dominance is not required. Recent studies have shown that 87.4% to 99.5% of genes in

rice and maize hybrids, respectively, showed additive patterns of expession [364, 365].

A similar proteomics analysis revealed that more than 98% of proteins in sunflower
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of genetic models - A) The graph represents the difference

in biomass production between 2000 hybrids (F1) vs. each of their parents (PA and PB).

Normalized flux values are uniformly distributed and range from 0 to 1. B) Phenotypic

distribution of hybrids for the four different genetic models tested.
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leaves from a hybrid plant followed the same additive pattern [366]. Therefore, follow-

ing this abundant experimental evidence, the rest of the simulations were based on the

additive genetic model.

The genetic diversity of parental inbred lines increases plant heterosis

In figure 6.4 B, we artificially generated 9 collections of 25 parents with distinct

levels of genetic variation between collections. We observed that the frequency of het-

erosis in the resulting progeny was highly dependent on the genetic differences between

the parents. More genetic diversity between parents tended to produce more above par-

ent phenotypes compared to populations with genetically similar parents. The largest

proportions of mid parent phenotype hybrids were found in populations having inter-

mediate and low genetic distances. However, these hybrids are of limited agronomic

relevance because they do not exhibit higher performance compared to their parents. In

the most genetically related population, we observed the production of a large majority

of below-parent hybrids as well as a significant proportion of mid parent individuals,

whereas no above parent progeny were obtained. This indicates the requirement for

a certain level of genetic variation within a breeding population for producing plants

exhibiting commercially relevant phenotypes.

Our observations are consistent with the widely accepted theory proposing that

heterosis requires and depends on variations between parents [367]. We observed that

a population of closely related parents was likely to result in limited heterosis whereas

substantial genetic variation increased the proportion of potentially contrasting alleles
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Figure 6.4: Effect of genetic diversity on heterosis. - A) Classification of progeny

depending on their performance compared to their parents. These terms are widely used

in heterosis studies [346, 348]. B) Simulation of 9 series of 500 progeny, each generated

from collections of 25 parents with prescribed genetic diversity. The genetic diversity of

the parents was simulated as described in the material and methods section. The grouped

bar chart represent the results of crossing the individuals within one collection (disallowing

selfing). The biomass production rate was used as indicator for classifying the progeny.
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and consequently, the phenomenon of heterosis. The magnitude of genetic differences

between the two parents of a hybrid can explain this phenomenon by providing more

opportunities for complementation contributing to heterosis [368].

To more realistically model how genetic variation in a metabolic network can affect

heterosis, we simulated the effect of selection by inbreeding two independent popu-

lations over 10 generations (Figure 6.5). The results were highly consistent between

populations and showed that, as would be expected, selection raises the desired trait

(biomass production) whilst decreasing the diversity of individuals from one generation

to the next. From one generation to the next, loci contributing to the production of

biomass are subject to strong selection. Therefore, unfavourable loci are progressively

purged from the population whilst neutral loci are only slowly lost via stochastic pro-

cesses. Inbreeding and selection reduced the genetic diversity between individuals until

the two populations were crossed.

Between the first and fifth generations, we observed a steady improvement of the

average biomass production rate whereas the range of possible fluxes was progressively

reduced. This suggests that the favourable alleles in the population are progressively

being fixed, leading to genetic homogeneity across each population.

After five generations, the two populations reached a ’steady state’ with occasional

reductions in biomass production. Such fitness reductions represent examples of in-

breeding depression.

In the final step, crossing individuals from each of the two inbred populations pro-

duced a heterozygous hybrid population with distinct heterosis. A large majority of
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Figure 6.5: Heterosis and inbreeding over multiple generations. - Starting with

two initial collections of 25 parents (representing two independent populations), we sim-

ulated the effect of selection over multiple generations. Each generation contains 500

individuals from which the 5 best ones (individuals having the highest biomass production

with the lowest total flux) were selected and used as parents for producing the next gener-

ation. At the 10th generation, the best individuals were selected and the two strains were

crossed to generate 500 hybrids.
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the progeny had a higher biomass production rate compared to their inbred parents.

Functional diversity within a population of hybrids

Each individual simulation corresponds to a linear optimization problem where an

objective function is maximised. As discussed previously, the production of biomass

was used as objective function in all the simulations. The computed fluxes through this

objective function (refereed to as objective flux in figure 6.6), provides an appropriate

indicator of the overall plant performance. However, analysis of the rest of the metabolic

network can provide useful information regarding the functional diversity and metabolic

efficiency of the individual. For instance, a low total flux capacity (i.e. the sum of all

the computed fluxes within the metabolic network) combined with a high biomass

production rate, suggests a metabolically efficient individual, because its rapid growth

is associated with a reduced metabolic cost.

Figure 6.6 shows that a large diversity exists among first generation individuals,

both in terms of biomass production and flux capacity. The comparison of the biomass

production rate shows individuals exhibiting (above, mid and below parent heterosis),

as described in Figure 6.4). Biomass production and total flux were strongly correlated

in most crosses. However, a small proportion of individuals followed a different trend.

For example, the crosses AxC, AxE or DxE presented a biomass production rate similar

to or higher than the average of their respective parents, whereas their associated total

flux was significantly lower. Thus these crosses can be considered as highly efficient

individuals with agronomically interesting characteristics: a high yield associated with
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Figure 6.6: Variation of biomass production and flux capacity within a collec-

tion of parents and their progeny. - Eight initial parents with an intermediate genetic

distance ( % ∈ [0.5, 1.2] ) were crossed to generate a collection of 28 first generation indi-

viduals. The top bar chart shows the difference in biomass production between crosses and

their corresponding parents. The bottom bar chart indicates differences in flux capacity.
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low energy consumption.

In order to identify variability at the reaction level, we further analysed the complete

flux distribution of a collection of hybrids and their respective parents. Hybrids were

generated from two independent inbred lines which were subject to a selection pressure

over 5 generations (Figure 6.7).

The results revealed large dissimilarities in the flux variability of reactions across

the whole population (left hand side on figure 6.7). Metabolic reactions subject to the

highest variability were often related to redundant reactions and alternative metabolic

routes. Due the steady-state nature of the metabolic network during the simulation,

fluxes through such reactions can hold different values as long as they are compensated.

In addition, a few groups of reactions belonging to different pathways were identified

with significant flux variability. Most of these correspond to linear metabolic pathways

with no direct relationship with the objective function. For example, β-carotene and

lutein biosynthesis (2 and 3 reactions respectively) are two independent pathways whose

computed fluxes presented relatively high flux variability among the selected individu-

als. These clusters of reactions provide evidence for a certain degree of diversity in the

phenotypes due to the limited inbreeding that the parental populations had undergone

in this simulation.
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Figure 6.7: Simulated flux distributions for a collection of 10 hybrids and their parents. - The top

bar chart represents the biomass production for each individual. The columns are grouped by three individuals,

representing: ParentA, HybridAxB and ParentA. Rows of the matrix correspond to individual reactions. The intensity

of the cells is directly proportional to the computed metabolic flux. The bar chart on the left side indicates the

average flux for each reaction. The chart on the right provides an estimation of the participation of each reaction

to the improved performance of the hybrids. The plotted values correspond to the Pearson correlation coefficient

calculated between hybrid
best−parent (biomass production) and hybrid

best−parent (reaction flux).
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In order to identify reactions that are likely to contribute to the increased perfor-

mance in the hybrids, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between biomass

production and metabolic activity of the hybrids and their parents for each individual

reaction (right hand side of the matrix on figure 6.7). Thus, reactions having a low

correlation coefficient are expected to play a negligible role in the occurence of hetero-

sis. Indeed, such reactions were often found to be related to secondary metabolism.

On contrary, metabolic reactions with a significant correlation coefficient correspond

potential candidates responsible for the increased trait in the hybrid plants. 94 reac-

tions ( 4.5% of the total number of reactions ) exhibited a significant correlation (|r |

≥ 0.70). These reactions included both internal reactions and transporters which, as

expected, were mostly associated with the production of biomass components.

The results suggest that heterosis is induced by the improvement of certain metabolic

steps resulting from the complementation of the two parents. The detailed flux distribu-

tion of all individuals allowed the identification the biochemical mechanism responsible

for this process.

Biochemical mechanism: relaxation of metabolic bottlenecks

Plant and animal metabolism is always less than the maximum allowed by their

nutrient intake. This less-than-perfect efficiency is expressed differently in different

individuals, suggesting a genetic basis. It is likely that energy metabolism is defined by

sub-optimal internal constraints (i.e enzymatic capacities). On the histogram presented

in Figure 6.8, the ratios between computed versus optimal fluxes were used as an
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indicator to compare the metabolic efficiency of a collection of hybrids and their parents.

In the parental lines (green), the proportion of metabolic reactions operating at a rate

of 20% or less than their optimum is significantly larger than for the hybrids (red).

Figure 6.8: Metabolic efficiency between parental and hybrid lines. - Histogram

representing the metabolic efficiency (i.e. calculated fluxes versus optimum) for a collection

of 250 first generation hybrids and their parents. X axis corresponds to the computed

reaction rates compared to their respective optimal values (%), calculated through FVA.

Y axis represents the proportions of metabolic reactions.

This comparative analysis between hybrid and parental flux distributions revealed

the presence of metabolic bottlenecks in the parental networks. These bottlenecks limit

the flux through various pathways by forcing upstream and downstream reactions to op-
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erate at rates below their maximal capacities. An example provided in figure 6.9 shows

how crossing parental lines can relax the constraints imposed by these bottlenecks,

allowing a higher metabolic activity through the whole pathway. The arrangement of

these bottlenecks could indicate differences between initial parents or different selection

outcomes within the two parental inbred lines.

A general mechanism of complementation can be deduced from these observations

(Figure 6.10). By acting as internal constraints, enzymatic capacities regulate the

metabolic network. However, sequential metabolic reactions remain dependent upon

each other due to the principle of mass conservation. Thus, the presence of a single

bottleneck can affect the metabolic activity of an entire pathway. By the mechanisms

discussed previously, such bottlenecks can be complemented in hybrid plants. As a

result, the flux-limiting effects are smoothed-out, allowing reactions to operate at higher

rates in various metabolic pathways. This was observed as clear shift towards more

efficient metabolic rates in hybrid plants in Figure 6.8.

The results presented here do not rule out the existence and interaction of additional

genetic mechanisms. However, it shows that heterosis can manifest even in the absence

of genetic epistasis or any other trans-acting genetic interactions. This observation is

consistent with recent experiments demonstrating that epistasis was not a requirement

for heterosis in tomato [369].

Despite substantial efforts to define a universal theory explaining the phenomenon,

our understanding of the molecular basis responsible for heterosis has remained elusive.

By reproducing and explaining several, if not all, aspects of heterosis, the modelling
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Figure 6.9: Example of bottlenecks in the chorismate pathways. - The right

side of the figure represents a section of the chorismate biosynthetic pathway (drawn with

Vanted [162] in the SBGN format [160]). On the left hand side, the boxplots represent

the potential and computed flux for each metabolic step (ParentA, Hybrid, ParentB). The

analysis was performed on 100 hybrids and their parents.
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Figure 6.10: Complementation of metabolic bottlenecks. - The diagram represents

a generic example of metabolic bottlenecks and shows how crossing two inbred lines can

reduce the effect of such constraints. Circled letters correspond to metabolites. These

metabolites are linked by reactions whose flux is determined by their respective enzymatic

capacities. For the sake of example, we can assign arbitrary numeric values to the reaction

flux (red = 4, yellow = 8, green = 10). In such linear metabolic pathways, the overall flux

is restricted to that of the step with the lowest enzyme capacity. Therefore, the production

of metabolite D in the two parental lines is limited to the lowest possible flux (4). The

additive effect allows complementation resulting in a higher overall flux (8) in the hybrid

progeny, thus resulting in increased performance.
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approach presented in this study could shed some light on this long-standing question.

i) It showed that crossing genetically diverse parents tends to result in heterosis more

frequently than crossing closely related parental inbred lines; an observation which

has been widely reported [357, 367]. ii) It reproduced the progressive reduction of

heterozygosity and the associated decreased performance (fitness) during intense self-

pollination or selection pressure over several generations [370, 371]. It also showed some

cases of inbreeding depression. iii) It provides a rational explanation for the mechanisms

responsible for the observed improvement in hybrid plants.

By allowing a holistic view, computational models provide unprecedented means for

studying biological systems. The work presented in this study contributes to enhance

our mechanistic understanding of heterosis genetics. It also provides an approach to

rigorously quantify various contributions to heterosis by different genetic or metabolic

processes. Ultimately, this model can be used to decipher the ways in which it can be

applied to improve the rational production of plants exhibiting agronomically relevant

traits.
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Conclusion

Over the last few years, the development and reconstruction of genome-scale models

has been growing at an unmatched pace. Much progress has been made since the first

attempts for reconstructing metabolic models for unicellular organisms [164, 372]. The

development of robust standards has significantly improved the utility of genome-scale

models and allowed them to increase in complexity and sophistication. Yet our ever-

growing knowledge in metabolism, which constitutes the basis of such reconstructions,

remains scattered and relatively inconsistent among resources [189]. These issues rep-

resent major obstacles for the practical development of high-throughput reconstruction

methods and significantly increase the manual curation processes. Recent research have

attempted to address these problems by initiating large-scale reconciliation projects

[330, 331, 373]. These effort clearly reflect the need for well-defined consensus to im-

prove the annotation of metabolic information and take advantage of the wealth of

available data.
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Plant biologists have been particularly active in the development of genome-scale

reconstructions. Since the first Arabidopsis reconstruction published in 2009 [140], mod-

els have steadily been improved by integrating cellular compartmentalization [76] and

accounting for protein production costs [143]. These efforts have strongly encouraged

the development of models for other crop species including maize (Z. mays), sorghum

(S. bicolour) and sugarcane (S. officinarum). Therefore, modelling plant metabolic

networks has gained a certain maturity and is now looking towards the development of

even more complex models including multiple cells and tissues to eventually represent

metabolism at the whole-plant level. Such computational models are likely to shed

light on important aspects of plant growth and development. However, this ambitious

goal comes with anticipated challenges.

Firstly, it is important to understand that metabolic network reconstructions di-

rectly depend on the functional annotation of genes. While high-throughput technolo-

gies have significantly improved our ability to sequence genomes, it is estimated that

the function of more than 30% of plant genes are yet to be defined [374]. A large

proportion of the unknown proteins in this undiscovered content is expected to be di-

rectly or indirectly related to metabolism. The effects this missing content has on the

predictive capabilities of models are difficult to assess. They will, however, inevitably

be augmented in multi-cellular reconstructions.

Secondly, the current constraint-based modelling approaches have limitations that

are incompatible with the simulation of whole-plant metabolism. Flux-balance analysis

for instance, has been successfully used in a wide range of projects and has been recog-
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nised as a valuable tool for predicting reaction rates of metabolic networks. However,

the method is currently limited to biochemical networks operating at steady-state due

to the underdetermined nature of the system. For the same reason, the definition of an

objective function is required to identify the optimal flux distribution of the network

among a range of solutions. Traditionally, the objective function corresponds to the

production of biomass, thus reflecting cell growth. While this assumption is well suited

to simulating unicellular metabolism, it may significantly reduce the possibility of pre-

dicting realistic behaviour of more sophisticated organisms. Moreover, the approach

does not take into account kinetic parameters and regulatory processes such as enzyme

activation or gene regulation, which are both known to play key roles in metabolism.

Plant metabolism is extremely dynamic in response to environmental changes and

highly specific to cell types and development stages. Even at the cellular level, metabolism

is remarkably contrasted in time. Primary plant growth for instance occurs by cell di-

vision and subsequent expansion, which are two very different mechanisms. This high

level of heterogeneity suggests that substantial efforts will be required to define ap-

propriate sets of objective functions and constraints to more accurately replicate what

occurs in biology In addition, current modelling techniques will have to be adapted to

account for temporal changes in order to capture the transience of plant metabolism.

However, considering the insightful results that current models are already capable of

generating, such sophisticated reconstructions will undoubtedly unlock knowledge in

even greater proportions.
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